Farm, Garden and Household,
The

Farming That Pays.

The following contribution, by a correspondent of the Dutchess Farmer, is so
suggestive of the causes of failure or success as often observed
among farmers
under similar conditions, that we cheerfully reproduce it and commend it to the
careful attention of our readers.
This is not to discuss the general ipiestion whether farming pays, hut to show
why some farming brings wealth and
some does not.
It is plain enough that
m is is a great deal of wealth in the
> omitrv
that has cane b\ labor on the.
n m, and that a
large proportion of those
ho work their tarms get a comfortable
l! i> true, also, that though we
m,g!o not see those sudden failures which so
’Hen surprise men in other business,
'here are main in the business of farmmi who tail
that is. the\ don't succeed,
i I mi
known wit bin the range of in v own
••■-ervution. :l good mam families run
■I An. I hat Imd held good estates.
Two
imeipal causes are eliieient in this -exi.c amine- and indolence.
It is generalfrom on,- of these that the familv fails.
'■ it the\
oDi'ii go down so gradually as
i" attract vein marked attention.
I'.\tra\aganee works (piickest, but in"leiiee is ns sure. It is not mere laziness
mann.ii labor that brings a man down.
i a lack ot
enterprise, a ipiiet resting
u u hat lie has inherited,
lie does not
attem|it to aeeumi'late, and what lie lias
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tiood Night! The shadows gather on the sea.
The waves no longer show a golden crest.
The wind's low murmur sounds most plaintively
O'er its hushed breast.

Latest

Joke.

in tile Hartford daily papers ehroni
ineffectual attempt to rob the humorist ."
residence. The story was that a man presented
himself at the door one day. saying that he had
been sent by the Gas Company to inspect the
meter and pipes. The servant, who had not the
slightest suspicion, allowed the stranger to enter
and do as he pleased.
When he supposed no one
was
watching his movements, he hid himself away
a
in
dark corner, (of which there are many in the
The Battle of Plevna.
The ammunition wagons gallop up to tin* cannon odd chalet), and waited for darkness. But the girl,
who
had watched his movements, went and pro
with fresh fuel for the lire. The guns redouble the
cured assistance, and had the intruder ••bounced"
The correspondent of the New York energy of their
tiring, the gunners working like de- without
ceremony. When Mr. Clemens heard the
The crackle of the musketry tire rises into
Herald, at the headquarters of Prince mons.
in Elmira. In*
ho smelled
a sharp
very
peal. The clamor of the hurrahs of the •story rat. and hastenedthought
to Hartford with the pur
Schaekoskoy, gives the following account lighting men comes back to us on the breeze, niak large of
it
out.
11
is theory was that one
pose
ferreting
the
blood
tin*
with
iug
tingle
excitement
of
the
of the important battle of Plevna, in
of the servant girls must have had a beau, who
fray. Away on the left a village is on tire.
was admitted to
the house at unusual hours,
The full fury of the battle has entered on its
which the Russians suffered a disaster, in
and
that, being caught in the net, this means of
maddest paroxysms. The supports that had re
the last days of July
the
real
truth of the ease was adopted.
mained behind, lying just under the crest of tin- concealing
With all the sagacity of an ex-journalist, he fol
After my ride with Prince Schaekoskoy through
slope, are pushed forward over the brow of the hill. lowed
his due. but could not establish the theory
the roeonoi.ssanees ot tin* :29th ult.. we
encamped The wounded begin to trickle back over the ridge
he had formed.
near this village*.
The gallant gunners to the right and to the left
The night which succeeded was
But
while pursuing his investigations la- learned
of
us stand to their work with a will on th*» shell
spent with tents struck and horses saddled, wait
iug for the order to advance in anticipation of the swept ridge. The Turkish cannon tire begins to that one of the girls, who had been a member of
hd
family a long time, was really guilty of having
commencement of fighting at sunrise.
•waver in the earthwork over
against us.
a male admirer, who occasionally "han d the Lo-qa
But Baron Krudener had determined to wait yet
THE FORWARD DASH.
tulitv of the house, unknown to tin* proprietor.
a day
longer in order to perfect his dispositions
More supports stream down with a lounder cheer i She was a buxom English girl, with a handsome
and give his troops, who were much fatigued
by into the Russian lighting line.
form and a bright cheerful face. Faithful in tin*
the
dissevere marching, some rest.
Suddenly
The 'doth was, therefore, spent in inaction, except that the troops were connected men of the advance close up, ami arc performance oi her duties, and always solicitous
drawn forward somewhat in order to be within together again in a strong line. We can discern for the best interest of tin* family, she had made
the officers signalling for the concentration bv the herself almost invaluable to the household. Tin*
striking distance for tin* morrow’s battle.
waving of their swords. The distance from the high esteem in which Mr. Clemens has always held
A general council of war was held at Pordin on
the afternoon of the doth to determine the plan of Turkish line is about one hundred vards. A tierce, her un doubt influenced his course, lie wu* sorry
hoarse
shout reaches us, but already tin; rush has to part with the girl who had served him well, but
action to be followed in the operations of the next
With the speed that only comes in the last
seeing no other alternative, quickly matured a plan
day. There were present Huron Krudener. Prince begun.
moment of closing on a bitter foe the
that should ••let her down easy.'* After a long
Schaekoskoy and the generals of divisions and desperate
Russians spring forward. The wild dash is headed hunt he succeeded in diseoveringthe young fellow's
brigades.
bv the colonel of one of the regiments of the ! name.
When that was gained Mr. Clemens went
m; ui ssiax 1*1.an or i.a
u:.
down town and procured a marriage certificate
Thirty second division.
The Turks in the shelter trench hold their KeAirning he stopped at the residence of tin* Few
It was decided at the council of war that the action should begin next morning at live o’clock by ground. They lire steadily and with terrible ('fleet
Mr. Twitched, pastor of the Asylum street Church,
into the advancing forces.
a general concentric advance on the Turkish
and took him into his carriage. Vrrivcd home, the
posi
The horse ol' the gallant colonel who is leading first tiling done was to send for the young man.
tions in front of Plevna. It was also settled that
Prince .Schackoskox and the general staff should the charge goes down, but the colonel is on his who soon appeared, somewhat frightened at tin*
feet in a second and. waving his sword, leads ins
move forward at lour o'clock. Several aides of the
summons.
From his dress and general appearance
of decay it was cviueiit that his circumstances
brand Duke Nicholas arrived and acre detailed io men forward on foot. It is only for a few paces.
He
and
tails.
1
various points to make observations, and after the
heard afterward that he
were not those of violent prosperity
staggers
was killed.
We can hear the sound of wrath- half
battle to carry reports of the results back to the
When he was brought in. Mark braced up and
howl, half yell—with which his men. bayonets at
tried to look dignified. This was about the dia
brand Duke at Tirnova.
the
The gravity of the task before the Kussiau armv
login* that ensued.
charge," rush on to avenge h.m.
was fully recognized
Mark -So. young man. you have been in tinINTO THi: TRENCH.
by the commanding bencrais.
habit of making a hotel of my house.
and. indeed, by all tie* odicers. Kcconnoissunccs
|Silence
have not long to wait. It i.- now but a few
They
had proved that the Turks were in greater force
unbroken bv tin* young man.] Well as you don’t
vards to the Turkish works, and these are soon
offer any objections well take that pari of tinthan was at first believed. Twenty thousand regu
traversed.
In an instant they ire over the
para
lars had come from Widdin to reinforce Osman
matter for granted.
It your offense had stopped
and in among the Turks like in avalanche.
at that point t would have been all right.
I am
Pacha, and tin* Turkish positions were known to pet
It is hand t<» hand and breast to breast.
The
rush
be naturally strong and to have been still further
always glad to *ntertai:i compam ye", if you had
which carried the Russians in sweeps all before it
mentioned
it
1
have
had
tinhouse
refer
art.
would
strengthened by
Altogether the attack on -Not
Turks get a chance to n, a wav from
nished for you.
Plevna was one of those serious undertakings that the many
Ml that and more 1 would have
l>v muscular Rus
call for the greatest ability and foresight in the sian gleaming bayonets swayed
gladly done for a guest. But when yon [dignity
arms.
The outer edge of the tirst position is
and pathos] -wln*u y *■: alienate tin* affection.s o!
commanders and the utmost courage and endurwon.
Maria Jane, when you ..1 upon this p'*a«*<*f:il
ance in tin* troops
In places tlie soldiers hung back a 1 ttle. for the
told with base dedans like
The night of the dOth was very wet and uneoin
wolt in sheep‘s cloth
tire from the Turks ensconced behind
musketry
tollable. The troops did not begin to march tor
ing. as it w civ. that I cannot lunrio*.
the main earthwork above was very deadly, and
Y. M.—[with humilitv
I; vou ph-ir ! but
ward before six o'clock instead of four o'clock as the
slope was strewn with the fallen dead and got 11" s11«• i*l> s elothlllg
arranged the day before. Tin* number of infantry wounded.
For the most part, however, the men
:
Mark- [ Hxamiuing tin- i!.i ie of the on .g ma:
combatants was actually about thirty-two thouadvanced nimbly enough : yet it took 'hem half an
eoat. j
Vh. I jH-recive m error
a
eoit.
sand. with hit) field cannon and three brigades ot’
hour from the time they left the shelter trench he
wool.
However 1 was speaking metaphors aii\
cavalry.
fore they again converged under the call of their
As 1 said before. I cannot endure the thought ol
mscnsi rioN ok
ni: korcks.
oflieers and made their linal rush at the main
having my home which until your tell piv-ciice
Raron Krudeiier was on the right, with the whole earthwork.
had been the abode of innocence. turned mio a
of the Thirty first division in his lighting line and
This time the Turks did not wail to meet the
kennel of wrong doing. When you sought 11.,
three regiments of tin* Fifth division in reserve at Russians at tin* point of the bayonet, but with om*
end. you not only wounded me mortally, but
lie
to
was
attaek
linal
in
two
colKarajae Rugarski.
volley abandoned the work.
j
aroused my wrath: and young man. when
u
umns, a brigade in each.
On the left was Sehac
It was evident that Knulciier in his attack on
mad. I’m a bad crowd.
In the tirst throes <•: m
koskoy. with a brigade of the Thirty-second di\ ision the Turkish left was unable to progress. The roll passion. I was doubtful whether to have
and another of the Thirtieth division in his fiirht
of artillery and musketry
our right told how
rested for murder in the tirst degree, or
ing line. Another brigade of the Thirtieth division | furiously the Turks wen* lighting there. Their
Vt this point the young mail showed s\ mptomwas in reserve at Pelisat.
force was certainly unexpectedly large at (Tivica of
terror.
••But.' continued Mark. -it -addci.u
The Turkish position was convex— somewhat in
and the strong points to tin* northunr .1.
occurred to me that
» ertain IVnnsi Iva; la Judge
tin* shape of a horseshoe, but more pointed. Raron
Ou that broad central ridge of theirs in front o»‘
toe Bradley. ! believe once ruled that in easeKrudeiier was to attack the Turkish left tlauk from
us. as well as against Kruddier, then force u
of arson the fellow must marry the girl: and >-» I
Criviea toward the River \'id
Sehackoskov was
very heavy. The first position, now in the Kus
eon elude that von must answer to the crime ot
to assault their right from Radisova. also toward
sian hands, was. in natural and artilieial strength,
arson: in other words, you must get hitched
the River Yid.
men* child's play to the grim starkness of the see
Maria Jane."
On the left Hank of the attaek stood Skobelolf ond position on that isolated mameloii that raised
Apparently. Mark's victim was relieved, hut In*
with a brigade of Cossacks, a battalion of infantry its rounded breast before the so far victorious Hus
was still doubtful.
He said
"If you please, sir.
and one battery to cope with the Turkish troops sians. and with its well served batteries on the
I'd he glad to marry Maria, but l couldn't support
on the line from Plevna to Lovca. and hinder them
swell behind it.
lu r. 1 ain't got no money, and I can't get no work
from interfering with. Schaekoskoy’s attaek on the
I'OkWAlJIl. IF TO UFA 1 11.
I mean to marry her some time. sir. honest and
!
On the right think LasdaroiV was
right think.
true 1 do.'
Schaekoskoy, however, determined to go for it
posted with two cavalry regiments to guard Krud Hotheaded
Mark —That's altogether too thin, young man.
as it may have been, his troops were
ener from a counter attaek.
You marry Maria right here and now, or up you
not the men to balk ambition or daring.
Tinmovino into position.
go for arson.
word to advance was again given and again tinY. M. Well, sir if it conies to that, of cour-e
men moved forward.
Sehaskoskoy’s right column marched over Peli
I'll marrv her.
sat and Sgalienica. The left column headed straight
The lirst rush was ou|of the troops ami many <>•
Mark
That's the kind of talk I like. Here
for Radisovo. The artillery pushed forward from ; them must have been blown.
They hung back
Twitched ! Maria Jane! Come here!
the first and worked independently. Marching for 1 good deal in the new advance, exposing them
And the two people named followed hy the other
ward we found the cavalry foreposts on the sky j selves reeklesslv. They were falling fast, but not
servant, entered the room
the marriage ceremony
line above Pelisat and on the sloping downs.
The
progressing with much speed
was
performed, and Mark and the second girl -ign
infantry deployed as they advanced, according to
Schaekoskoy kept his linger well on the throb
ed
the cert;lieate as witue.-ses
After that Mark
the Russian practice, on open ground. The for
of
the
battle,
.lust
in
tinnick
of
time
biug pulse
mation was in column of double companies, with I half his reserve brigades were thrown into tin- paid the miui-ter. gave the couple ^'idii in eu.-h.
and
set
them
adrift
with
an
injunction -which by
rifle company in front of each battalion.
tight while tin* other half took part in tin* attack
the way. he ascribed to Hoyle to "go and sin no
The line and rule companies have the same
further over on our left Hank.
more."
weapon. The rilie company is made up >f marks
SFW
BLOOM
men whose rilles are cited up to I,’20 ) yards, where
The
reserves go forward at the double quick and
as the lilies of tin* companies of the line are only
The Wonders of the Telephone
are soon
the thick of it. The m-w blood telis
sighted up to 000 yards, the maximum tire rang** at once in
on the lighting line.
There
is
a brisk
In a former number of the Herald we have
of the Prussian infantry in the Franco (ierman war.
movement forward, and in* more standing and
scribed the apparatus now u-ed in Providence
OCKNINO T1110 r.ATTl.K ON 11IK lillJHT.
craning over the fences. The Turks in the Hunk lighting and extinguishing the street ligh'- !:Raron Krudeiier. on the right, opened the action earthworks are reinforced.
novelty consists in the coming.::, n of eompi <•» I
I can hardly say how it all happens, hut sudden
air. for performing the meeh.tnn il pert ot'
at halt-past nine o'clock, bringing a batten into
l\ the white smoke spurts forth and swarms o!
lire on the Turkish earthworks above the village.
operation, with an electric eiirreiit for 'lighting the
dark elotln-d men are scrambling «*n
Tln-re m
At first it seemed as if the Turks were surprised.
gas. The system has been in operation something
a
short
lmt
one
Tln-u
more than a year, and has resulted in a very great
It was some time ere they replied, hut whim they
evidently
sharp struggle.
did it was with marle d vigor and giving as good sees a swarm of Turks living across the green of saving <*f expense, in the care and lighting of the
tin* vinevard. but thev don't run far. and nnovl
•Jgo lantern.- to which it In. 1.. -tpplii-d over the
as thev trot from,Krudeiier
around the western and nortm-ni races of tin* work,
Plevna is in the hollow of a valley lying north
ttld system of hand lighting. The connection <a
The the lanterns with a central otiiee is made through
and south. The ground which intervened between rendering its occupation very precarious.
Turkish
camion
from
shells
into
the
us and this vallev was singularly diversitied.
I in
about ten miles of opper wire, which i- im-losed
behind'drop
Kussian position with singular precision. A> a
in iron pipes, laid about eighteen inches below the
agim* three great solid waves, with their faces set
matter of fact the Russians occupied this position
toward the valley of Plevna, and. therefore, end
surface, and all of them are ignited or extinguish
lmt
It
never held it.
was all lmt erupt; for a long
ed in less than half a minute, by the turn, up or
on" to us. Also that the central wave is the widest
time, ami continuous lighting took plat e about its
of the three, and
>!'• ><<! of it are the mam Turkdown, of a single lever. Since the introduction ot
ish positions, of which there seems to he three- Hanks.
this system into Providence some further useful
one behind tin* other.
discoveries have been made, by adapting th.
Although the central wave
I'll!. TFUKS Tl'KN run TIM..
or great undulation of the ground is the widest, it
electric wires for lighting to general telegraphic
Vbout six o'clock the Turks pressed forward a
is not the highest of the three, so that one stand
purposes: more especially for telegraphic lire
mass of infantry to recapture the
heavy
position. alarm and police signals. by mean- o’' w is:eii coin
ing on the crest of either of tin* others can look Here Sehackoskoi took a bold
two
sending
step,
mmiieation may he made, by any pof. mu.' ,e.
down across the intervening valleys into tin* posi
batteries down into the lirst position he had taken
tions on the central wave.
duty, with police otiiee and engine house with
to keep tin- returning Turks in cheek.
It was in
which the wires are connected. In the use
Till*: TURKS STRoNOl.V KoS’lT.n.
vain. The Turks were not to he denied, and in
simple hand instrument, not larger than a common
Rut then the Turks are astride of all three of the
spite of the most determined lighting by the Kus
door key. upon the wire at an\ lamp post, which,
sians had reoeeupied their second position before
The crest of our wave, which is the ridge
waves.
‘.or the "time being, becomes a telegraphic-tatio;:
seven o'clock
above. Radisovo. they do not hold.
'I’llus far we
If n policeman wishes to give notice of a lire or
The lirst brigade of the Thirty fifth division had
Rut on the northerly wave of the
are fortunate.
burglary lie has onh to go to the m-are.-t lamp pom.
three -namely, that against which Raron Krudeiier early inclined t<* the left, where the towers and
apply his "key." and by tin- u.-e of the ordman
houses of Plevna were visible.
It was rash, for
is operating and which is hroadei and Matter than
telegraphic signals the information is at once eon
the brigade was exposing its right Hank to the
ours, and more like a sloping plateau, if the t*x
veyed. But. through this key. the policeman can
pression is not a hull. The Turks have entrenched Turkish cannon immnb-d astride of tin- ridge, lmt receive no me.-sag* back, and cannot even know
position behind entrenched position. Roth on tin* the goal of Plevna was a keen temptation. There that his information has been received at the point
was no t horough Ian*, however.
They would mo or
top of this ridge and of tlit* central ridge or wave,
to which he dc.-igned to forward it. This
we can discern Turkish camps with tents all stand
give up and they could not succeed They eharg canpoints
only be done through the use by him of a
ed
and
again,
and
from
when,
sheer fatigue,
again
ing behind the earthworks. It is clear that 111«*\
regular telegraphic itts! ament. 1 he e.-u; eii..n ot
do not intend to move it'they can help it. for th«• ir
the} could charge no longer, they stood and died, the w ires with it in tin* regular a\ and tli«
for they would not retire
The reserves came up.
tents stand as if they had taken a h*a>«* of the
knowledge of strained operator
hut only to swell the slaughter. Then the am
ground in perpetuity.
riim-nts
With the past ten da\s. howevet
unition tailed, for the cart.-, had been left far he
RRI'DKN MRS \RTIU.Kk\
A I WORK.
made at Providence w ith the w o- <>| :'u* pueii
hind, and all hope vanished. Fven the most sail
niatie electric system for lighlim and e•.ti11_* nsh
Raron Krudem*r'.> cannon an* in action not only
guiue could sc- no bright spot in the gloomv out
ing the gas u.-ed for street light-in that eh* ha\e
in front of (’rividn. which is at the turn of the look.
im ing
demonstrated in the clearest and most e..
horseshoe, but against its northern llank also. The
Two companies of Kussian infantry did. indeed,
smoke from tie* guns rises in a whitish, gray cloud work round tin* right Hank of the Turkish works manner that tin* newly discovered principle <*l the
of
el etri«
t(*leplioiu* may be applied to this.-y.-icm
from the positions of the batteries, and tie* heavy
and dodge into the town of Plevna, but it was like
work ami communieatiiui with nio.-t extraordinan
sound of rapid tiring till the air. Rut the return entering tile mouth of hell. On tinall results. B\ the u.-e of the
heights
in
connection
telephone
so
lire from the Turkish lines is
heavy that the around the cannon smoke spurted out. and the with the
perfectly insulated underground wires ..|
Raron makes no headway, and fora tine*, at least,
vineyards in the rear of the town were alive with the Providence lamp lighting system, it has hee
is fast held.
We try to aid him from the crest of Turks. The two
left, after a very short
companies
discovered
that the human voice cat: he employed
our wave by bringing the battery into action against
visit.
w ith great advantage over tie* arbilrarv tclegraphh
the Criviea earthwork, hut the traverse is so high
\LL Itol-F LOST.
signals u-ed ftu communicating .i• t«■ 1 iigcu from
as to completely mask the Turkish gunners, and
And now all hope of success anywhere was dead,
one part of the city to all other parts: and that
we do them no harm with our tire.
nor did a chance oiler to make the best of defeat.
electric instruments and skilled operator.' ma. he
We of the left column have our own business to
a
to
cover
Prince
had
not
man
left
Schaekoskoy
entirely dispensed with ! r instantaneous cornu.u
attend to, and so we leave or casual outlook place
the retreat.
The Turks struck without stint.
ideation wherever the wires extend
It is ma a
among the plum trees and move on in the direction
advanced
in swarms through the dusk on
all
They
necessary that a policeman, or other ollieei -a
of Radisovo. This village lies in a deep valley. Im*
their original lirst positions and captured three
the city entitled to use tin wires, shall know au\
hind the southern wave or ridge of the Turkish
Kussian cannon before the batteries could be
tiling of tin* art of teh-graphy in order to muint.t!
position, and there i> another ridge behind this withdrawn.
a constant communication w ith ollicials in even
village. On that ridge our camion, placed in posi
Turkish shells liegiu oiiee mine io whistle oVCJ‘
part of it. ll a policeman, he goes out upon his
tion tty Colonel Risehofskv. chief of Prince Sehac
the ridge above Kadisovo and fall into the village
lieat with a telephone in his pocket
there i-. \\«
koskoy\s staff, were tiring in line on the Turkish behind, now crammed with wounded. The streams will
say. a little door provided m the lamp po.-*.
gnus, away on the ridge behind the hills, with line
of wounded wending their painful wa\ over 'he
which every officer has a key he opens the d«>m.
effect.
ridge were incessant. The badly wounded mostly connects Ills telephone with till wire ill-id.*.
Our cannon playing on the Turkish guns situated
where
fell.
the
lay
they
simple process of turning a screw, apple biupon the opposite ridge quelled their tire after about
The Turks had our range before dark, and we llionth to the instrument, and first haring sinaileg
half an hour's cannonade, and it was then that the
could wn'i h the Hash of Humes over against us and
to attract attention. In* tali:-in an ordinary tm
order was given for our batteries to cross the val
then listi n to the scream of the shell as it tore by of voice. W Ith the speed of livlil liitig his wonlley. passing through Radisovo. and to come into us. The sound of ritb* bullets were incessant, and reaeh the otiiee to which
his conversation i- hi
action in the position vacated by the Turkish guns.
the escort and retreating wounded were struck. A
reeted, and by placing his car to the cup or mouth
Following them our infantry also descended into detachment at length began to come
struggling up, piece through which he lias just spoken, he re
the hollow and lay down in the glades about the
lmt it will give an idea of the disorganization to
eives at otice an intelligible answer so clear and
vdlage and on the steep slope behind our gnus in
that when a company was told oil to cover distinct, that even it separated by miles of distance
say
action.
somewhat the wounded in Kadisovo it had to be
(how many miles is not yet ascertained) lie can t<
Ry this time—one o'clock —our infantry had no
made up of men of several regiments.
by its tones, if there are a number of persons pr.
where been engaged.
Cenerai Raron Krudener.
About nine o'clock the stall quitted the ridge, cut at the other end. just who it is that give- «
inch less around
on the right Hank, had gained
leaving it littered with groaning men. and moving response to his message.
lie seemed little further forward
than we had.
lest we should tread on the prostrate
Isy this same operation every police oilirci .:i
than ut the beginning of the battle, whereas we gently,
We lost our way. as we had lost our
wounded.
every engine house earn receive tlie same vei m!
were at comparatively close quarters and within
We could litul uo rest for the soles of our
messagt in the same instant, ami tin* ollieeis
Striking distance. Krudener was behind, either army.
feet. >y rea.^on of alarms of bash! ba/.ouks swarm
tatiuii t*» station or tr-mi et
converse from
because his attaek was not pushed energetically,
the scattered and retiring Russian.>.
house to engine house. mnl with poiieenniu
ing
among
or because he was encountering obstacles which
I' A LI. I
15 A < K UN 1 II K OSS1A.
duty, with equal facility through these as Imlil
we had not met.
tubes and wares; and all the mistakes and con
(ieneral K ruddier sent word in the* morning that | ing
THAT UK'H'UHT DISASTKK.
THE
fusion in transmitting front the remote poini> ot
he had lost severely and eould make iu> heiulway.
to different <»ttiees are avoidi d.
It i> simph
Xow. R ruddier is regarded as a slow soldier and
and had resolved to fall back on the line of the j city
We swore at what seemed his
a matter rat' common speech from any point upon
an energetic man.
liiver Osina.
There had been talk, his troop* beone of these wires to any
other or to it> end.
inertness; hut it was not swearing only. Schac
ing fresh, of renewing the attack to day. with his
wherever at may he. provided the liule telephone
kosk oy, in liis impatience, determined to act iude
cooperation, hut it is a plain statement of fact that is
to
the
Turks
handed.
in
the
and
strike
attached
manner descrih
single
properly
simple
pendently
we have no troops to atiaek with.
If
It' Krudenor was slow. Sehaekoskoy was rash !
ed: for these insulated wires laid in tin* iron pipes
The most moderate estimate is that wo have lost
are always in the same condition, and tlacir uni torn
the whole force was too small for the work, how
two regiments, say o.OUO men. out of our throe
much more so was one-half that force
operation is always assured. Over w hat lot gth of
A ghastly number, beating F.ylau or
brigades.
he curried on can
About half-past two the second period of the hat
This takes no account of (ieneral space dicse conversations can
Friedland.
whether
the
had
he known bv further experiment. Theoivti
tie began. To ascertain
artillery
Krudeuer’s lossi s. We. too. retire on the Osma only
he
the
for
the
lo
can
carried on over
it
is
claimed
that
infantry
sufficiently prepared
they
way
liiver. about Bulgureni. ami to the best of our cully
distances of fifty miles as well as live certain it
act. Sehaekoskoy and his staff rode on to the ridge
weak strength cover the bridge at Sistova.
lie had to dis
where our batteries were tiring,
is that there appears to he no diltcivme n the
One cannot in this moment of hurried confusion
mount precipitately under a hurricane of .shell lire
clearness and stivugth ot the articulation, whctli
realize all the possible results of this strike so rashhi view of
er tin* distance is one mile or live,
which the Turkish gunners directed against the
ly courted. Not a llussian soldier stands between
with our own eyes, and heard
little group.
Tiruova and tin* victorious Turkish army in Loreea what we have seen
to
it
is
safe
with our own ears,
say that the
quite
INTO THE JAW'S OF DEATH.
and Plevna, and only a weak division of the Kiev
telephone diseoveiy, although in its infamy, is
A long and anxious inspection seemed to satisfy enth corps stands between Tiruova and the Slium
making very satisfactory progress, and th.it the
Sehaekoskoy and the chief of his staff that the la army. I look on Prince Schaekoskoy’s force as
are already favorable for its
wrecked, as no longer for this campaign to bo j present indications
time had come when the infantry could strike with
becoming a more useful and powerful aid and
counted as a lighting integer.
e fleet.
helper to mankind in the maivh of civilization and
Two brigades of infantry were in the Uadisovo
progress that the first experiments gave us reason
Valley behind the guns of (ten. Tehekotfs brigade
to expand.
(llnston HiTuld.
—the Thirty-second division on the right, the First
Virginia may bo regarded as safe. The
brigade of the Thirtieth division on tin* left. The democratic convention, between 1,41X1
Dm Yor IIkau That
A Now Or
leading battalions were ordered to advance over and 1,500 strong in its duly accreditthe ridge to attack.
limns paper tolls of a printer, who, when
ed delegates, has very creditably got out
The Russian artillery lire was maintained with
his fellow-workmen wont out to drink
such vigor that it completely covered tin* column oT its squabble over candidates and repuin tho bank tin* oxaot amount
crest
tin*
and
when the infantrymen had crossed
diation by nominating as a compromise lu*or, put
ho would have spent if In* had gone out
were descending the slope and crossing the inter
F. W. M.
Ooionel
candidate
for
governor
with them t*> drink.
veiling valley to the assault, of the Turkish posillalliday, a one armed military hero from
tion. Just before reaching tin* crest the battalions
He did this for five years.
and
double
crossed
and
now
a
into
at
the
the
line
quick,
promdeployed
Petersburg trenches,
He than looked at his bank aooount
in this formation, breaking to pass through the 111
to
all
forms
is
inent lawyer, who
opposed
and found that ho had laid up live huntervals between the guns.
j
of repudiation, and by making a platform
The Turkish shells whistled through them as
dred and twenty-one dollars and eightyinterest on the
they advanced in line, and the men were already in favor of paying the
six cents.
slain in great numbers: but the long, undulating state debt (by effecting some arrangement
In five years he had not lost a day beline tramps steadily over the stubbles and crashes with
without increasing the
through the undergrowth on the descent. Beyond, existing rate of taxation. Before the fi- cause of sickness. Three out of -five of
the skirmishing line is thrown out in advance.
his fellow-workmen had in the mean time
nal adjournment a resolution endorsing
It is a veritable chase of lighting men. impelled
become drunkards.
to
desire
forward
a
and
to
come
Mr. Hayes was received with applause;
get
by burning
The water-drinker than bought out
close quarters with the enemy, who is lighting at but in consequence of the late
it
hour,
them from behind the shelter of tin* cpaulment.
the printing-office: and in twenty years
as it would have had to
not
was
debated,
the
face of the advancing in
from the time he began to put by liis
Presently, all along
fantrymeu burst forth flaring volleys of musketry be, before it could have been adopted. money lie had laid aside a good many
fire. The jagged line springs forward through the
It is reported that General Mahone and
thousand of dollars.
maize fields, gradually assuming a concave shape. Colonel
llalliday have an understanding
A Turkish position is neared.
The roll of rifle tire
former
the
will
that
be chosen United
is incessant, yet dominated
A voting man was killed while playing base bal[
by the fiercer and States senator in 7b.
louder turmoil of the artillery aoovo.
[Hartford Times. at Wappiiigers Falls, X. Y.
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“Hie! AYlmt the hell are you doing, by the back-stay, the sea overtook him
Jamison.' Didn’t 1 tell you to eraek on ami swept hint over the side to the leewith this wind in our stem'! Send the ward. The mate, too, who was in the
| al
hands up to loose those royals agin, and waist, was overtaken by the sea and
to
answer
thequestiou recently asked
j help
just park that mains’lon her, you lubber- swept overboard, it was a thrilling moa gray ghost the far sail
vaguely shows.
ly coward. What in-are you afraid ment, and the disaster oecured in less
by one of the correspondents, as to the Like
And gray are all the islands in the'hay:
of— a capful of wind : hey
time than it takes me to describe it. Becomparative and actual value of wood No more tile wave, as ’mong the rocks it Hows.
The mate strode up to the hack-stay fore one could have arranged the details
Is crowned with spray.
ashes, both leached and unleaehed, for
and explained that there was an occa- of the disaster, a hard ringing voice was
The gulls no longer boat on circling wing.
agricultural purposes :
sional squad passing over; that she was heard, in the direction of tlie wheel,
Above the reach of shining wave-swept sand
The value of ashes, both unleaehed and No more we hear the songs the robins sing.
steering wild, and so he thought he’d ease screaming:
her a little.
leached, for fertilizing purposes, is not
She's going twelve knots
Along the land.
“Lay aft, all hands! Some one slip
down and close that starboard compangeneral!) understood, though the amel- Night's sable banners, from the wood-crowned bill. now, which is fast enough, to take it.
Float out in wide and lengthened sombre lines:
“You clap that mains’l on to her. you ion way ! Lay aft here. I tell you !’’
iorating elfects of an application of ashes
And in the distance, through the mist and chill.
to almost all classes of soils, have been
fool. Don't you suppose I know what I’m
It was the quiet cabin passenger, and
The lighthouse shines.
about.' and it you're scared go below and there he was. up to the waist in water,
noticed by observing farmers and others
for a long time. The action of ashes is The world is still: tin- world has gone to sleep:
put your head in a bag."
hanging on to the wheel, which lie had
No more we
tin- humming ot the bee :
The mate strode away; the throe royals managed to jam to starboard,
two-fold; tho supply inorganic constitu- The bowers on hear
llatless
the land their vigils keep.
were set, the mainsail sheeted, and the
and coatless, every one within the sound
ents that arc required by plant-growth,
The stars at sea.
and they act chemically as solvents upon
Planet, trembling in every joint, went of his voice knew that he was captain,
While tin- bower perfume, with its subtle sweet,
other insoluble matters already in the
boring into the night that was now fairly and a good one, too, and his next words
And tin- bright stars, with all their tires alight.
soil. They likewise neutralize acids, etc. Make the swift hours seem still more short and beet. shutting down on the dying ship and the confirmed the conviction.
I'll say, tlood Night!
Tho are more beneficial to sand) and
“Cut the main brace and unreave it.
heaving ocean.
S. I ’oilier.
The captain, chuckling to himself at Lead it along fore and aft and haul taut!
gravel!) lands than to those that are [Thomas
his own daring, < raw led hack to his state- Be quick, hoys; work lively; we have no
clayey, as the latter are chiefly formed of
room. took another
granite lucks, which naturally contain
nip,’’ and reeled time to spare !"
a radually wastes awav.
From the Hartford Times.
hack to his post at the hack-stay. After
When tlie brace was secured forward
potash. To plants that contain a conI In pi'oti: in agn.-u-llui'c. like llie
CRACKING
ON
SAIL.
prolit siderable amount of alkaline
a bit lie got it through his head that rlie
and battled as taut as it could be hauled,
matters,
-iness, depends on wiiat i hey
HV ,1. T. UOLDRK K.
studding-sails were taken in, and he tlie next order rang out hard and clear ;
rail in \\ all street a ■•matgin," ami a such as turnips, beets, potatoes, carrots,
roared out:
“Get an n\ and cut the forward staretc., ashes arc an essential manure. All
cry small one it is in tanning, as in
A
nl'
disasters
at
sea
large per centagc
Stand by to set the maintopmast
board lanyards—you will find one on the
legumous plants, as clover, peas, beans,
II sale and well established industries.
are
title
to
the
of
directly
passion
driving stu'n’-sail!"
etc., ani also bcnctitted by the use of ashbreak of the poop. Some of you find a
\ a a we sold won] to the
llunuels, many es
cracking on. American shipmasters
This order made the men express a hawser, bend on, then cut away. Take
applied as a manure. As a top-dress- or
i> ago. one of the linn told us that
ing tn grass land, the benelicial effects of excel in this particular—no other ships hope that he’d take the sticks out of her, the wheel, t wo of you !"
ley ii id been mailing cloth without a
ashes consist in promoting the growth of arc so recklessly managed, and no ships and tin mate had the hardihood to say
The Planet lay broad on the trough
•■lit. and when they found a waste of
in tile world are so poorly manned. Then, that the old man was either
and each passing wave pressed her over
white
and
drunk
out moss, and
clover,
very
rooting
"in a cent a pound on their wool, and
other noxious growths,)) hich detract from if a man lias a general idea of seaman- or getting crazy, but lie went about the more and more.
What damage she had
aged to avoid that waste, their busiwealth, or wealthy friends, lie is at difficult job of setting the studding-sail, sustained in her hull could not be
tin- value of such lauds.
The,) may lie ship,
just
ii
ante successful.
A quarter
once [nit in command.
in
reand after an hour's labor succeeded in then ascertained, but the shock that had
Fertility
too liberally to thin soils, unless
nr percent
received hy a broker, in applied
sunk the other vessel must have started i
mixed with barnyard manure, muck, or sources, energetic and prompt to execute, setting it.
irgr linaneial transaction, has made
!
As the night wore on, the wind into
red clover the) art and other nameless qualilical ions ought
something forward, and the wmiilei was ;
a
I. rgi fort tine.
And t hough in the peat. Applied
to
lie
elements
in
essential
the
man
who
in
creased
volume,
the
waves
she
did
more effectually when mixed with plaster.
not go down at once.
Vfter a !
grew higher
: ii
r.ans,ie| mils of the manufacturer
The difference bet ween leached and uti- assumes the discharge of a ship officer's and broader, and the ship began to sheer painful suspense, the hawser was secur! mm a
small a percent, would not
and
seem
to
duties,
ignore wildly.
yet shipowners
leached ashes when applied to land, is
Occasionally a big sea would ed to the fore yard, and then one by one
at Ii. it
certain that the fortune
this : leached ashes act more rapidly, and all that, seeking to find the half, tile third, overtake her and lap inboard over the the lanyards were cut. her sluggish heavno less than of the meror even the quarter, interest as of a deal
rail.
She began to roll heavily, and the ing snapped the fore-mast close off.
theii elfects are more powerful, than nnAll
uit .uni manufacturer, is made up of
benefits imparted by the idore importance. It is very true that a forecastle turned out and gravely discuss- the top-hamper lay to leewr.nl, holding
small net prnlits of his business, ae- leaehed, but the
latter, are more lasting than those ren- good many good seamen have command ed the unusual incident of a ship running on by tlie lee-shrouds and back-stays,
ie. 1 11\ manv years of labor and
of ships who arc indebted to wealth ur
dered by the former.
From analyses it
away from a tempest under a press of sail. and occasionally pounding.
Presently
;ln
This net prolit is so small
But the
is found that by leaching little else is re- influence for the distinction.
The morning brought no change in the the order came :
a
iiahle to lie impaired hy any
rule
is
to
the
vessel
to
the
man
who
give
moved than a considerable portion of the
of affairs, only worse.
"Lay aft, you all, into the mizzen rigThe temng error in management, or lack of
the most money into the venture, aspect
Is that hawser all clear forward
roared through the top-hamper and ging.
potash soda, and sulphuric acid, a nota- puts
pest
\n serious defect in management.
Tlie hawser was reported clear, and the
ble piantity ol the alkalies remaining without regard to the necessary ability to the masts lieut and buckled under the
givat degree of slackness will spoil
handle a ship.
behind.
strain. The steering of the ship crew, or what was left of them, took their,
According to Dana, a bushel of
prolit altog.-the- There are so many
The Messrs. Blunt. Fitch & Wadleigh heavy
ashes contains about of pounds of
had now become a very difficult matter, places in the mizzen rigging, and, Ungst“ I" Wi ll done ill order to sue- good
were ship owners, and their office in South
and it was evident that, should the ship wind acting on the resistance their bodies
potash. In leaching ashes, generally al unit
a
Hot Strange that
many
street did a large South American busione peek ol unslaeked lime is added to
" In
by any mischance lie thrown in the offered, slowly urged tin; ship away from
'-very part of farming is weil each bushel of
ness.
had
several
in
the
They
ships
ashes, for the purpose of
of those lieav\ seas, she would the wreck forward, bringing a strain on
trough
tIm; .■ is no mistake about the prolit.
of
not speaking
the
roll over at once. At last a heavy lurch the gear attached. As the strain grew
depriving the potash of its carbon. As Liverpool trade,
examples lietore me of those no
hulk is lost in the operation, a curd round dozen of coasters owned by this eased her of the studding sail, which heavier, she began to head tip to the sea,
i
mile lor themselves a good
The firm always insisted on a
Then the lee rig(IT’S cubic feet) of leached ashes contains linn.
went down to leeward on the wings of and slowly righted.
t,\ i licit own ability alone: and
about the following proportions (allowing money qualification in a captain, and the the wind, and, under tile excitement, the gings was cut, the hawser veered away
"i others,
v. I",
have not only not
result was that their ships were driven
an average of -14 lbs. per bushel to be
until thirty fathoms stretched away to
mate clewed up the royals and had them
1 ati-,tlong, hut have gone down,
a
until they were almost worthless. Then
leached out) of the const it uei its named :
the windward.
rolled up.
include that farming
illy
were
loaned
with
odds
and
ends,
up
■■Now. then, my lads, let us see where
acid I 1? lbs.; silex I hi lbs. ; they
1 lie eapiatll I'lUlll' Oil HOOK soon alter,
im! pay.
And the difference in the Phosphoric
heavily insured, and sent to sea. They anil at once began to abuse tlie mate for we are hurt. Sound the pumps. We are
oxide el iron 1/ Ills.: oxide ol manganese
in of these two '.’lasses is not
igi'i:
II they came hack
."il Ills.; magnesia IIP lbs. : carbonate of rarely came hack.
taking in tile royals. The mate soon al- all right if she does not leak badly."
li st ■" ordinary observation. It would
lime that is added in leaching, •'i.PP77 11 is. : they were sure to disappear the next trip, ter went below, being relieved
The pumps, being sounded, showed
em i"i s study. that should mark the
by the
ami the captain was bound to find a new
.111 lbs.
It
second mate.
Toward noon a heavy nearly four feet of water in the well. So
taiN in tin management which termi- potash combined with silica,
Occasionally the
will lie seen that leached ashes belong to ship waiting l'or him.
took the three top-gallant-inasts the brakes were rigged, and some of the
ni's in results so wide apart,
Messrs. Blunt, Fitch A VYadleigh would squall
the
carbonates
and
are worth to the tannout of her, and then there were horrid steerage passenger, were got on deck
a farmer
lacks good judgment in
lose a ship unexpectedly, but as long as
er mm*h more than is
oaths and imprecations in order until the through the after bulkhead and set to
generally supposed
ru his business:
sale on the underwriters'books
They are nearly as valuable in agricul- they were
wreck was cleared away. During the af- work. An hour's steady [lumping showa ■] the knowledge llcve.sthey did not much care about the ships’ ternoon the seas began to tumble in over ed a slight gain, which fact infused new
ture as unleaehed. though, as we have .alio Ids profess;,,u ; il he is nut of seaready remarked, the latter produce ob- company,or enquire if anybody was saved. the rail, and the compass grew so un- hope that her damage was not as serious
v. Ill lii
work
ii he does not know
servable
etl'eets on the snil for a longer The ship Planet, belonged to the above steady that it became unreliable. The as might lie expected. All night long the
"manage his help, and they work
firm, and when my story commences she
period.
ship was steering wildly. Two men at pumps were kept going by relays of pasif he is careless and
lag'
was in the Waterloo dock taking in emifile
etleet
of
ashes
on the mechanical
sengers. and by morning it was announcthe wheel were whirling it about:, in spite
w listed ; if lie does not know
hu g
Her destination
condition <>f the soil is worthy of notice grants and their stores.
of the mate's incessant warning to ••steer ed that the pumps were gaining on the
I in
•!' into ; if lie does not attend
was New York, and she was advertised to
I!v their use. sandy soils are renalso.
water.
small.”
di ia
of his work himself: if he
dered more compact and thus more ca- sail in a day or two. She was a half dipTilings looked badly by daylight. The
And the captain was hanging on to his
ids the importance of small e.\'per, heavily sparred, and bearing the eviid' retaining water, while heavy
;
back-stay, exulting in the idea that he bulwarks all gone, the deck swept clean,
ic
allow s expenses in his pable
her
that
she
dence
about
was
not
allowed
and half the crew, the captain and mate,
clays are made more friable, lit general
was running down a living gale of wind
y which lie cannot atliird: if he
swallowed up all resulted from ‘•(Tackpractice ashes should in* incorporated in to loiter by the way. She had till the under three whole topsails and courses.
niiu : these are a tew of the
the soil, and not left on the surface: by features of a safe and trustworthy ship,
ing on.”
;; Ts.
A little before eight bells in the last
any one of which will
and so there was no difficulty found in
lint with her stout three inch hawser
iv
liie net profit ol' the the latter method plants can receive benag'
1’.
watch
the
i
mate
told
(S
M.)
bluntly
efit from them only so far as the rain car- securing the too and odd passengers that flog
fastened to the wreck of her foreward to
:
the
an
he
“was
to
batten
down
Mippo-e
example
captain
going
ries the soluble portion down to the roots: were about to trust themselves to Unwindward, she rode out the gale as well
ling ma ii who undertook to
tender mercy of the Atlantic. The cap- the passengers: that if sail wasn't short- if not belter than under canvas. The
while
when
with
the
earth
incorporated
a
ened
at once, the ship would get tripped I
pretty large farm. But he had
tain
was
a
with
bloatslouchy individual,
captain rigged jury mneto wton tn<
previous to putting seed in the ground,
knack 'i managing his help to tile
Up in vonui i\f tl»«» hiorh \v:t\ ik t!mt
| weather
moderated, and made sail to the
the roots and chemical action will utilize ed tail arcs anil suspicious redness to tils now
ml his four men did no
racing after her. She's going sixteen j westward. The
hrr;.ir''
winds favored
elements not available li\ the other meth- face, but la- rarely came on deck or in- miles an
uk than ihive should
hour, now, and if she goes any him. and he made easterly
The cost
good time to the Hanks.
od. The seeds of plants, however, should terfered with the first officer, who per- faster, she'll be
i's w:ig"s and hoard was a
unmanageable.”
formed liis duty with a great llourish,
After clearing the fogs that prevail there,
not come into contact with ashes not
“Let her rip, my sweet-scented son of a
i;i .serious leak, and with one or two
calculated to impress the paslie sighted a large steamer one morning,
thoroughly incorporated in the soil, for evidently
I'm captain, I am: and if I
sea-cook.
ilvs ol that kind, tile young man was
heading east. In an hour site was a caobvious reasons. All mineral manures sengers with a due sense of his import- hear
i
more
of
I'll
.11
to pay for his farm,
any
your impertinence
ance.
ble's length ahead, and slowed down to
require tn he thoroughly mixed with the
disrate you, my buck. Let her rip, I say: \
sii
a lainily wlio were industrious
The day before the ship hauled out inthe battered and rusty ship, whose
-nil. if their useful etl'eets are to lie realized.
speak
she's all right : blow, good breezes blow !" ;
tied hard and there was no extravato the stream, a quiet gentlemanly apIn this wax their action under the right
squat masts created considerable amusemate turned away and told those i
Tile
a tin
house, and they managed
a
ment on the splendid steamer.
Then
conditions is highly beneficial, while on pearing man came on board, and after
of the passengers who still lingered on !
a
.at they failed, to pay a
•■.i' will :
came the hoarse hail
the uthei hand, their injudicious and keen stare at the mate and a glance at (leek to
: but the quiet, gentlebelow
iti their farm, and i; sunk
go
the cabin accommodations, engaged a
-Ship aliov 1”
careless use may he hurtful.
ia. and all from a little carelessness.
manly eliap didn't budge an inch. While
state-room. As the man elbowed hiswa.v
‘•Aye ! aye* 1"
of
a
sense
filled
0 dn't keep thing's up snug.
coming danger
There
every
••What ship is that
among the passengers, those who noticed
Agricultural Matters in Maine.
the quiet man did not seem to be
'install! loss by a little neglect.
him little thought the day would come heart,
“The l'lanet of and for N ow York."
:tie -ot out for want of a bar put
Maine is becoming pre-eminently a when their safety depended upon his alarmed. After a while the hatches were
“Who is the Planet commanded by !"
on and secured, and a few things at; lii
right time. The lambs died for farming State.
put
It is called the •■Pine ability to handle a ship.
He did not stay
••Due ol her cabin passengers
W atertended
to
which
were of prime impor•:
caie at the right
time. Their ’free State," because of its large interest
man. of San Francisco.
long, but hastened away to send his ‘traps' tance in view of the
situation.
id :■ s' h
than its market value,
present
in pine lumber, which ill the past lias on board. The next morning, as the ship
••Waterman ?”
t ie want of being nicely and attracbeen quite extensive, but is fast dimin- was hauling out, he came on board and
After eight bells the captain horrilied
“Yes, bully Waterman at your service.”
Tin y were always in a
;
ishing. Maine has its city of spindles
The vessels drifted apart. The steamsundry trunks and boxes marked ‘-E. S. the second mate by securing the fore and
v and could not do
anything nicely. Lew iston only second to Lowell or Fail \V." were stowed away in the hold. A main sheets with a chain and padlock, er's hell rang to hook her on. and with a
A other man was left a good farm and
Fixer.
She lias had her cities and towns small leather trunk and a valise wen- and. with the parting injunction to call wave of their
trumpets the captains
'd raw ilet l.
lie vv ,,s a Jneinher of a celebrated for ship building.
They are transferred to his state-room, after which him if it came on to blow, he reeled all parted.
ml
table
who
had
new in a decaying condition commercialand disappeared down the after compannspoi
family,
he disappeared from view.
Here, then, was the most notorious
rolls sty le. vv Inch lie kept
ly, or their capital and enterprise are
The next time he emerged from the ion-way.
that ev er commanded a ship, a man
bully
he did not hurry He turned inti* other channels of business, cabin the
The watch below turned in all stand- whose name was famous and on
ship had cleared the channel
every
li'l S' ell 1" I cent, interest on Ills debt
flic State has also lishiug interests, of no and was running to the westward with a ing, heartily cursing the man who was sailor's
lips from Singapore to toe Holdimv
.mus.
when lie might have bor- inconsiderable value. She has made a
foolish
their
lives
in
such
a
of
canway. en Uat((: every newspaper, almost, had
risking
light breeze under a perfect cloud
.11
1 le did not keep accounts prodigious effort to change the natural
vass—studding sails on both sides up to The quiet man took up a position near something to say about bully Waterman
a
ii.s farm, and hi.
ildit ill. leased course el her growth from farming to the main to'-gallant sail, and the crew, a the wheel, and to the surprise of the sec- and his
ship Challenger, and the ship
i re he knew i'. and Itei ante burdenmanufacturing and mercantile pursuits. hard-looking, vicious gang of Liverpool ond mate, began to eon the ship. Now never limited that could outsail her, nor
This excellent citizen and good l!u: il is evident that she was predestined Irishmen the hardest characters in the this conning process consists in watching the man ever breathed that could cow
h bn" had lev wealth ill the end than
lo tie a farming State.
The evidences of world
the ship's head, and moving the hand in the
were being driven about from
spirit of this gentlemanly man.
In heginuiug.
this are manifest to the traveller, in the sheets to braces. The captain was en- the direction the wheel should be turned.
The l’lanet at last reached New York
II
'iv example ol this kind : I knew
large and handsome fields that stretch gaged in his favorite amusement of “curs- It is often resorted to in a high sea-way, and delivered to her owners, who did the
mii wlio inherited a
in the
very exeelleui along the public thoroughfares
ing and blasting the eyes" of the man at when the motion of the ship reuders the handsome thing by Waterman. The paswhich was provided with stock and
amount of marketing dune and in the in- the wheel, and it was evident at a glance compass card unsteady.
sengers had a card in the papers praisid h was out ot ill-lit. Iiis family creasingly extensile stock raising in the that that red face and those blear
•is.
The officer mentally making a note of
eyes
ing the captain and ranking him with the
not hu g.-. and he was careful of exState,
fhe best of beefsteak can lie had were the result of a. long debauch. Each the fact that the passenger was a seaheroes that ever lived.
It was
greatest
mv
iscs
in the markets here for twenty cents a lurch of the ship caused him to sway to man, went forward to punch up the look- never known what vessel struck the
.-.ay : was saving of labor
ml of seed and plaster, and was very shy
a
dollar
new
at
he
had
scarceand
outs
pound:
potatoes
per and fro by the back-stay, which was his
posted forward,
Planet, that terrible night, as there were
t ions and hi ink farming
How
bushel, and other tilings in proportion.
usual holding-on place when “slightly ly reached the waist when a Hashing light one large steamer, and a dozen ships at
I.- accounted for that, when lnIn travelling over some of the best porsprung.” The mate was a fair seaman, liamed out of the gloom ahead, a hoarse sea about that time which were never
i le- let. his family in debt !
Iiis line tions of the farming regions, and making but
standing in morti 1 fear of tin- cap- voice shouted, -Light, ho!' then a eon- heard from. W ho can tell how many
in is now owned by one who began by
careful inquiry, we learn that the crops of tain -and the same might be said of tin- fused hubbub on the forecastle, with an have been run down and run under tlmi’
"i king 1 iv
the month.
the State this year on the whole, are un- other officers, who stood in mortal fear of imperative order to port the helm.
Im- this •‘(•racking on.”
\
one or two serious faults in the
usually good. Potatoes, which is the great the mate. It was the mate’s watch, and pulsively the men at the wheel began to
i
ol a fatm may till'll the scale of crop of Maine, are small
yet from the hi- was busily engaged in securing things whirl it to port, but were stopped by the Wax Works* Experience in South America
and l"~s. which does not however early drouths, but they are coming forfor the long trip across the western ocean.
passenger sternly shouting to do no such
.uln-t pu-truth that farming toleraward xery fast, while the dreaded pest of The passengers in open eyed wonder tiling. A moment's relleetion convinced
Coup, the initials of him W. ('., the
well conducted brings a fair prolit.
other localities, the potato-hug, lias not looked at the crew as they scurried about them that to alter her course in those manager of the New York Aquarium
imv
part ol it is well done: if the as yet seriously uifeeted tlie crops here. the decks, surprised that a man could tremendous seas would be instant destruc- and many other places of amusement, in
: ha
the summer of 1SH5 thought it would lie
good judgment, is intelligent Hay is another important crop, and is un- calmly take such
hearty abuse without at tion. and though the mate was frantical- a
notable stratagem to take a wax-work
iiii -an-ss, guides Iiis workmen wise
usually good x ery much of it not yet se- least resenting it by a word or look.
ly shouting “port, hard-a-port,” she was
la ops things tidy, makes improve
sured. 'fills, as wo think, is one of the
After a day or two out things became held in her course simply because she show illustrating the assassination of Lin■coln down to South America. Accordingk'-i-ps accounts, has a high esti- mistakes that Maine farmers have always shaken into their places. The captain in could not leave.
f hi
pi"k sion. has a good help made, putting olf the haying season too port ami the same man at sea were uiisheering wildly, she rolled up the slope ly lie set out and exhibited, but the peoit- iq his hoii-c
is there anything that
late to secure the most and best quality ferent individuals. Now he was a cross, of a ship's light dead ahead. The next ple of South America were lamentably
in appreciation of art or familiar..e
an't ih
ill liny.
1 lie coin crop, winch is always
sulky man, with a villainous odor of whis- instant there was heard a cracking and lacking
of small importance in the State, this key
to him.
There were about snapping of timber, forward, then a tre- ity with American history, and the show
clinging
Petroleum as Paint.
year is unusually backward, owing to the a dozen cabin passengers, and after each mendous shock, followed by a loud de- got into very shallow water. Finally, one
••oldness ot the season, and does not of them had received a snub or two, they spairing cry —the tribute nature wrings night the stern landlord levied upon the
ah-petroleum is a very cheap oil and
promise large returns, other grains are preferred to let the captain'alone. The from humanity in iis dire extremity. An- baggage of the troupe, and not only up; rating the pores ol'vvnod has a st rung
and will yield abundant- quiet man didn’t seem to have eyes for other crash succeeded by a grating sound on their baggage, but upon their wear■ -i-n
and
er.
ing pow
convcrtingsoft
per- very handsome,
ly. Wheat is regaining its old place of anything but a book, which was his con- under the keel, and the Planet lurched mg apparel, winch they had lett oil oil
iblc wood to the durability of red eeto lied.
An indignant council of
the farm crops. Stock stant companion.
Occasionally a game heavily to port. As she rolled back to going
Nothing :s improved more by it than importance among
war was held, and at 2 A. SI., or therebaskets. Kill a tub w ith the oil and raising is quite extensive. Some of the of chess, checkers, or Spanish polo en- the starboard, she took a wild sheer; at
linest horses in the country are raised in livened the cabin people, and when these the same the sails began to slat, and in a abouts, the tropical stars looked down
dip the baskets in it. and they will
Maine, and more attention is being given things failed to interest, they would saun- moment tl-cy were torn into ribbons and upon a silent procession of men in their
Serve
■vigor become wet nor decay.
te thorough-bred stock. Or, many alarm
Still sheering, she nightshirts stealthily moving toward the
ter about the deck until it was time to re- flapping violently.
•ic small wooden tools, such ;ts rakes,
Devonshire
the
line
stock
the
deliclimbed
a big sea, and as she sunk away
place where the great exhibition of the
Irish
oxen,
other
tire.
The
in
mostly
Wider
the
handles.
buckets, etc.,
passengers,
assassination of Senor Lincoln by Don
and
the
cows are
into
the
cate
her
fore
of
it
and
and
hard
Ayrshire
time
Jersey
a
trough,
had
and
ol
1
he
oil
main-top
tbr the basDutch,
me wav. The cost
Wilkes Booth had taken place.
Breakis almost nothing,
barge wooden seen. Sheep are rapidly increasing in bitterly complained of the trashy stuff mast snapped olf close to the cap. Then,
ing open the doors they entered, stripped
harrows, plow s, etc., may be soaked number ami greatly improving in kind. served out to them as if they were dogs. as she lay canted down on her portside, a
For the first ten days, battling winds huge wave topped with foam and fairly the clothing from the effigies of the MarMill it by applying it with a whitewash At every house, in village or country, is a
his assassin, and the acces: i'h.
The outside of frame buildings large flock of fowls, and the amount of and a nasty head-sea did not tend to glowing with luminous sparklings emitted ly r-President,
sory “Aggers,” and, arrayed therein, set
to Boston marwith
the
held
and
in
solution,
man,
shipped
make
a
the
amiable
phosphorous
on
eggs
with
ii
poultry
be
with
coated
very
it, put
captain
ia>
out for the sea-coast.
The hotel proliitewash brush, and when well dried in kets is surprising. The farming interest but on the morning of the 11th day out a came down from windward. There was
was a man of genius, and so he
since
in
prietor
a
stride
its
territic
of
has
made
a
as
the
State
overtook
great
fresh
breeze
from
the
northeast
grandeur
grand
sweep,
ppl\ a coat of paint of any desired color. our
repainted the figures, arrayed them in
boyhood days, spent on one of her her, and, all the morning, the hasty far as the eye could reach black sides ex- South
flit petroleum fills the poiesof the ..1,
American costume, called it a repto he a great
tramping of the sailors intimated to those tended, with here and there a patch of resentation
id the paint dries more slow ly and lasts farms. Maine is destined
of the murder of a President
The cost of the crude oil per farming State. [Editorial Correspondence below tliat there were lively times on foam flecking its towering hulk.
‘iigei.
of some local Republic by some Pretender,
in Golden Buie.
wav es were pressing it from beOther
deck.
The
hoarse
orders
of
the
mate
v
low.
is
barrel
ery
were succeeded by the still hoarser roars
hind, and, as he mounted up higher and and made a fortune out of the show.
raised
Geo.
Yt.,
French
of
of
the
and
Addison,
that
the
sails,
higher, the crested top tumbled over;
captain setting studding
The Oxford Democrat says
A Boston book-keeper who, on a yearlast season seventy-four bushels of winter when the cabin passengers began to crawl then the ship rolled to meet it, and with
cheese factory at Dixfield, Me., is one
wheat front two bushels and three pecks on deck the ship was covered with can- an angry hiss it leaped over the rail ly salary of $1,2(111 had by great economi
high, and covers more area than any
vas from the lower sails to her royals.
sweeping everything before it. When my and self-denial saved up $100 per
It is ltd by •'Id. and is of seed.
other in the State.
All that day the wind increased in vio- the watch on deck saw that fearful sea. year, realizing the risk he run of losing his
tm under the management of Daniel K.
A legal bushel of oats must weigh thirty lence,
and, in the dog-watches, was in- about to break, there was a frantic rush health, situation and savings if he re\evvton, who gave most excellent satisin Maine, New Hampshire and creased to a gale. Still those in the ship for the rigging, each thinking only of liis mained a clerk, purchased a small farm
iaction last year as a cheese-maker. This pounds
New Jersey; thirty-four pounds in Can- did not notice that so much on account own safety.
and moved on to it. Charging himself
factory was awarded the first premium at
in Oregon, thirty- of the fact that she was running from it.
The two men at the wheel also desert- with all he and his family consumed from
;he K.ust (ixford Agricultural fair lifst fall. ada, thirty-six pounds
live in Missouri, thirty-three in Iowa and The sea, too, came in regular ridges, and ed their posts and clung to the mizzen the same during the year at the same
Number of cheese now making eight to
in Massachusetts, New the
heavy pressure on her masts kept her rigging, the quiet passenger alone re- rates that he had formerly been obliged
ten |mt day, weighing from forty-ibur to thirty-two pounds
York and most other States.
so she skimmed along with a
maining at the helm- As the tons on tons to pay in Boston, to his great surprise he
or
five
over
tons
steady:
forty eight pounds each,
of
it
water leaped over the rail, the Planet found at the end of the year that he had
Towards
motion.
night,
being
gliding
per mojith.
A few days ago the cable brought us the mate’s watch, he took in the studding- listed over, and another wave, followed consumed $1,000 worth, besides having
on
sold quite an amount of farm products.
I'he grasshoppers now devastating parts news of the death of Yakoob Beg. We sails and hauled the three royals. He was swiftly behind, laid the good old ship
of Vermont have an especial fondness for have just learned that the real name of getting ready to clew up the mainsail, her beam-ends. When the crash of the With such a result he had no desire to
rhubarb and tomato plants and the leaves the diseased was Jacob Mendicant, and when the captain staggered on deck, and, collision aroused the startled passengers, return to his $1,200 position, depriving
his family and himself of such health and
■ if
fruit trees. In some instances they the boys called him “Yakoob Beg’” for lurching in the direction of the back-stay, the captain came hurriedly on deck, and
Herald.
short.
I he managed to grasp it as he roared out: as he attempted to gain his usual place comforts'.
have eaten the fruit.
Tin;

Twain’s

[Hartford letter +o the Boston Herald. J
A good story about Mark Twain
just-begin
to
leak out here. Some time ago lie went »«;:
ning
a visit to Elmira, X. Y.. leaving his
quaint house
among the trees on Farmington Avenue in charge
of his servants.
Nearly two weeks ago ail item
was

published
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bondholders)

Thomas

Kat,

I know several more things .about cats, hut I
shall keep them to uiyself unless the court obliges

Esq.

I 1...W- taken the precaution to clothe myself iu
of mail, before attacking this
The
i'-mi cat being encased iu a coat of male too. i wish
I*.* :«n a- ln-ar an equal footing with him as i»ohbut st’i. lie now beats me by two feet, it is
who
ianl t-i iret the advantage of a eat.
«.tv. -r-‘t she advantage of a eat does not need a
p
an:
he can .just go right out into the cold
v. .c ',d and earn a dollar a
day the year round.
T!
1 have
.-at was invented a long time ago.
v*ru«*ttei: 'hi* name of the inventor. It was patented .iud fora lotnr time the inventor held it as a
>u<>p,»]y. but after a time tin* patent run out. and
cat came into general use. since which time
11a
been some improvements added, so that
af
this age is a hard thing to beat.
»
it- air of a couple of kinds.
One is the Tom
« .ti and the otiicr
well, tin* other isn't.
A cat is
'Hi at once with the exception of the
eyes
> ’:.*«•!i
arc alway- nine days later.
When a cat

Anybody

••

<

l'.UNir

1

i\

A

u

mm;

ha vs.

called a kitten, and there are
■-nsi.lerable many brothers and sisters of
i;

«>ii. .-.

is

and for

mile

days they

are

obliged

to

This eye business sticks me. 1 have
d; the works on optics, and notice that
;\tlnn
that is going to have eyes have
hi m m under the original contract, even to
it
.ni.i w li\ tlie cat is left out 1 cannot dis
.o.\
more than 1 can why a woman looks
a 1.. .1 to tind a man.

,i.

v

.imposed

ot

peculiar composition,

tlie exact eombiuation of
tile lost alts.
1 dropped U
.1 ti\e -torv window on
Broadway once.
bni.:.< <l up about a rod and landed on his
ll didn't even feel to see if any bones were
!
"imnlv glanced at the lamp post on the
and lead the name of the street to get his
c.
then sailed away as peacefully as
in- had ju>t got out of a stage.
It is won

vi.

..!

■

i’-

I

a

e»

-v.
»

when

rubber

a

olie ol

will tumble and not break.
t.ui built into them.onthe after end.
i- alio.it the size of a broom handle,
veil. I the owner has the power of
d Hit the size ol a Bologna sausage,
i.
the air. n gives the eat a very

; u

,i

at

■

...

i.

\

MiiitT.

IlY

]»AV.

appearance. The principal uses of the tail
••in-stir eat are few.
Their memories are
aid t’.iey forget ami leave their tails round
door for people To step on.
line of the
hi a eat experiences is in
getting
c.
:.der the rocker of a chair, just m season
■t'
the who].- weight of the chair at the ome

Tie

••

deftly

■'

h

a

i\\

T

the pure unadulterated cat. one needs go
'it;, and make the acquaintance of the Tom
here
more life to the square inch in a
city
it than can l»e found
anywhere else, barring
ot chees,There lie nourishes in all his
Tliere his cat-like qualities tind full
•!

■

it’ve

Then he courts,
flicii he lights.
I hen he veils.
«»n

moonlight nights.

limbing

<

fences,

dodging boots.

Also bullets as lie scoots
from the chimney to the gutter.
Down conductor to the shutter.
Inio the garden plat.
Scat

to disclose.
There is to-dnv in America one young man who
has not interest enough in a cat-tight to get up in
the night and watch the conflict, or throw articles
of value at the felines, and his name is
(■GO. A. QriMBV,
Of the Boston Weekly Globe.
uio

subject.
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The

Nomination.

is with an uncommon degree of
pleasure and satisfaction that we place at
the beau of our column to-dav, the name
of JOSEPH HARTWELL WILLIAMS,
as the candidate of the democratic party
for the office of Governor of the State.
The nomination was made in obedience
to an imperative demand of public sentiment coming up from the stalwart democracy, hut from the best and most conservative portion of the people. 11 has in
it the prestige of success and is auspicious
of victory if the democracy are true to
themselves and vigorously prosecute the
work of organization in the few weeks remaining before the election.
Mr. Williams was born in the city of
Augusta on the 22th of February, lsi4
graduated at Harv ard University in ls:{4
received his degree at the (Tunbridge
Law School, and subsequently entered
upon the practice of bis profession in the
city of bis birth, in which he continued
until the death id' bis lather forced upon
him the care of a large estate, which be
has since managed with great care, econHe has been somewhat
omy and success.
in public life, having been elected to the
Senate in 1S5S, of which body be was
President, and succeeded to the Executive Chair on the resignation of Mr. Hamlin. In isil-j he was nominated by dm.
Washburne to the Supreme Judicial
bench, hut declined the office, lie represented the city in the House of Representatives for several sessions, the last
to which he was elected in
| time :u 1-74,
opposition to the regular republican nomination of Mr. Blaine's right band man,
John L. Stevens.
He has never sought office, but when
called upon by the people to accept places tendered to him, he has done it w ith
reluctance, and because of a high sense
of duty. Em se\ eral years past, < lovernor \\ illiams has not taken an active part
in political questions, although a man of
decided convictions in regard to public
affairs and of undaunted courage of opinion, which be did not hesitate to assert
by bis vote for Tilden and Hendricks at
the election of iast fall.
Mr. Williams, as is well known, is the
son of tile late lion, lieuel W illiams, one
of the most distinguished Democrats
Maine lias produced, and who represented the State in the U. S. Senate when the
great men of the Republic constituted
that body. Of course he was early imbued with Democratic principles and
His name has always been assoideas.
ciated with all that is honest, upright,
conscientious and just. Punctilious and
exact in all his dealings with men, there
is no tinge of dishonor upon bis name in
any of the business affairs of life or in bis
intercourse with bis fellow men. of modest deportment, but of indexible will and
purpose, be would tarry into the Executive chair the principles of honesty, integrity and devotion to the right, which
have characterized him in private life,
and w hich have associated bis name with
all that is pure, honest and just. Asa
courteous and affable gentleman, lie cannot I.xeelied : and if elected to the
office for w hich he has been nominated,
he will confer honor upon the place, and
dignity and elevate the State.
A noble candidate
a just cause
an
auspicious hour im ite the Democracy to
extraordinary effort. If they fail io avail
themselves of the advantageous moment
the fault will he their own.
We believe
they will not hut that activity, determination, and vigorous work, will result in
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Under

Which

King?

li is a

great satisfaction to the calm and
thin ring men of Maine, both Republicans
and Democrats, who support the just and
patriotic course of President Hayes, that
his

cause

was

so

earnestly championed

in the Republican Convention by ex-Cov.
(.’hamberlain. He is not only an honored
sou of tile state, and a Christian gentleman, hut he is likewise a patriotic soldier who took, the field early in the rebel-

lion, fought as lung as there were battles
to light, and notwithstanding frightful
wounds, permitted himself to leave the

in response to the crooking
of Mr. Blaine's little linger, smothers the
resolution approving the course of President Hayes, ought to arouse something

Convention,

like indignation in the party. We think
it does,
the sentiment which supports
administration in its generous and politic treatment of the people of a portion

an

of

country may he thrust
aside and denied expression through the
cunning use of parliamentary rules; hut
our

common

the sentiment itself and the

objections

county officers will be
elected, supported as they are by a compact, well organized and enthusiastic organization. That is something to cheer
the hearts of the Democrats who remember the dark and disastrous days of the

hundred

liable

of the party, who believe in its
in its final triumph, and that

men

principles,

the country will be immensely benefitted
thereby. These men have lived to see
the time when Waldo County, with its
former large Republican majority, has become debatable ground, when the chances
are more

than

even

that the Democratic

for

candidates

by about one
petitioners, including nearly all
tiie heavy tax payers of the city. The
representatives of wards Four and Five
in the City Government, however, under

past sixteen years.
The county ticket put in nomination is
upon the whole a very strong one. Mr.
Gove, the candidate for first senator, is
an intelligent gentleman who stands very
high in the regards of those who are best
acquainted with him. He made an excellent

for the

the lead of Alderman Ferguson, determined to defeat any outlay looking to the
introduction of water, to guard against a
third destruction of the city by tire. At
tiie special meeting of tiie city government
on Monday evening, eonncilnieii enough

office last year.
Air. Roberts, who for the first time comes
upon the ticket before the people ot tlie
run

same

purposely absented themselves to prevent
a quorum.
An adjournment was had to
Tuesday evening. Meantime it was dis-

whole county, has won a reputation as a
good organizer and persistent workei in
These qualities
have enabled him to wrest the control of
Stockton from ex-collector Barnabas, and

covered that

to make it a reliable Democratic town

yearly appropriations for municipal pur-

cause.

of the joint rules of tiie
city council provided that no order calling
for an appropriation, outside the general

a meritorious labor which the party has
always thankfully recognized. Mr Berry,
of Burnham, nominated for Register of
Deeds, has excellent qualifications for the
place is a careful and reliable man, highly esteemed wherev er known. He has the
misfortune to be incapacitated fur active
labor, and therefore has an additional

Fire Committee's report, and appropriating the sum of $<>,550, was drawn and
submitted by Alderman Williamson.
It
failed of a passage; by the following vote
yeas, Aldermen Cottrell, ward I ; linrgess, ward '!: Williamson, ward A Nays,

Geo. E. Wallace, Esq., has won a good
reputation at the bar, as a careful and
honorable practitioner, and has the re-

spect of every person
known.

The

to

nomination

whom he

Aldermen

is

and

whole ticket

thing

Mr. Blaine’s acuteness that revolts follow when too much is demanded of a

can

needful for such

It

-'—:-.
the hard times, there
is no apparent diminution in the number
of Americans travelling in Europe.
It is

Notwithstanding

result is the work
Let this not be neg-

of organization.
lected.
How

a majoriti/ of the city government can
make them, and that the three city wards
can elect that majority.

in the

With proper efforts the
be elected. The one

Republican party.

Might

a

Have

matter of suc h

a

reasonable opposition has arisen.
Hut it
may be proper to remind our friends who
make the issue that when the general appropriations for next year are to be made,

people

not

prevailing

view of

to pay ing four-tilths the cost of making the roads to their very doors. It is
very much to lie regretted that this un-

only to command the full party support, but win
votes from the opposition, in the present
state of dissatisfaction

a

e\ mi

ocratic ticket in the county at the election last fall.

ought

so narrow

without grudging, for all municipal purposes, for the benefit of the outside wards,

enabled him to lead the Dem-

ticket that

presented,

great importance to the whole city, disregarding the wishes of those who pay
four-tilths of the taxes of the city. The
money of the petitioners, whose just and
reasonable prayer is thus curtly denied,
has been time out of mind expended,

ten years enables us to endorse Mr.

a

remonstrance

no

hike

he is modest. An intimate association for

with

was no

argument made in the negative.
It is a matter of regret that the representatives of a portion of the city, should

for

Our friends thus go before the

ward 4; Ames, ward

Ferguson,

There

b.

County
Treasurer was given, without solicitation,
to Mr. liussell C. Dyer, local editor of the
Journal a gentleman as meritorious as

popularity

one

poses, could pass without a two thirds
vote in either branch.
This would cull
for four affirmative votes in the hoard of
Aldermen. An order directing that the
work be done, as contemplated in the

claim upon the suffrages of his fellow citizens. The nominee for County Attorney,

stated that New York bankers alone have
issued letters of credit this season to tour-

Been.

ists to the amount of $45,000,INN). This
exaggeration, but the amount
is no doubt a large one, and if expended

An able western Democratic paper
makes a good point in favor of the wisdom

must he an

which the President has shown in his

at home would do much to relieve the

management of the Southern problem.
Alluding to the striking peaceful picture
presented by the Southern states in the
midst of the wide spread and alarming

present dullness of trade.

a

tumults attending' the late strike, and the
almost absolute exeinptionoftho.se states

The New York Sun recently published
correct list of the names, ayes, places of

lj»tU

oiili.d

..i

mold

.f‘

tl»o

t

v.-i

lkvo laot

ntv

I survivin'*- pensiontMs of the Revolution,
obtained from the records of the Pension
North, it says that there is another fact
Office in Washington. Two Maine penin this connection that equally challenges
sioners are recorded as follows
reflection- the thorough vindication of
from the

dangers

that

threatened the

llulehms. William, ot' IVnobseot. Hancock Co.
-M**-. died May A, Istili. aged Hi'J years. Aided ill
celebrating July 1. IHii.,. at Bangor .Me.
Coodwin. Aiiraziah, of York Co, Ale., probably
died in the latter part of ISiiit. when too years old:
born in .\ H.

Mr. Hayes’ Southern policy and enndein-.
nation of the Southern policy of his predecessor which the late disturbances furnished.

Suppose the strike had taken place two
The Waterville Mail is perplexed about
years ago, under Grant, or that, when it the
political complications in Maine, and
took place some weeks ago, government
anxiously asks •Where can an honest
had been involved in the Grant policy of
voter set his foot
He can and ought to

maintaining

offensive

carpet-bag govern

set it

the coat-tails of any man
who tells him that Joshua L. Chamberlain, Anson P. .Morrill, Josiali Crosby and
Nathan A. Harwell do not represent the

incuts in two or three Southern states-

wliat would

have seen ? This : Either
the troops retained at the South to protect the carpet-baggers from the wrath
of the people, and Maryland, West Virwe

to those

states

leaving

South Carolina

Maine.

;

We don’t hear

and

was

nious gatherings of the party for years. Every
town in the county was represented. A great
many new and young men were noticeable, with a
liberal sprinkling of gray haired veterans who
have stood in tin* battle front for years. The bus
iness was hurried through, but tin* determination
and interest manifested indicated a spirit to make
the nominees of the convention the incumbents of
the several positions.
The convention

The said circulation of the News is susan affidavit.
It is the great

den of Monroe

penny newspaper, and reaches into every
nook and corner of the vast city. The
a

branches of trade and
Twenty of the weeklies are

ism anil many

opinion.
German, four French, two Spanish and
two Swedish.
Twenty-five are theologiOne

when

“religious"

cheap weekly story-

paper which is unknown to scholars and
to

literary

of true

people

Wiuterport,
suit

enormous

it

publications, but

full of accounts ot murders, hair-breadth
escapes and such exciting themes, and

always glorifies and makes a hero of the
hoy who leaves his parents and runs
away from home. There was a recent
case in New Hampshire of suicide of a
hoy of eleven, caused by reading tins
is

far

Rev. ,1. H. Palmer, of the l nivcrsalist
church at Rockland, has resigned, in con
sequence of a great and apparently proven
scandal in which he became involved. It
wasn't any case of Mrs. Potipliar, or Elizabeth of Brooklyn, or any other choice
hut the
and alluring bit of temptation

tin* nomination

tlit? few young men about town who knew
kt’ tli** rninictovV **n uklc<*<)
it sooll »'ot
to lie very commontalk. Sometimesthese

little

affairs, if decency and discretion arc
outraged, may be hushed up and furgiven ; but when a minister Mings aside
his surplice to make frequent plunges in

not

.Mr. I’, had

better resign.
He did so, and has gone
to that region whence he came
the great
'flic church is a large, highly rewest,
and

the

at

the

wealthy
greatly mortified

Carle had
Win. Berry had
ami Berry was declare*! tin* nominee.
F. A.

E.

askv. coIohmI. shot his wife in a St. Louis
church. Thursday, during tin* services
was great excitement,
she had left him.

t

negro

'There

The famous Kentucky natural bridge over Cane;,
creek, in Elliott county broke in the centre of narch a tew days ago and fell in magnitii cut ruinOne of the un».-t beautiful women of Xew York
now m the Bloomiugdale insane Asylum, whoinsanity was caused by the use of enamel on he.
face.
is

A hail tonn passed over Gloucester lowiislii)
Camilla. Thursdav night, completely destroying i:
Some of the hail stone-, weighed th:
crops.
ounces.

The republican eouvi-ntiou of Chester

Pa

after

full discussion

a

Daily

Nation of

Washington,

which announced itself

D.

the organ
of the to-be-resurrected Whig patty, is
in financial difficulties.
Its obituary will
soon

be written.

as

Gone to meet the W

big

party.

;

W hat a

pity, then, that Rutherford cannot he, like Dickens’ Mrs. Hezziwig, ••one
vast, substantial smile."

free to employ
the Northern enemies.
was

its forces against
If Mr. Hayes had actually foreseen the
strike four months ago he could not have
more intelligently and
efficiently prepared for it that by recalling the troops from
New Orleans and Columbia. Gen. Grant's

/,.

Lewis Beau of Belfast. El.ei; Scnvey * ^
Searsjiort S S. Trevolt of Prospect and .Ionian *»i
Belmont were a e*immittee to receive. >ort mm
count votes tor a candidate for comity attorn, v
George E. W allac**. Es»j of Belfast received ail Devotes east and was declared tin* nousim
\
Messrs. W
Femlletoii *»f Northj.ort ainl Dr
Fellows of Frankfort were a eomiiiittet* to rccc;\e.
sort and count votes for county treasurer.
I its
Whole number of votes east
i <>
Necessary for a choice
i'.o
Israel Cox had
Russell H Dyer had
?s
and Dyer was declared the nominee
Messrs, Eli Cook of Jackson, James Hales oi
Frankfort. Rut us Xealley of Monro* H Mnall of
Stockton and Heo. E. Wallace of Belfast were a
committee to receive, sort and count votes for
county commissioner. Hooding Hrajit. Kmj.. of
Frosjieet. reeeiv»*d all the v»»tes thrown and a t^
ileehired the nomiuee.
The nominations were, on motion, made iiuaii
i moils

ami Islesboio.

c

.Ln*kaon. Monro,

W

Sherman,

Troy

of Islcsl.oi..- for

and

IVosjieet. P s f lan
ders. <u Monro.- for Palermo. I nity. Tln.n.dik**
and Burnham. Charles Taylor, of Cnity f -r Su.ui
ville. Knox. Waldo. Brooks, Belmont and Mon 11.
M. B Hunt, of Belmont; for Stockton ..ml S*
j.ort. P S. Simpson. of Searsjiort.
The convention then adjourned
No lesoh.tions
were .die red.

I’ooh ! tlios,*

wt-tv

lint hull In■

\m

day this weak more than ai\ thimsatul
feet ut hose, with leys, eutild In- ten at
the eatnp around.
The Bnstmi UlmuM all' tin- Maine I'
platform short anil sour

ui'.

rale

"Melon" na- leeenrlv entereit n an Malianu
horse rare
lie must an a! a sort lit eallter li>1 Itwe suppose.
[Boston iioiiie .iiiurnal
III
comes from a running stalk, wc

Potomac river
the goth of July the umsquitoes made :t mill
Piuey Point ill such force us to drive everybody
sway, including the belli. Nothin;: like it wasever
known before. The buildings w ere black with the
noisy and busy insects, and the only escape from
•On

on

them

boat and go out on the river.
Summer visitors up this way have no
was

to

take

a

such ills to flee from.

Hogs which go visiting are the latest
novelty in East Maeliias, according to a

correspondent

of the

Uepubliean,

who

says—
Mr. S. It Talbot, Jr
handsome voting hogs.
Ihrm.

said to own two very
.sv,-,,-ii/ tie b,„ r.<

is

...

The Boston Traveller having stated
that tien. E. S. Nickerson offered Mr.
Blaine money to procure his promotion
during the war, Hen. N. sends to the
Bangor \\ big a letter deny ing the charge.
It is doubtless

a

tale equally- false and

The Bridgton News is the organ of the
Templars of Maine, and Major
Sliorey, the editor utters this warning
(loot!

Wc give our Republican friends duo notice that
with the platform and candidate put forth by the
Maine Pemoeraey, they must be unusually active
for an •■off vear" if they would retain the State

will be

it would

devoted to temperance.

Gov. Connor has invited l’res’t

come

to that, and therefore de-

clined to he among the victims.

Hayes

slmulil say.
Hen. Hutlcr's recently ;tci|uircil Colora
do estate of 70,(MMt acres is named t'u

oharas, which is the Mexican ward
all,

After

S[ioons.

Shakespeare

to

contrary, there is smii.-tliing in
The

Presidential

Maine, for
regrets.

part\

ini'
the

name.

cannot

ta

il

want of time, and decline with

Damnrisi'otta i- going to
lecture on kuwritten Politii
Iladii l
they better lie unspoken likeun
Million,

Yacht

of

Boston

is

n,

p.n

visitors. Indies ;iinl _..• 1111«• 11n• ij. vicar
him* tliinnel.
The hotels hav e hern poor
Iv patronized this season... There is one vessel t-n
.Summer

suits of

sized craft
.She is mail.
six pleasant days in the past m\
weeks, reports an old inhabitant. The writer oi
the article iu Castilie in Harper's Matra/ine i> ,» i,a
live of this place, hut has not resided here tor the
the

stocks,

ii

poot 1

planked.Only

follow tin* paths is the !.•
hoard in the pToiinds of tieNormal Seliool
Summer visitors luv
with
them the Aupust Harper, ami dilmoiitlv scan h .mi
the places desorihed
The “Old (iarret is a ills

past ten years...
pend one reads on

a

appointed however. It has been dismantled
The Baptist Sabbath School and Society of Belfast
visited Castine last Friday
Their destination vuOoose Falls, but the weather hemp- thick, t apt
(iilmore did not deem it prudent to run the boat
to that point
The party was a small one. ovvinp
the fop which prevailed at the lime of leavimr
Belfast, hut it lifted before the return trip, ami tinday proved a very pleasant one to the excursionists.
to

Daniel (letehell of oldtown went to
Boston Friday and w as met at the Kasteru
railroad station by a man w ho said he also
belonged in (ildtow n. The two entered
contrary to the previously received opin- into conversation and began a walk ii|>
town,
on the way a man inline up to
ion that it had none. It is held to be one
The one hundredth anniversary of the
(Jetebell's new acquaintance and told him
Por a long time Gen. Grant was the of tbi<
great astronomical discoveries of that bis goods bud been shipped, and prebattle of Bennington, Vermont, was the
American visitor who absorbed the atten- the century.
sented a bill forwI in. (letchcll'sacquaintoccasion of a three days celebration at
tion of Europe. But the potato bug has
ance took out what appeared to he twenthat place last week. Among those who
The S;m Francisco Bulletin includes in
ty dollar gold pieces, lint the other man
over there now, and things have
got
at
a list of California millionaires Messrs.
fought bravely
Bennington was Capt.
would take them only at par. and this
changed.
Samuel Cunningham, the father of the
Pope & Talbot formerly of East Machi- did not suit (Ictchcll's companion, so lie
turned to (ietebell and oH'ering a thoulate Mrs. Porter and the late Mrs. Bishop,
There’s no use in going to the Black as. Their capital is estimated tit
sand-dollar gold certificate as security,
of this city. Capt. Cunningham was then Hills now. The
gold has all been dug, ooo, and their annual income $500,(too.
borrowed ijH III from him. Tin* two men
a resident of Peterboro, New Hampshire,
the water is low, there is already cold
went into a saloon to settle their business
The burden of Senator Conkling’s
and raised in that State a company of weather, and to crown the rest the
about the goods, as they told (ietebell,
city
since he returned from Europe and have not been seen since. It is needmen, furnished their equipments, paying of Deadwood has been burned to the last speeches
less to remark that the eertitieate was
is that “there’s 40 place Jike home.”
for them out of his own pocket, drilled shanty.
worthless.
them as much as the time would admit,
Ex-Senator James W, Nusipith ot OreSenator Morton has a severe attack of
and provided for their families in the abThe editor of the Cincinnati Knquirer.
gon, is a native of Washington county,
tip: democratic paper of Ohio, has been
sence of fathers and husbands,
lie was paralysis brought on by too much eating Maine. He is a
great wag.
interviewed. He doesip’t see lpiw any
and drinking in California. It will probpaid, after peace, in Continental money,
bard tight call be made by the democrats
retire
We
are
to
learn
that
H011.
Isaac
him
from
life.
ably
glad
public
which became worthless in his hands, and
in this campaign.
He says; “There can’t
Reed, who has been dangerously ill, will lie any issue made w ith Hayes, lie suits
He thus lost all
was destroyed by him.
The Progressive Age says that the
us tirst-rate, and is
completely recover.
probably doing as well
his property with the exception of a small
Bangor Whig has a pen which “is usualas Tilden would have done.
As to his
farm in Peterboro.
Our thanks are due to the Portland title, 1 have always maintained that the
ly dipped in gab-'” Perhaps the Editor is
“the galled jade" that we read of.
Argus for tiu early copy of its report of democrats could not assail it after w e had
Mr. Blaine’s followers having openly
set up the electoral tribunal against the
the State Convention.
The Republican Convention of Cumattacked the Bepublicau nominations in
opposition of republicans like Morion and
he was
The pmM’orri) of the Maine Democracy Sherman. The popular belief that
Ohio, there is no law preventing the fol- berland and Washington Counties have
not elected will help us in future contests,
lowers of Hayes retaliating in Maine. endorsed President Mayes. Mr. Blaine’s isn’t so long as Mr. Blaipe’s but it’s con- hut
any movement for assailing his title
raft seems to be breaking up.
would he folly.”
siderably thicker. [Boston Post.
[Calais Times, Hayes paper.
and suite to visit Augusta, and Senator
: Blaine has asked Pres't Hayes and family
to accept the hospitalities of his home
during their stay. But they can’t come.

j

has

a

?
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of '*7 to
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Caj.it.

L

Ky

Cletand. of Mercer.

.i

sey cow. i\ years old. which ha> alreaitv proiln.
him seven living heifer calves
she had twintwo occasionwork on the large ship, tin- kcei ot which
laid at tin- aid of Hill a to-nn. P* n k-port. i.

flic
w as

I

I h
\ i
he deck laid
11 r U a

<

!

«

coiijile. desirous ot being lnamed. w
mn- day last week ami count not
clergyman at home in the city to marry tin
Hartford
aw

ty

aeat'nn.s

on

exeh unre say s: An A lbauy m m w
to live on ten cents a day died wealthv.
He
have died wealthy. iremarks another, t nut w.
bet tuoliey In- didn't die tat
it

\ ferocious wild beast, of large si/e.
be prowling around Solon. Athens and Itn.
More than a hundred sheep are snultohav.

1*.

killed by

...

■

r -t

losing eighteen

it. on.- man

States

are

11

it

\.

one third of all tin* tire.-, in the l ,i
dm* to the work of tin* iuccndiarv.

the rates of insurance have to ;».•
thau they otherwise would oil this

om-

third

a
m

aeeoi.

Yt dockland. Satin day afternoon, an m -. a
daughtei of .lame- Ifrowu was seized w ith a
deli attack «d heart disease m a carriage, and w
taken into a .-iota '!.>-■■ at hand, where ill a -1.
tlllie -die expiied

a
■

Saturday afternoon n. tit
insanity t'vm- *\
I rant. T Y. ton.
tin
with a
ant.
riraiit wujack knife, severing th wam. up.
he
old.
and
was
to
mana.-d
in
a
f--w
years
days;
a neiee of ex (io\
Pet halU
,,

«

.-

Spain through hci nunistay has miormed t
I'nited States that .-he is ready to make atm-i
for tlm outrage upon Ynieruau
m
W e.-t Indies, and guarantee exempt; •’
'tom

shipping

acts

in tin* future

Tlu* counterfeit eagle tested by the assay *
Washington, lark- about
thirl in in..
though the w eight i- eonvet
Ynother omit, ;
eagle, ot typ.- metal wa.-le*d with gold, i- -idetceled hv

its

liglltlle-s

The I'nited State- Minister to (iiveee tssthat tin* I’nited State- can now ami henceto
eontri'l. to a large extent, the grain market ra 1.
ilus-ia has !•.*■•:. our only compctitoi in ti
rope
trade and site ha- now something el-- oi, |

hands.
James || I,,iie of the seamen on hoard
Kearsarge when the rebel steanwr Alabama

raptured, and one of the three sailors thanked
the Navy department for conspicuous eooiu,
and bravery during the contest. da d i *. New YSaturday of brain fever
'Hie Maine dental Association uiet at Poll,,,
the Jl.-t. V ee Pl'i i'. h"; t
P
|„ n.h.tld.
I tel fa- l. pre-id lie and elected Piv-idclil »i P 1.
Uard Pel fast. \
President vi P. Stoddard If
fast. Secretary
I
Malh.Ui, Thoimi-aton. Tie
W
urcr. J
urt,- liruiiswiv U

on

■

.. -e

Y runaway horse at Nashua dashed into the m
hill'* shop
the iron and steel eompauv
mounted a pile ot iron to uch all height that
derrick was called into service to liberate him H
kicked and -! in
ed trig lit tally and was much
and bnii.-ed
1

Tin* fi.-h and game law commissioner- t-egu..
their labors Wednesday
It comprises the follow
Me—iYrteum- labby. oi
Yt
mg gentlemen
!'.asta Man.i--e!i Smith. Portland (ieo i» Pish.-,I HV I. ti'-|d
1
Ullil.|e\.
I.l-ot
'e|,,U!|
Tl,,.
Ih-l.|
\
pi'ii'g-. Kohhmstoi,
»

1 In-tv I>
Woman 1:!
! x mi.'ham w In.
I!,
mother m tittcen children. <ix boy s ami nine :>jrts
am lniim hat t \v
>h«* lias Im-.-u t •.

all of u'lit ill
Willi
do

Hen. Hall ol

Dr. A. J. Flagg & Co. oi Claremont, N.
H., who have advertised extensively tlieir
medicines, confess that they are used up
tinaueially, mid can’t pay. We thought

largely

«

>

y
Ii. I Si
tin* a
.! lair .lax

lllal'i V
m!;

n ::
s

w

a-

fin

men.

and

.an

"ill named W «*ll-. about four years old. di-m
trulii her hum.* at South Hay Lubec mu
urdax Iltliin-’
\ dilipeut s. arch by the nei >:
burs on that day and Sun.lay fail.-d to discover ih
XV iielea'l.ulll
ui tin little u||.
Heal- Ini'.
line
l.illetl ill that Iieiirhburln.od
A

titled the Young People’s Comrade. Mr.
N ose has had large experience in that
line, and will make a valuable paper.
It

a

bv

••

Saturday. some thr**** hundred feet of new eotti.u
Inise aniv**d in this fit\
J Bancor W In

private letter from Washington mentions, as follows, the visit of some undesirable guests to a watering place on the
A

Pope

publish

expire to soo for the

Cose of Rockland is soon to
new paper for young
people en-

con nr.

result

a

course

s

More than

Messrs

scandal.

foolish.
'l’li.' way 1hi tigs an* going on. a few presidential
smiles, judiciously distributed through Maine,
would completely extinguish the Blaine faction
in the Bine'1'ree State. [Boston Herald.

adopted

heartily indor-ine the President

tains Saturday on tin* suppo.-du
that tin* President wa- on the trait:

id
I VC

Whicli imlioutes that the |>■ irtwill 1
acid-uous in the campaign.

are

The Western Cnion and Atlantic and Pucitii
Co.'s have agreed to/pool their earnings
-which is a virtual consolidation.

Telegraph

«.

a no

furious house of ill-fame, his usefulness
So the church,
as a clergyman is past.

spectable,

Charles liarker. cashier of tin- Cnion Xatioim
Hank of Mount Holly. X. .! has disappeared, ahas also $ Id.000 belonging to the bank.

—

Frankfort. F W Rit**liie. of Winterport: for Lib
erty. Searsmont. M*mtville and Freedom. A \V
Sprowl of Montville : for N orthpori. Lincoln\i! I *

members

The managers of the Philadelphia Permanent
Exhibition have been losing money at the rate
about seventy live dollars a day.

\

social evil, in that city. Scandal, like
death, loves a shining mark; and from

one,

mob and burned alive.

by a

All

I'll*.* delegates from the several representative
districts got together ami elected tin* followiim
county committee for tin; eusuim: year -Fortin*
class *d Belfast. C \ Ellis for Winterport and

and

A negro who was charged with ravishing a little
girl, down in Hamburg. Ark., was taken from jai!

a

110

away his sacred calling,
reputation and decency, by association
with a very common specimen of the

Hung

investigation, thought

Yellow fever is prevailing at Havana. Thenbeen several deaths in American ships.

have

m

seem easy. There is still another
class of publications that ought to be sus
pended, and that is the start' dignitied
with the name of “hoys literature." It is

after

The Xewburyport Herald has dicovered a remedy
for the hard times.—it is ••industry."

Kichard Win-low. tl. janitor of prcmi—
candidate. The committee to receive, sort amt
Fifth avemu-. U
w t.
d.h
t ot
,t a
n
little
children for ttv-passing on shudi grass
count the votes was 0. H White and L II Mm*-h.
is
in
\
: l..i
unable
;
prison,
ot Belfast. D. S Flanders, of Monroe. J. M Land
flic ham of I > and \
W <
at.out ; w
ley. of Stockton and Elliot, of Freedom. The re
miles west of uigusta. wa- s»|,y ii; itmi.
suit showed that every delegate hut one voted, as
the
shower
evemm
and
'.nr
during
Sunday
follows
w ith it
contents
Whole number of votes
IS,"
An attempt was made to ditch tin* .New \
0-1
Necessary for a choice
and Saratoga through train, to tin* Mint, 'do-,

some

makes it

broad day light through the door of

Gov. Connor and staff will attend the Xew Hug
land Agricultural Fair at Portland.

A rural

Register ot' Deeds. The contestants wen Wd
liaui Berry <if Burnham, and Fred V Carle of Bel
fast. The convention was thoroughly eanva.ssed’
and when the ballot was called each dele-mie held
iu his hand a vote hearing the name of his favorite

had, for it familiarizes crime and

Reverend

are now cm

There was a case of Asiatic cholera in Xew York
last Wednesday night.

to

.*1

over

is stated that 1.500 cigar makers
in Key West. Fla.

It

ltd
SI

was

imrni

ployed

t

for

the uncultured mind of pictures of murders and all kinds of horrors cannot fail

Such reading
pernicious stuff.
worse than no reading.

fol

Tbe

a

The warmest contest

of the illustrated sensational prints come
very closely to the line. The influence on

to he

for

Roberts had
ami Roberts was declared the nominee

Ilallack and many other notables.
There are now no newspapers in New
York that actually otieml the laws in reto indecorous

committee to receive,

G. G

is

Dickens, Mrs. .Stowe, Heecher, Greeley,

gard

a

choice
John T. Rowe had

very good paper of its kind ; it has numbered among its contributors such writers
as

made

nud count votes for

Necessary

still published at a great
profit, and has made its founder and proprietor immensely rich. The Ledger is a

sentence;

were

second senator.
lowing is the result of the ballotWhole number of votes

taste, lias at-

circulation of 170,(MM)
-though claiming .'ilMl.tMHl. Robert Bonner’s Ledger was not meant in the last

tained the

made penmt

It was voted that all nominations be ma le by
ballot, and that voting be by towns.
There being but one candidate fur first senator
Hanson '1'. Gove. Esq of Liberty, who was an ex
cellent candidate last year, received all the votes
east, and was declared the nominee.
For second senator the Hon. Thomas Mor-ow. of
Searsmont, presented the nonie of John T L’owe.
Esq., of Frankfort, and was seconded by F. \V
Richie of Wmterpoit. W.t Small. Esq., of Stock
ton. presented the name of G. G Roberts. Esq., of
Stockton
A committee consisting of a K. 1*. Moore, and
G A. Ellis, of Belfast. Robert '■uuall. of Stockton.
Dr Fellows, of Frankfort and W \\ Ritchie, of

German, two French and one
Besides these there are 101
weeklies published in the same city ;
these embrace every branch of journal

applied to them.

was

thousand

seven

grants this year.

a

neut.

are

better term than

made

committee
reporting Iss dele

credentials, subsequently
gates present.
The temporary organization

Spanish.

-a

was

on

reduced its rate to three cents ; its pros-

cal-

in.,

made secretaries.

were

The county committee

good deal since it

perity is well deserved. The Herald has
also gained by a reduction in price. There
are twenty-six daily newspapers printed
in New York at the present time; four
of them

a.

Mr. White thanked the convention in honoring
him with the position of chairman, and stated that
he was ready to proceed to iHisiness.

tained by

World has increased

called to order at 11

was

by the chairman of the county committee, who in
vited the Hon. George White of Winterport to
preside. W. H. Bickford of Belfast and H. C. Mar

Oregon has acquired

[•eared

* Inn le
shut dead

Lindsay, about twenty years old
1’hur .lax

ev.-uiim

Cherry held by a y.uin- man
Lindsey w as uea d in hot. a.
\
campitm lent of \ iiilei's*>1:

With the great telescope at the Naval
Observatory, Professor Mail has discovered that the planet Mars has two moons
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Vndermi
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At Kuekland. Saturdav alt*
.i
Mt P i>
Youim. a x\ el! known fit i.'i-m .lid furm.-i ly a mem
her o| the » I x ( >n in 11. xx 111 n ai w ork >t boui
the seli.ooner Man-lnld w.-deim-a nia111ma.sl wa
strilek on tin* head by a tdi.ek 1 all lie from aim
h.-. skull and intlictimr a shuckm
liaetunne
xx• mud which will
probably ju'ove falal.

The loeoluotix e engineers who struck on lie
l.’eadnm Kail road last April, denuiinte tin Lot ..m ■
tixe brotherhood f.-r m.t keepine it
piumipay ine them
p.-i mouth durum then i.11. ji —>
Idle strikers have rei'ei\ ed only '..d in four imuithand many families are .-damn-'
The membets
tile brotherhood lelii

four months ago, so that when the strike
was made, the government, with no oth-

good of the country. Had lie been President , stubbornly maintaining the old
Southern policy in Louisiana, South Carolina, and perhaps, Mississippi, the strikers might this day be our masters.

doubt rejoices at it, for he
fond of “fuss and feathers.”

The

been unavoidable. Fortunately, this peril was averted by the withdrawal of the
troops from Louisiana and South Carolina

term of office did not

much of ex-President

no

never

and excesses, the feeble
forces would have been overwhelmed by the task allotted to them,
and a national call for volunteers to supsuppress the two rebellions might have

its hands,

so

Grant since he got out of the hands of the

measures

on

Bangor on Tuesday.

snobbish Pierrepoint. Grant is certainly
to he congratulated on the deliverance,

federal

task

He spoke at

The W hig calls him “a ranting, incoherent and illogical demagogue.”
Hut the
Whig is generally uncomplimentary.

recognized the strike spreading so rapidly throughout the North as their oppor
tunitv, made common cause with the
strikers, and risen in force to assert their
rights against federal oppression. Had
they done this, the strikers, encouraged
and stimulated by the diversion in their
favor, would have proceeded to more vio-

er

party.

Gage, who was the Greenback candidate for Governor last year, is
on the stump for that
hopeless cause in

the oppressed and harrassed
whites of these two states might have

lent

Republican

Rev. Altitun

and Louisiana to an unopposed revolution.
It might have been even worse
than this

against

better portion of the

ginia and Pennsylvania left to the unresisted strikers, or the troops transferred

The delegates to the Waldo County Democratic
convention mot at the Court House in this city on
Saturday of last week, to place in nomination can
didates for Senators. Register of Deeds. County
Attorney, County Treasurer and County Commissioner. It was one of the largest and most harmo-

to

It was asked for

,$<>,r>r>o.

Generalities.

Waldo County Domooratio Convention.

The New York daily newspapers arc
prone to lie about the number of their
circulation—and it is a habit not en-

expending a large sum for tirely confined to that class of newsthe purpose, coming from wards Three papers. The true figures in regard to
and Four, at last came down to the sim- the circulation of the principal dailies of
plest and least expensive plan—that of the great metropolis are hard to reach,
clearing out the Muck Pond, aud laying but a recent writer, who claims to have
pipes to tiie business portions of the city. tlie information from the best of sources,
If tiie Pond should fail to supply the asserts them to be as follows; Herald,
needs for tire purposes, then there would 65,000; Times, 85,000; Tribune, 30,(KM);
lie only so much expended towards reach- World, 15,000; Sun, 100,000; Journal of
ing the Shaw springs, which arc certain Commerce, 4H0O : Witness, 12,000; Evento furnish water enough.
The Fire De- ing Post, 12JMM); Commercial Advertiser,
partment Committee had made a careful !MKM); Evening Express, 5000; Evening
estimate of tiie cost of clearing out tiie Telegram, 47,(MM); Graphic, 6000: Evenpond and laying the pipes, placing it at ing Mail, .'1000; Evening News, 132,160.

indignation

horn ul such treatment cannot he so easily
repressed. There arc lessons enough in
the past which should teach a man of

Question.

neither excited nor demonstrative,
but it was made up of the steady and re-

Dyer
field only when the war was ended.
If
as a reliable man in every respect, and
there is any man in the state who is enworthy of the support of his fellow citititled to speak for Maine and to the peozens.
Mr. Grant, candidate lbr County
ple of Maine, if there is am one to whom
Commissioner, is a well known and greather people should listen, in the matter of
ly respected citizen of Prospect, who has
the relations of the north and south, that
excellent qualifications for the place. His
mail is Ceil. Chamberlain.
It would seem as though the arbitrary
manner in which the Republican .State

Water

The friends of the plan for introducing
water into the city, in deference to the

the Democratic

GOVERNOR.

party when too great a burden is laid oh
Tin* Uritish the individual
conscience, in its estimate
basking in the suti. he passes away the day frigate Shall arrived here y esterday, and
of justice.
malit approaches he braces up and I is
tiie
lion
of
the
in
hour
Sail
1
Francisco,
oi.t in attend To business. lie lias no l'rlemls.
Mi. Dlahu in
firing t«'«» fa M ctuvl t»«. fai
hundreds ol visitors going out to tin* ship
-n
at be meets 's an enemy
lie meets the
No one man mens the state of Maine.
An additional interest attaches
•inv and they are hi-, or he is theirs: it is as of ! to-day.
u av
is th*
other
As soon as he sees the
to the Shall from tier late action with the
And there is a limit in the extent to
he arches hi- back, inllates liia tail and sounds
rebel Peruvian ironclad Huascar. Astlie
which an ambitious man, even of the
n
Talk about tin* tocsin alarm : the Tom
Sun
has
already printed full details of the
ail- im a voice that immediately gives him the
affair I will not repeat them here as gath- Senator's conceded ability, can bend the
-,t for hideous noises.
The enemy near each
there i- not a clash of arms exactly, but
ered from the otticers. They say their Republican party to his personal purposan interlocking and braiding of legs, two
broadsides made little impression on the es. The heat of the
war, which made the
.;• "t animated hair go into the air and come
iron-clad, and they were lucky to get out
onto t In* ground and roll over, and claw, and
of each state as wax to its local
of the light without being hit by one of party
and fur Hie.-, and it Hies fur. and they
itch faces, and they face scratches, and they
leader, has cooled. Andrew Johnson is
the Huascar's .'WHi-pound shells.
'! add howl, and bite and tear for a few m«I
The Shah is a magnificent frigate, in his tomb. The negro is enfranchised,
M.iml then unhraid their logs and sit down
built tor the highest attainable speed. and has become a
1 io.*k at each other for a minute, and collect
political power. Brant
She is
att>'r<-il sc >i‘S and try and discover what
feet long, M feet beam, and
lias dune his work of war and of peace,
m” port mil •*! their
anatomy is missing, and draws ~tl_feet her gross tonnage isj.tflO,
!•"’! at the same instant turn and annihilate
and her displacement
tons.
Her and is starring it abroad. Why should
•i'p'eite ilircc-iions. with a unanimity of
bow is as sharp as the bow of a White Maine, or the Republicans of Maine,
that l- wonderful in a dumb animal. This
Humiliated picture, hut is a hunk of Star steamer.
She can steam Iti knots,
longer follow a leader who frantically
it nil ab.iii! a cat tight.
and under sail alone has made f:{A knots.
ifI uu cat ranges with undisputed sway on
shouts that the war is not over, and inHer otticers speak in rapturous terms of
poivhc- ami lmiise tops. A man to fully
sists that the ways of peace and the purt1:
charm of a country home and a steep her splendid qualities and great speed
ds t
a
suits
and purposes of peace shall he abanunder
a
under
tin
and
canvas.
night
pu.-s
roof,
t-s-'i tim-ut of cats hold a levee over his
She is an iron steamship (not iron clad), doned. And for what ?
\- l.c list,-ns to the "musiq in the hair."
sheathed with wood and coppered, and
iroin bed as a cat springs from a chiui
is the stalwart Republicanism of Maine
was built like the Inconstant,
1' i.i'l fuels on the roof above his head, and
Kalcigli,
i'■•
Hi a Hr'e.«. 1 Ionian struggle, while the
\ olage, Hoadicea, liacchantc and Kngal- stout enough to resist the impulse which
up th*- window and veils and swears as to harness an
enemy’s commerce and moves tile whole country towards peace,
’Hi
I.t jack.- and blacking brushes in the
either light oi run from an enemy at dis- towards
•!
he ii'ii-e. it is then that the city loses
pacilication towards brothercretion. Her engines work up to 7,OOP
anii ami dollars don’t look
bigger than ten
hood '! The great middle states, the gi>•- t" him. and lie w ishes himself back m
horse power, indicated, and worked to
i
.ntn holm', where milk is but live cents a
their full power consume blti tons of coal gantic and siill growing west, and the
it .mil
grow thirteen to tin* dozen.
in
iM hours.
immense agricultural interests of llie
I l.i."W what 1 am saving. I
passed a night once
The armament is two l:*-to tt-iuch
from home What I learned that night would
South, alike demand peace, and freedom
! hail retired and wasen
:> 1 afire .ami
guns, and eight (If-poundcrs oil the spar
:::■ to tamr!"
myself up in sleep, when a deck, and sixteen 7-inch guns on the main for the arts of peace which upbuild pros:.d -<ai r»: 11»1 • lioiiqtict of sounds stole intoinv
How vain, then, how ridiculous,
deck. Two whole broadside is tired by perity.
twined itself about my cars.
It was
O
A.
electricity controlled by an olliecr in a for politicians here in this extremity of
rifle proof tower. She is also supplied the Tnion to rake over the ashes of a
with torpedoes and torpedo apparatus.
burned out conflagration, or vainly apply
In short, the Shah is the fastest, the
the
torch to material that lias no infitted
and
and
in every rearmed,
pest
spect linest frigate that lias o*er visited Hannnahlc ipialities.
this harbor, and it is humiliating to have
The state of Maine has done well by
to contrast her with the I nited States
Mr. Blaine. It has kept him in Congress
flagship l’ensacola lying close by. The
Pensacola is only half the size of the Shah, continuously for fifteen years, enabled
and is a wooden ship with rickety engines him to become rich and famous, done
that will not drive her more than six knots all she could to make him
President, and
an hour.
1 do not know what sum the
has seated him in the Senate of
finally
Pensacola cost when new, but since she
has been on this station there has been the I'nitcd States. Certainly all that is
expended on her hull and engines SPlg,- due to C.esar has been rendered to him.
7(11. which is only .*150,000 less than the Is there
not something now due to the
total cost of the Shah. This great outlay
Bud of countn and of patriotism !
to
a
worthless ship is a fair
upon repairs
sample of the swindling that was carried
Hrnl her Simpson of the Belfast Journal is quite
on at -Mare Island under the administra1111. FI l:s 1 STKAIN'S OF A FIOUT."
in error in stating that the vote in the Committee
tion of Secor Kobesonand Kliigy
tii st strains of a rat light. I got out of bed and
Sargent, on Resolutions
of the Portland Democratic Con
J my mouth and dropped a •Scat!" out of
There is not an American naval vessel on veutiou, on
Prohibition, stood six in favor of it to
window. The yowling increased. 1 added a
this coast that is seaworthy,
one
though mil-■nr of ten dollar boots to tin* affair; a boot
opposed. The only question pertaining to
jack lions have been
voted on by the Committee was this:
owed tin* boots, but tin* noise continued with
expended upon them. Prohibition
'Shall
any reference lie made to the liquor ques
11*1
/cal it possible than ever. My contribution They are a grief and a shame to the oftion ill the platform (" and the vote ou that
* as imt ill.ques
ficers who have to sail in them, yet Ko- lion stood :i in the
only one from other windows a con
affirmative, 12 in the negative,
i:ciis tire was kept uj»: bottles, boots shoes,
heson has the effrontery to assert that the and one not voting. [Bangor Commercial.
-pet's and every available article that could be
navy improved uudei his rule of the de•.eiied was shied into the darkness at the noise,
We had our information at
Portland,
n.
partment.
e.tsioiially more territic yell would seem to in
from
;t gentleman who professed to know.
ate that the objective point had been reached,
at vtin the yelling continued with
We will now amend, in accordance with
unabating
The directors of the .Maine Central
ardor.
\i last I bethought me of a dark lantern I had.
Railroad eonsumated, at their last month- the above, by stating that the committee
! bidding it. I turned the light down into the
ly meeting a transaction which cannot, fail voted, four to one, against making any
t< k
yard in the direction of the noise. What I to prove of
very great importance to the reference to the liquor question.
:tu I can tell about, but how 1 felt and looked
future of the company, and will no doubt
*ould need a larger pen than mine to describe,
I o
say that m\ hair stood up would be very tame. have an immediate effect for the better
President Hayes, with a portion of his
1’ not only stood up. but it fairly lifted me from
upon all securities. We are informed,
t !m* Hour
I saw hanging from the clothes line a
is swinging around the New
Cabinet,
that
.Messrs.
upon
trustworthy
authority,
uple of Tom cats, tied together by the tails, and J. B.
Brown
States. Having attended the
A
of
this
England
with
all
their
in
each
other
Sous,
might
;icaged
taking
city, acting
ai ir' while in the
yard wasaman with a bag. into for themselves and a “syndicate” of influ- centennial celebration at Bennington,
"huh he was putting my boots, boot-jack, and
ential railroad men iii the State, have
other contributions, making for him a fair night’s
they went to Brattleboro, thence to Secpurchased a sufficient amount of the conwork, and after gathering up all the spoils, as he
Evarts’ summer home at Windsor.
retary
solidated mortgage bonds of the company
The party is coming through New Hampto entirely extinguish its floating debt.
The result of this proceeding will not on- shire, and have been invited
by the auly be a relief of the Maine Central from thorities of Portland to visit that
city.
which
any possible embarrassment,
might
arise from disturbances in the moneyare
Things political
getting very much
market, but it will tend likewise to a considerable advance in all its funded obli- mixed in Somerset County. The Democratic county convention endorsed the
gations.
We are informed, that in spite of the county nominees of the Greenback
party,
“hard times” the business of the Maine
for Register of Deeds. This is
Central for the year will show net earn- except
ings considerably in advance of those of through permission of a sort of political
any previous year. [Portland Advertiser. “local option,” we suppose -by which
each county is permitted to judge conAccording to the New York Times the cerning its “best hold.”
No/ Perces Indians, with whom an expensive war is waging, area much better
The Progressive Age republishes the
class of red men than the average. Acresolutions
of the Republican National
to
this
cording
authority they are well
THE ‘'TRAM 1*8” LATEST IDEA,
endowed by nature, skillful in agriculture, Convention, and claims that, having atiiusliiug the eat from the line and placed them in peaceful, desirous of education, and with tached its cable thereto, it is riding by
the bag and scaled the fence, it dawned upon me
considerable capacity for progress. The
the proper and safe anchor—Mr. Blaine’s
that I had been sold. 1 blew out my light and
war is due to
responsibility of the
crept into bed. wondering if my angel grandfather the white men whopresent
to the contrary, notwithstandconvention
have
the
was not smiling from beyond the clouds at his
wronged
Indians.
grandchild.
ing.

they

County Convention.

TUe

Tho Democratic County Convention,
that assembled in this city on Saturday,
was

EDITOR

[From the Augusta Standard.)

That
Tom cat ami the street lamp attend to busi
'>
:Hci!\ at night.
are more
Daytime
iiocuta! than useful
Sprawling around the,

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

to

pay tliea-

''\'.lin UN

their lreason is depleted
The Pacific Mi'.un NaviiMt nm • ouipany
.-team
lit.ui was wrecked about i'» miles north ut \ u
I
a
Chili.
.*n
tin*
all
Owum
b,
paraiso
July
weather the xes<e|s sent to her assistance We|e ii
able t" rescue the survivors. who. oW Hi:' to
poslire and want ut food, threw themselves ill!,
«»
t
the sea to ml their mi-, ry
-1. .tun
saved.
Of some I"in persons i.u beard tl
CO
were saved.
only about
«'t

The

Press

on

the

Maine

Democracy,

rite Democracy id Maine have been us wise
their opponents were foolish
\ft.
a fair Imll.a
they nominated for Oov.-ruor the ll.-n Joseph H
\S iiliains. of Vmrusta
-lie ot tin- ablest and purest
men in tin- State, thoiich but little known beyond
its limits.
Their platform is short but strum
1;
indorses the national Democratic platform
m
deiuiis tin- means by which Mr. TiUteii was .•••
IVauded ot' his election, and endorses the removal
ot the troops from tin Southern StateThe.
have avoided ruuniiif count, to the avowed tern
per.mee .sentiment of the State, and for the til-'
time ta. illy ampin's. .•
u
tin- prohibit.uy law
which has -o bum been on tin statute book- ,\o:
did they throw out a bait t>»
ttxdi
tew Imndii d
Lreellhnek Votes, as mmht have been expected at
about the oulv tinu .-tan
ter the linn stand
them \xas in the whole platform
taken hv t:».*
K.•publicans n tax or of the enforcement of tin* «
.•

1

sumption

act

Tin* V Y

| Philadelphia 'rimes.
Kxpress compliments the convention

it- i*«»od sense iu seloctina Mr
Wd
the standard bearer of tin- Maine Dene
says
"Tin- notable llmig in the conventual besnlcs
the harmony that characterized its proceedings
was the resolutions it
adopted. They are ,i modi
which other convention would do well t.» folio a
The Kxpress adds that the resolutions adimrw
bly express the tflle Democratic iloetntle and the
poliiw the party ought to adopt and carry out. It
is not the part of tin- Democracy to make a lu«
tious opposition to Mr Hayes, right or w rong, he
cause lie is a republican, and because his title t<
otliee is tainted with fraud
The Democrats arc
conservative and law abiding.
They expect the
of
rules
the
legitimate
country. The\ care more
tor principles and measures than for party or uu*u
So long as liases does the Democratic thing, he
should have Democratic approval. Let there be
no indiscriminate attacks on an administration
w hich thus tar receives its severest criticism and
its worst opposition from the party that raised ;t

Intrhly upon

Ii.mis

as

• ■tain

ai<ii

to

power

The best proof of the excellence ot the Maine
Democratic platform is the fact that the Kcpubli
\\ hat these dissatisfied gen
cans do not like it.
tlemen wanted, tiny tell us, was more talk about
the currency, something about the humbug known
as “the President's order respecting otliee holders,
and. in fact, an avalanche of words such as Maine's
t'oiivvi,tion poured out. The “independent" papers
also fail to hud pleasure in these resolutions, be
cause they “express no views."
Hut ’these' cru;
cisms serve to point out the very features of the
platform which are most admirable. The reartirm
ution of the prineiples proclaimed at St. Louis is
surtieieut c.f itself to mark the attitude of the party
on every essential
question : and as for Mr. Hayes
civil service reform and Sherman’s tin
pretended
known and unknowable financial policy, they are
matters with which the Democrats of Maiue.
whose views on these subjects are well understood,
have nothing to do. The Maine platform is as
solid as good timber can make it. Maine’s is a mere
splice-board. [Boston Post.
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plump peaches

W arm

meeting invites you this week.

tinkers were nevermore abundant in the !
'.tan at the present time.

in

!..«■

1

Belfast

<•

e.-k

\\

,i

moru-

Minced.

They

will leave

on

are

an-

the 24th.

M'e tender our
acknowledgements to he clerk*of
the weather. He is furnishing a good article just

aud

:..rti’eT>.

air at

he tail term ot the city schools commences on
Monday of next week. There will be no change in
teachers from last term

Mondav

on

bracing

1

rains have made glad tin* hearts of
rejuvenated faded vegetation.

recent

>

military

company left
encampment at Augusta

s

with cool and

evening, now prevail.
|
•'Spit-curls prevail among the gay girls who
I
attracted to the camp ground.
Are j
The swallows reconsidered, and didn't
go, as

■arses.
can :*

days,

*nr

pull their

now

now.

Peyton. Ks«|.. formerly editor

iue>

Mass..

Stoiieham

■

tin- s-u
visiting Belfast for hi-

>

of

The usual yelling crowd shouting ••all readv for
the camp ground" can now be heard about our

e.tltll.
>'

«

streets.

fid " alls deserves the thanks of our ciu
for Ins pursuit and capture of the
pirate

large excursion from Watervillc. (iardiuer and
vicinity is expected over the railroad to this citv
A

Tuesday.

next

The multitude now wrestle with chowders and
sich at Brother Brown's Wesleyan Hotel.
The St. John’s Commander}' of Knights Templars will make an excursion from Bangor to this

city

Tuesday.

next

Owing to the absence of Rev. Mr. Bixby, no services will be held at the Unitarian church next
Sabbath. They will be resumed on the following
Sabbath.
<h*o. W. Burkinore, a well known citizen of Belfast. formerly of Ellsworth, was taken seriously ill
on Sunday, with symptoms of apoplexy.
He remains in a partially insensible condition, and
are felt of his recovery.

hopes

M. A. Jackson, sewing machine dealer at Freedom. is disposing of a good many machines. He
sells below the figures of other dealers, who try to
frighten him off the track—but he don't scare

near the river

Many who

Lodi. Gen. Gourka declares that the Russian position ,,,, m tne
Danube to Shipka Pass is so strong that
the Turks will not venture an attack.
Roth armies are constantly entrenching.
The Turks especially hold a wonderfully
strong position at Plevna, but Osman
Pasha is nevertheless in a diHieult situation, because the numerous cavalry attached to the SO,01 III Russians are confronting him and completely cut off Ins communications with Sofia and capture his
convoys of ammunition and provisions.
The Russians will not undertake any operations until the whole guard arrives from
St. Petersburg. This signifies a pause of a
fortnight or three weeks.
The

Coal

are
suffering from the effects of the
uihci nud arc dooihuttlcii, are advised by
pliysieiaus to take moderate amounts of whiskey
two or three times during the
day. In a little
while those who adopt this advice
frequently
increase the number of “drinks," and in time
become confirmed inebriates. A beverage which
will not create thirst for intoxicating liquors, and
..urn
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Has just received his

HATS,

doetor- team be tore the door
be prettx sure it- a case of cucumbers or
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you

see

a

worth

a

cent.
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Non-Resident Taxes.

harlot

I
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io i-<»n11 a

ieoi.
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hit*

\\

spii itual meeting was held at the Pond ill
^w ;in\ille last Sabbath: another will In* held at
the -.ame location next Sabbath
Peter \\
ml

and

fauna.-

Kalulidin. in coming out of Homoii,
Monday evening, in a dense foe. collided with
teauier John Bomer.
No serious damage.

I ones

•'in* I;

tin-

camp ‘/round yet up
ij'pel lies flu* postal card- which they send
a:«
I'urdeueil With the request M ild limn*
duals."
it

\.

of

owners

M.-iuier

.i-kiiiu»r hi- auto/rajdi. (i.-orye sends
ui from old lcltei heads.

--

Freedom, will be lirst assist
oi the New Lnglaiul

<*t

department

ship Charlotte \V "White have
-••tit II H Carter to St John. N B. to overhaul
that ship and make necessary repairs.
The

iv

is ree.

Ayer.

the rattle

oi

Fair, shortly to be held in Portland

Belfast. 111 *j;o
Hided with a

harbor. la.si week
received -lmht dam ay

and

•••ut r
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te

anus,

\

]•.»-!«' witli which hill posting boys bedaub
h ale trees about lawn h i- a slovcnlv look
irtiee should Hot he allowed.
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sweetly uanderinj. through the
about the camp ground.

grove

day.
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Fogler. oi this city will deliver the
tiii li Uiiii.n oi the Nineteenth regiment

"

■id

hi

to

file Bev M

Kelley of the
Army, for
prominent clergyman of this State will
preach at the Baptist church next Sunday eve. at
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d.-alei- think that advertisements are not
read
Let one ; the unbelievers announce in the
paper.- that he will gi v»-away a calico dress pattern.
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ithohe priest. Bev. Father McCarthy,
has been assigned to the care ««t the church in this
locality, and will In ! I services once a month : lie
lias ch ti e likewise of Bucksport and Winterport.
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The chilli

in celebration of their seventy lifth
and a very Ini':"* number of tlie .‘‘Teat

will

can

be

no

seen.

B F. Wells rail attention to their
fall hats, kid gloves, ladies gauze vests,
dr
They an* always lirst in the market with the
latest fashions.. ..Bobbins A Flowers have a word
to say to those who are owing them, that it would
ri

Wr 1!

in

lie will be

heed

H. Hooper announces that
Belfast, in his capacity as a piano

in

B.

See his notice* in

tuner.

another column.

Tie* strainer Pioneer, with tin* Searsport Brass
Baud, will make a moonlight excursion oil the bay
tins {ThursdayI evening, leaving Simpson's wharf
orioek

*ae!i

will touch at the camp ground
will make a run olf in the

She

camp ground at d o'clock,
theiiee to Belfast. Tickets for the round trip l<>
cent-: two for 7
cents: from the camp ground
cent

v

s.

\mini

ITiiic.-. »f Bangor. Presiding KKler ol'the
i. will preside at the services.
'I'lie

Bangor Ibstin

programme will not he materially changed from
The sen ices w dl he held on
year«• aeh fun-noon, attornoon
and evening, till Friday
that of former

hen the last ervh « will he held There
were on Saturday, before tin* commencement. I/O
tent
nliva
besides till* ottuge- within the <11
closure
'I'lie canvas t“ills now undoubtedly • >;
ed too hi number.
Fxecilent weather has prevailed, ami the recent rams have laid the dust,

evening,

w
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making very comfortable travelling.
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Charles

a.

lark of

l.l»

111i|;>l

Piper

ot

Northport.

ail

called for.

t \sl.
Some two years
Belfast, loaned to James
old horse, to he kept until

lark swajiped the horse ml. and by
numermn changing- Piper lost all reckoning of
tin- animal until last Monday, when in this city he
i.• 111■ 111 In
afar oil
She w as harnessed to a wagon
!.• -Iongin•
to Leonard Harvey ot Swauvillc.
The
< hmiiuiit unharnessed the animal, took her in tow
auddrov. oil. As the shades of eveningfell, liar
\i

who

<

had iij.itle his adx'eiit

hauling his

wagon

trudged alone

on

say.- that

week

one

out

.-o

of town,

gailv.

was seen

while his wile

foot, toward Northport. Ilarvev
ago he traded Imrses with Isaac

Northport. whither he went, claimed
and took his original animal, and went home. He
i*.line to Belfast next ilay, when Jaekson obtaining
a writ of replevin, sent (h-puty sherilf Norton to
i-4*4*«>V4-r the horse, which he ilid.
Harvey for the
Jackson of

Masonry will l.e pre nt Tin* Kisimr
tin* pioneer lodye in this section, and
\ uiire\v s Lod;;;.- ot Hancoi. the Penobscot
ti-i
Meridian 'splendor of Newport, the
s. eond time found himself horseless.
Norton now
ii
Last of Oldtovvn. tin* Mystic of Hamp
att'-inpteii lo adjust matters aceiirding to the gos
tin- l*is» alaijuis of Milo and the
of
Felicity
Hi* called upon Piper ami with his
pi l of Samuel
.'j'l.it are all hr ineln-s from it. and will be rep
usu al pi-rsuasiv4‘Ui‘ss imlucetl him to give
i t.y delegates at tin- anniversary
up the
It will
original animal, which was ivturncd to Harvev
i'-at day I'.n the Masonic Fraternity
a->*
‘I he
was thus brought hai*k 1 <» the
starting
iii. On Thursday last, Stevens, iiiuler
point. 4*ai'h one had his own animal, and was sat
-t charged with committing numerous burglar
With a smih*. Samuel bade them all adieu
istii'il
tins vicinity, was arraigned before Judge
ami ih'parteil.
mi
lie pled guilt\ to breaking and entering
1 he base ball game last Weilucs
BA-i-. Ham.
wa.'

■

not

recover.

HdwanU who runs a
Joseph
billiard saloon in this place, was before Justice
John A Partridge, last week, on two complaints.
one for search and seizure, by Panic] S. Loodeli
and one -lor being a common seller, by Joseph
\\

Si-AitsiMiiM

Park.

The.saloon of Kdwards was raided upon
of bottled lager beer
lotiihl.
For the search and seizure Fdw urds was
lined S *0.00 and costs, which he paid ; for the sec
ond charge In* appealed and gave sureties for bis
appearance at court.The barn <>t Kmcry Saw

recently, and three barrels

burned Thursday morning of last week,
together with a quantity of hay. Partially insured.

yer.

w as

Lincoln villi:. A heavy tempest occurred in
the central part of the town on Thursday night
last. There was a continuous Hashing of lightning
and roar of thunder for an hour and a half. Xo
buildings were struck but Mr. Ambrose Spaulding
had a pair of oxen and a heifer killed, and a Mr.
Oxtan had his only cow killed.
They were in a
pasture, and were all found dead in the morning
near together, with the ground torn up around
them.... The rust has made great havoc w ith potato
tops in the last lew days, ami a general rot is an
There

ticipateil..

will be

a

public meeting

at

Liueoliivdle. on Tuesday evening the dStii
nisi.
The tinaucial and labor questions will be
discussed.
Fentre

W 1 n Kui'oi;
Late rains have improved vege
tation.uinl potatoes w ill be good if rust don't come
on.Many of our people are camping at the sea
side, instead of stopping at hotels, which shows

that people arc conforming to economical wav.v.
llumeushin was in town last week... Haley would
like t.» see that nice man who wanted a nice team,
a

how

few

nice

days,
a

who wrote

time he

was

him nice letters as to
having in the country.

Haley found his horse at Lincolnville. rather thin
found a bill at the blacksmith shop and at the hotel.The
lightning rod mail'' has left.The
spring bed man caught one of our responsible farm
the tune of about

l<*

ers

.T. A. Snow and

family are occupying their new cottage at the
campground: Judge Kieh also is at the grounds.
<
P. Ki« h has returned from a cruise, looking
better for it... « apt. John Atwood and family
from Boston .ire in town.Quite a number from
Boston and New York have made \Vinterport their
summer resort.Our town agent, having been
promoted to postmaster, the agency is closed, and
no rum is legally sold in town : it works well so
far ...About all the •politix*' we get is what we
read in the papers : the last election was so tedious
that few only are found who are anxious for an
other: the biennial election law lias no doubt gain
ed friends.For

some

years

the farmers have

taken more or less saw dust and ••Hats mud" from
the docks, it proving valuable: manv are now at
work hauling it to their farms : il is estimated that
cords will lie taken out and hauled to farms
in this town
it is really a good top dressing: this
manure anil ;
saw dust from the
year, with
•juii.i

docks,

a

to the

Tlii-annual eumpmccting of the Methodist so
riet\ ciiiniiieiiertl Monday at Wc.'leyan Crow
N nth | tort, .mil w ill eon tin ue iluring the w eek. The
i;.

was

large crop of potatoes

has

been raised.
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moon

and Mr-

Mr
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Boston the

but in the western States

Boston time,

m

a

was

In

totally eclipsed a few minutes after sunset,
the whole tied ipse will end a little after eight

and

•

his farm

r>

railed) total eclipse ol the moon will take
today. (Aug *JAd.) but little of it can be seen

A (s.,

.i:

hot. I eh-i'k
•'

B

] Mar'

broken and the bone driven through his
foot, hips crushed, and otherwise shockingly man
gled. He was alone, and lay under the rock the
whole afternoon, until found by bailee. He < an

lbr

Ceorgc lb Sylvester, of Mattawauikeag. who has
been st(;pping at the Northport camp ground. wa.lakeii sick and sent home, last week, on the steam

be

l.ial.

weeks.

two

pari "t the eclipse

unknown

some

Tuesday

“-I

elonr weather of late has

rought back to
air waters the porgv steamer. The fish were quite
plenty last week, hauls of .*00 barrels being made
on Saturday.
The porg\i catching season ends in

p

intoxicated. hut

was

arrested.

w as

<

new

T!.

in

it

match game

these cool moonlit evenings- if
got two dollars to pay the Livery t o. for
a carriage. and
can persuade twenty-live yards o|
silk, with a woman in it. logo with you.

to

ivy ret to

a

Clorious times

of

tatter,

play

became

I'eeeiit
!'“V.

to

this week

takiuy pa-sen
half a dollar
.\.»ithport
ii'oiu N-arspurt X. e.-nts
Belfast A* cents
hnn>nd is swift and prompt md i- the best
Ban/or

•u.

nines

you have
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Biwksport
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The

Tureo-Russian

War.

the depredations of idle miners c.mnot he gists.
described.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Fifty thousand men arc striking, and
Corrected Weekly for f '/e Journal
The
great trouble is feared next winter
ByC. II. Sakgkxt, No 6 MainStreet.
union collieries of the Schuylkill Co. arc
Flour
$0.5uil 1.50 Corned Beef
UaOo
raising Sdo.OiMl to assist the strikers in Corn
70a7n Mut on
oaO
the Lehigh region. Miners' meetings de- Corn Meal
7:1 Lamb
loall
1.5o 'J’urk»y
nounce the blacklegs, and coal breaker
Kye Meal
Halts
1.25 Chicken
Kye
15aIs
are placarded with notes
ordering opera- Barley
75 Fowl
loalo
tions to cease.
Oats
5,s Geese
uuaOO
$2.25a.‘1.00 Duck
O0a00
i lie attempt to atari collieries oil the Beans
40 Hay
Potatoes, New
$I2.00al5.00
north side to-day, it is feared will cause Apples
OOaOO Straw
$fi.00a7.0o
0a7 Washed Wool
trouble. Wholesale arrests have been Dried Apples
40
Butter
22a25 Unwashed "
.“.0
made in the Shamokin regions, and out- Cheese
Halo Hides
4a5
laws

threatening

are

KN<

(U \ m: with

1 hose

I am here myself, at No- 54
Main St. Don’t you forget it.

Houston, whose ayes vary from 'JO to **."»
vein’s, went out oil Little Sebayo Fond in a sloop
boat toenjof a sail.
The boat was upset by one of
them elimbiuy the mast, and three of the company
were drowned.

;

named

4af*

1‘mi.o
tin

H

l-.nsex

Court.

Judge.

following business

II.

I*.

was

I1 lll.i),

RegisD-r.

transacted at the An

gust Term of said Court
Administration

<«i:anii

i>

on

Estates

or

(ieorge Y. Hunt, late of ltehnont, Martha 1'. Hunt,
Administratrix; Zachary I. Cooper, late of Mont
ille, Deborah (> Cooper, Administratrix Bradford
Maiden, late of Freedom, J.
Whitney, Aduiinis
trator; Atherton W\ Pendleton, late of Liucolnvillc,
Robert W. Perry, Administrator; Philena L. Emerson, late of' Swaiiville, Frederick C. Fmerson, Administrator; Nehemiah Abbott, late of Belfast,
Caroline W. and Caroline B. Abbott, Executors.

Handy

(it'ARDians Appointed—Sumner

over

minor heir of

Eugene M. Sliorey, late of -; Rich
ard Whitten over (ieorge and Lydia Larrabe. of
Howes
Unity, persons of unsound mind; Robert
over Elijah Howes, ot
Moutville, a non compos;
Enoch R. Cain

over

minor heir of Amanda S

I

Licence

io

Sell Real Estate

on

Esixte-oi

Prescott, late of Northport; Eli Vickery, late
of Unity; minor heir ol John M. Abbott, late of
Moutville; minor heirs of Henry S. Clements, late
of Winterport.
—Joel

Inventories

Filed

on

Estait- Nu

William

Messer, late of Montville; Nancy N. Staples, late
of Stockton Celia Johnson, lute of Liberty ; Abigail
Poteii, late of Freedom; C. S. Fletcher, late of Stock
A.

ton.
Warrant
—Jonathan
ui m

or

Dower Eiternedon Estate

ok

Colcord, lute of Searsport.
Allowed

on

Estates

m

-J. C. Rob

Rebecca J.

late of

Massun,
bins, late of Norttiport;
Winterport, Mary J. lira.v, lat*- <»! Belfast; Mary
Potter, late of Troy; John K night, late oi Sears
moat.
Ai.niWA.NiT Made

iu

Wuiuwmin Est

at es oi-

Abiatlier Knowles, late *»f W'interport; Simon
Black, late of Belmont; J. C. Robbins, late of Northport.
Nehemiah Abbott, lat** of
WTl.i. Prortei* oi
Belfast, by which In- gives all his property and estate
to his wife during her natural life, and at her decease
the balance to be equally divided among his children.

that the Russians have made up their
minds for a long war, and are preparing
great depots of firewood. The Roumanian Government is also asking tenders for
a supply of great quantities of clothing
and stores. A rain of less than twelve
Warrantor Insolx n* yChant ed on Estate
hours lias rendered the roads of Sistuv a, oi —William A. Messer, late of Moutville.
cottage of hr Itavis. of lslesboro. and not
ilay iilT*ruoou. w hen the Asleroiis of Bucksport
i" t-i that of (lc<• Wells, at
over which
the Russian supplies are
Northport. Mr. w4*i4* piateheil against the Pastimes i>f this
W arran t ow Partition Issl d on Esi vies oi
city,
!- ii-tili'-'l to liudiug at Stevens house several
a sea of mud, w ith gaping,
-Samuel A. W*-hh, lat** of Knox; Robert Sherman,
result id in favor of the home nine by the score of transported,
which had been taken from his premises.
unknown depths at frequent intervals. late of Islesboro.
I1.* to II. The grounds wen* in as unsuitable a eon
; Stevens wa> ordered t<> furnish had in VS00
o
'Phis forcibly illustrates the impossibility
dition as possible for the game, and this, in tin*
of a Russian campaign in Turkey after
isvn i. and in delimit was committed.
Dr. Palmer, of Westerly, R. I
Samuel
says: Hi NT's
main, accounts for the lurgi* ligures of tin* seon*.
the rainy season has begun.
It will be Remedy is the most etlcctiv** medicine I haxe ever
barged with partie
•umjison was then arraigned
Wry few tine plays were made by either nine, v ery diiiieult even to maintain their arm- used in iu\
paling 111 the crimes. Hut Steven.s. who had pro
practice. for Dropsy and Kidney Pis
though the general playing of Cottrell of the Pas- ies between the Balkans and the Danube
i-dv declared that Stimpsou was with him il
eases.
/<•/./ mu-hj so-1 lii NT's Remedy /ms u!
times deserves mention.
U e append the imliviil
when summer weather breaks up.
in■ ‘st
la*- burglaries, upon being sworn, test ilied that the
<'■<■ / tli
t/r.tj."
\ 11 Diseases ot the Kidneys.
ual lvi-ord of the game as well as tin.* runs In in
A part of the Dobrudseha force lias Bladder and
-"in r laid nothing to do with them.
Urinary Organs, are cured by lit n i's
Stimpsou niugs:
already passed through Roumania and Remedy
as thereupon acquitted.
It is now believed that
I'AS
lil fc.
AS lKKO.N.
again crossed the Danube, about ten
>t'-"'in was the perpetratoi of other burglaries.
li. K. 1*0. A.
O. K. 1*0. A.
miles above Rustchuk, hut operations on j Clarke's Tooth Arm-; Drops c><< instil,it'h.
*
a Un li no chic could
e.•{
51
-2
i
It
Witilliu.
d
c....o
be
obtained.
Hibbard,
7
I
heretofore
'Pho reduction oi rates to prices demanded by
the other side are delayed by rain, which
I
0
tfb.I
I
d
l
S
0
Wood,
Snowman.
Ib
known that he disposed of v arious articles simi
j
tin*
times
has
a
in
tin*
created
increase
0
great
pat
Piusinore. lb. » I
; Kddy, db.d I I 0 has rendered the roads practically impasth.iMc taken from the house of Mrs. Wilkin
of tin* American House. Boston, and the
Moyle, c*. 1.1 I :i 0 Kmery, *<ib.d l d 1 sible for artillery and trains. A great ronage
result must hi* very satisfactory to the Proprietors.
Pierce, which was robbed about two years ago: Chase. }».A '2 »» I liall, |*.4 u 0 it
of the line of communication with The table and all other appointments of the House
-2
I
i
Cottrell. >. s..l
Homer.1. fb 1 1 0 part
it i' believed that he w as concerned ill break
Warren. 1. ‘..'2 A 1 0 Homer. <i. e.f.d I 4 0 the army is over mere cart tracks deep are kept up t>* their old time standard of supreme
into the house of P
‘xeelleuce. [ V V. Hotel Journal.
H 'lazeltine. w hich was Colburn. *2b..A k2 1 l
Med rath, s.s.d i | 1 with dust in tine weather and churned
a« ked and
cleaned out during the absence of Xirhols. r. I..-2 A I t» Taplev, r. f...d I d u into
deep mud wneu it rams. Wood is
Patrick Haney was »n
owner, last winter.
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
scarce iu the country now occupied by
27 10 27 X I
27 11 27
0
Vb
iidiiy arraigned before Judge Johnson, on com
tlie Russians, and enormous forces are
tl
7 S
Innings.I 2 IJ I
How It is Done.
lit of
Pastime.«> 2 1 ;> d o :{ 2 :i— 111
about to be encamped in the heart of
\\ary Brogan, for an aggravated assault
The first object in life with the American people
Asteron.I 2 2 0 0 0 .2 2 1
11
•ii herself anil husband.
The parties live in the
Bulgaria, which will probably leave it as is to “get rich": the second, how to regain good
The interest in tin* game of Tuesday afternoon bare as the Allies left the plains before health. The first can be obtained
Ub-hicut above Mctiilvcn's ship yard in Ward
by energy, hon
and saving: the second, (good health) by us
Haue\ and Brogan were arrested Sunday between the Dingo club of Portland and the Pas- Sebastopol.
During the occupation of esty
ing (Jui r.N's Ai hi st Fi.owll. Should you be a
■-lit and lodged in jail.
This is a continuation times. was suliieient to draw together a crowd of the Dobrudscha lately the sick were sent
despondent sufferer from any of the efleets of Dys
t
series of assaults in that neighborhood between upwards ot tit Ml persons. This game, on which back at tbe rate of BOO per day, and there pepsia. Liver Complaint. Indigestion, A c., such as
the state championship and a purse of *.r>0 depend
are signs of increasing sickness within
Sick Headache. Palpitation of the Heart. Sour
U,. Mime parties. They have caused great annoy
ed. has been looked forward to by our hoys with the lines on the other side of the Danube. Stomach, Habitual Costiveness, Dizziness of the
“i'-e l>» his Honor, who has
been unable to get at
Head. Nervous Prostration. Low Spirits, A:c., you
slight anticipations of success, though the possi- The news that Suleiman Pasha is fairly need not sutler another
It is al
true inwardness" of the difficulties.
day. Two doses of At'
be
to
continued
across
the
Balkans
seems
of
the
state
was
worth the
hi st Flow
t; will relieve you at once.
ed that the wife of Haney sells liquor, and she bility
securing
pennant
Sample
10
from
several
sources.
cents.
Bottles
Regular size b cents. Posi
effort at least. The linal result. 10 to d iu favor
ois been before the court a number of tunes on
all first class Druggists in the l. S.
sold
is
by
It
that
in
tively
reported
public opinion
"luplaint of Brogan, which is really what causes of tin* visiting club -shew plainly enough the thor
Sold by R. U. Moody, Belfast: kittridge, Rock
the trouble.
ough practice and line playing of the visitors. The Russia is powerfully alf'ected by the fail- land; Fletcher, Camden; Smith A Sous. Sears
In the case under notice Brogan tes
ure before Plevna.
advisors of
was quite well
and
the
game
Military
played
throughout,
Hbed that he was on his way home Sunday even
port : Robinson, Thomas!on; also to be found in
I vroew l'.*
Beltasters certainly have a right to feel proud of the Emperor urge some enterprise that Waldoboro and Bueksport.
and wits waylaid by Haney, who threw a stone
their record, and deportment as well. We give might well be deferred till stronger forces
it him.
Think lor Yourself.
striking him in the side. His cries brought
Thus it is not impossibelow the full score from which a fair outline of can be arranged.
bis wife to his aid, when
Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering from
they were again assailed the
ble that active operations may be resumed
can be obtained:
game
l y
with
struck
a.disorderedstomach and liver, prodtic
another stone, which
Haney
Brogan
before justly warranted. The establish- dyspepsia,
PAMTIM K.
biliousness, heart burn, costiveness, weakness,
OIUKiM.
iug
m the face.
A fight then ensued, in which the
O. K. PO. A.
at
O. R. 1*0. A.
ment of the Imperial headquarters
irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after
"de of Haney, coming
upon the scene with a stick, W lull in. <• .d 0 I I Campbell, 0...I 2 111 2 Stitdcu would seem to point to a close eating and often ending in fatal attacks of fever.
Cottrell. s. s..d o o l Mahancy, s.s.4 0 4 1
wife
In
the
and
his
melee
participated.
Brogan
connection between the Emperor and Titk\ know thky akksu'k. yet get little sympathy
o
o a
Woods.
The unfailing remedy. which is yearly restoring
w re
*p.4 I I 0 Grand Duke
seriously beaten about the bead and face. Colburu, ab...4 0 •» I Kicker,
Nicholas, and perhaps to thousands, is DaCosta's Radical Cure sold by W. 0.
Doherty, 2b..4 I I 2
Haney denied the above, and testified that lie was Hinsmore.lb.d 0 Id U I M’liline.hy, ;ibl 0 2 0 presage and presence of the head of the Poor A- Son, sole agents for Belfast. A. .1 .Ionian,
assailed by Brogan with a drawn knife, who called Warren, 1. I'.a I 0 0 ; Hayes, lb.:i 1 4 0
army at some determined ami obstinate agentJofor Bueksport.
A
cent bottle will convince you of its merits.
him hard names and threatened his life, and in the Chase, p.d I I 1 St. John, e. l'.:t I 0 0 assault on the entrenchments of Osman
Nichols, l. t..d 1 a 1 Melody, r. t'...2 2 1 0
Don't delay another hour alter reading this, hut go
tight cut his wife three times upon the leg. He was
and get a bottle, and your relief is as certain as you
Boyle, e. f.....a 0 a I Blades, 1. T....2 2 l 0 Pasha.
ordered to recognize in the sum of $200 for his ap
The Russian bombardment continues. live. Will you do it*, or will you continue to silt
27 3 27 14 I
27 10 27 .ri Two hundred
peurance to the October term of court, and *300 to
shells have fallen iu the fer i Think for yourself.
2 3 4 5^7 80
Professor Parker's Pleasant Worm Syrup is per
Innings.1
town
and
keep the peace. Brogan recognized in the sum of
twenty
persons killed. A Rus- fectly safe and extremely palatable. No physic re
Pastime.....0 0 0 0 3 0 0 U 0— 3
i iOU to keep the
sian
was
1
3
0
2
0
0
3
1—10
reconnoitring party
repulsed
tt'49.
Costs 25 cents. Try it.
peace.
Dirigo.0
«

■

in market.

Eat

14c per lb.

SPECIAL

>

■

quired.

Fancy
7-.

t i:.

In Winterport, Aug. lsth, Mr. E. Mauter Dollolfof
Dixmont, and Miss Carrie B. Dunham i,i Monroe.
In Lockland, Pith inst., Mr Wm. F. Leighton, and
Miss Be-Sie D. Puttee, both ot Bo-toil,
In I honiaston, Aug. 1 Atti, Mr. George W. How
land, of Warren, and Miss Mary M. Kicliards, of
Sear.-mont.
In No. Penobscot,

Aug. Mill, Mr. Josiali Wilson,
and Miss Bertha E. l urner, hot h of Penobscot. Also
Mr, Nahum (iray of Penobscot, and Miss N« llie 1
Blaisdell, of Orland.
In Swans Isle, Aug. 12th, Mr. Andrew (.Smith,
and Miss Inez A. Joyce, both of Sw an’s Island.

Date, Name amt Aye
M., daughter of the
Winterport aged

ot

In Belmont, July 17th, Bernard Mors-- aged T7
and (i days.
In Brooks -Uth inst., Mr. Horace Edwards, aged
•,'i» years.
In liockland, Aug. Uth, Freddie W., son of J. C.
months.
and Mary 15. Pottle, aged
In Kocklaml, Aug. Uth, Maria Elenor, daughter
of John and Eleiior .McNamara, aged • » month-, and
U day s.
lu liockland, Aug. Uth, Annie Bell, daugh.erof
('apt. J. H- and Mrs. A. French, aged 4 months, 2.'»
days.
iu St. leorge, Aug. ldtli, James Young, aged
years, '.‘months, and U days.
In Thoinaston, Aug, sth, Clifford B., soil of (Jeo.
and on ilia McCalluu, aged 1 year, and s months.
In 1 liomaston, Aug. Uth, Albert p. (i.,son oftieo.
A. and Nora A. Simmons, aged 0 months, and is
days.
in liockland, 11th inst., Hubert Spaulding, Jr.,
days.
aged U years, >; months, and

SHIP NEWS.
BELFAST.

ARRIVED.
Aug. ISth, Schrs. Hocky Hill, White ; with less
bbls mackerel; Haller, Carter, Custii.e.
Aug. lUth, schrs. S. J. (iilmore, Sy lvester, Salem;
Abby dale, Darby, Provincetown.
Aug. -1st, schrs. Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, Bosthan

Whip, Pondy,

Portland.

SAILED.
Aug. 17th, sclir. <i. B. Ferguson, Furguson, fills-

worth to load for New York.
Aug. 18th, schrs. Charlie Buck), Foss, Norfolk,
Ya ; Lois \'. Chaples, Chaples, Jacksonville, Fla.
Aug. JUth, schr. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, City Point,
to load lor New' York.

NOTICE.
persons indebted to the firm of Korkins &
Ki.owkrs will save cost by settling before Sept,
lath next, as all accounts will be left with an attorney after that date. All accounts can be settled with
Emerson Robbins at the store of E. & L. L. Robbins.
ROBBINS & FLOWERS.
Belfast, Aug. 20, 1877 —2w*s

VI.L

SPECIAL

Piano

NOTICE.

Tuning.

UOOl’ER, from Boston, is in the city to i
attend to orders for PIANO TLNINfJ, also

R1I.
•

ORGANS.
I

Orders may be left at Caldwell’s Bookstore. Piano
>
two dollars.

nning

1877.

1877.

IV E W

FALL HATS!
-A T-

Mrs. B. F. WELLS'.

trust

of

('liildlen

ri

BELFAST.

39 Main St.,

FRENCH KID WALKING SHOES
Critchett & Francis.

At

Stencil Plates!
Figures
Plain

Letters,
SIZES,—

Ornamental,

and

M A UK I Mi

Clothing, Trunks, Barrels,Boxes,&c.

STOCK OF

Stoves ami Tin

Piuh's.

Shop

STOVES & TIN
Constantly

JOB-

on

WARE

hand.

HERVEYS

At

gives such

universal satisfaction.
new

location, and examine

R. FRANK CLARK.
I it I'
April hi, 1-:

Bella -1,

in the

Critchett & Francis.

At

Vest-Makers

Winthrop Furnace,
That

Store.

Boot & Shoe Line

I’romptly and faithfully attended to.
1 am sole Agent for the

Come and look at my
mv store.

It

Jewelry

Every thing

O Ft K

W

Ilfl'lfJC*. IxUhhfT

Stunt ps, f'(t'tlisln it iff shitt'f thili.

To No. 9 High Street,
I’lii- Store lately occupied |»\ (Rorgi F. White, where
I will be pleased to welcome my old customers.

WANTED.
I

work

Belfast,

LADIES’

VKST M.YKKKS cm tin.I plent\ of good
Main >1.
at J. I. sleeper**, No
M.l U'KIJ.
.1 I
July II, 1S77.- Jtl

BOYS

French Kid Newport Ties!
At Critchet & Francis.
THE EUREKA!
Ill K ONLY

liiilli-r-iiiiikinsf at Last AUaini-il,

(ium-sdn

-;

j

To the Hon. County Commissioners of Waldo County, a* their session to be held in Belfast within and
for said Countv on the 3d Tuesday of August, A.
1). 187?:
TITHE undersigned, citizens of Frankfort, in said
JL County, would respect lull} represent that James
Keiley and one hundred and live others, all of said
Frankfort, petitioned the Selectmen of suid town of
Frankfort, to locate and lay oit a road, beginning at
or near (ioodwin Littlefield's gate on tin* county
road, and leading past the buildings of said Littlefield to or near Felix Korney’s gate on the road leading from A. Tyler’s homestead, formerly, past James
Cannon. And that in compliance with said petition
the said Selectmen did meet for the purpose of so
viewing and laying out said road, but. being deterred
from so doing by the snow having fallen thereon, adjourned their meeting to one week thereafter, but
did not meet at the time to which they so adjourned
And that in
or ever afterwards for said purpose.
May last said Keiley, one of said petitioners, requested said Selectmen to locate and lay out said road,
who said he would, and did inform the other SelectAnd yet they have unreason
men of said request.
ably refused and neglected so to do. We therefore
ask your Honors to view said route and locate the
road as prayed for.
Dated at Frankfort this •J.'sth day of July, A. D.
JAMES KEILEY AND 18 OTHERS.
1877.

STATE OF MAINE.
WALD, SS.—County Commissioners’ Court, August
Term, A. D. 1S77.
On the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the County Commissioners meet at the dwelling house of
James Keiley in Frankfort, on Wednesday the 20th
day of September next at ten o'clock A. M.; and
thence proceed to view the route set forth in the Petition; immediately after which at some convenient
place in the vicinity, a hearing of the parties ami
their witnesses will be had, and such further measures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. And it is further Ordered, That
notice of the time, place and purposes of the Com
missioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all persons ami Corporations interested by serving an at
tested Copy of said Petition with this Order thereon,

upon the Clerk of the town of Frankfort, and bv
posting up the same in three public places in said
town, and by publishing the same in the
Journal, a public newspaper published in said County, said publication and each of the other notices to
be thirty days before the time appointed for said
view, that all may appear and be heard if they think

Republican

Attest,-W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
and Order of Court.
•Attest,—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.

LI.BFI-d I

C I I IT R 1ST !

Non-Resident Taxes.

Copy of Petition

,1. 0. THOMPSON it SON.,

IhHtt'

t

proper.

&c.

Russett

Slippers

x

lit" town of Prospect, County of \\ aldo, for the
year ISO. The following list of taxes <>u real <
tate ol non-resident owners in the town ol Prospect for the year 1870, in hills committed to \\ m. II.
(iiim. collector of said town, on the l.'ith day "t Mav,
1".
has been returned by him to me as remaining
unpaid on the 8th day of May, 1877, by his certificat*of that date, and now remain unpaid, and notice i<
hereby given that if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury of said town,
within eighteen months from the did.- nf the com
mitment of said bill, so much of tin- said real ••••i.mtaxed, as will be sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges, will without further notice, he sold at public auction,'at
the store of Mudgett .v lobby, in said town, on the
20th day of November, 1>77, at two o'clock in tinafternoon. N. 15. Here follows tin-list, it being tinsame made by the collector to the treasurer
Tax.
Value,
Waldo Co. (iranite Co. No.
of Acres Land 2a,
$l.ouu
Waldo Co. <iranite Co. No.
of Houses 1,
.20
Waldo Co. (iranite Co. No
of Shops 1.
.00
Waldo Co. (iranite Co. No.
of Wharf 1,
,0o
$1120
$10.30
Boston & Maine (iraniteCo.
No.of Acres of Landn 1-2.
17»
:s.ul
Theo. Batchelder.
No. of
Acres ot Land 7,
.42
Theo. Batchelder. No. of
Houses 1,
200
Theo. Batchelder. No. of
Barns 1,
.to
2*2
4.82
John Moore. No ot Acres
of Land 8,
.32
.00
Wm. S.
Peabody, or unknown. No. of Acres of
Land 7 1-2,
-40
.till
JOHN 1\ LIBBY, Treasurer of Prospect.
1877.—
3\vx
14,
August

IN

'arriages.

Upholstery Goods. &c..

-EuU

I IIA Vi: KKMnVI.U MY

noth-oto all
rat

t

s

REMOVAL!

appoint' d and

A dmini-t

i’a-.-eK

Flower Pots, hap-boaid-,

—A LI.

At Critchett & Francis.

HF.ORHK F. HI NT, late of Belmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giy ing bond
a-the law directs; she therefor.- requests all per
sons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit t lie same for settlement
to her.
MARTHA K. 111 N I

ears, 1 mo.,

ton;

Curtains and Fixture.'.

LA D1 K 8

Button

Newport

taken upon himself the trust of Administrator ot
the estate of

J

OF

Brackets.

MISSES

rPHK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned that he has been duly appointed and

If the

Oil!

Safety

Thankful for past patronage I hope tor a continuof the same. These (ioods constantly on hand.
1' B. S VVII I, Wadlin’s Block,
;57 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
lyl

<

i-.

ord ami Knobs.

(

KIM IS.

ance

I^ILBRIDHK

taken upon h<
of the estate of

Frames, Picture

■

ol

Fresh 'Fnnnrinds, put up in Snffttr, 10c
per lh., fresh Pit I, led Limes, Xae York
S/ieed Jfried Apple, Preserved (rintjer.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
August, A. 1). 1*77.
H. BUKRIKK, named Kxecutor in a
certain instrument, purportiug to be the la-t
will and testament of Abisha W. Burrill, late
I
Waldo, in said Countv of W aldo, deceased, having
presented said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the -aid Klhridgc give notice to
all persons interested byeau-inga copy of this order
to be published three weeks -ue< essivt ly in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that thev may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday
ot September next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they ha\ e, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
PHI LI» IIKRSKy Judge.
A true copy, Attest:— B. P. Fiki.d, Register.

DIED.

PORT

I'iemr

KINDS.

k adily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents
“blistering'’ and the iron sticking. Saves tweu
ty-live per cent of labor and starch.

PKNDLKToNJatcof l.incolnville,
Jackson.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, bv giving bond
'The Democrats of Jackson arc requested to! as the law direct ; he t bereftn-c re.juest- ;lll person-w ho are indebted to said
meet it* caucus at the Town House, op Saturday.
deceased's estate to make
payment, and tho-e who have any de
Sept 1st. at '! (»’(dock j*. m.. to choose a candidate immediate
maudto
exhibit
the -ame for .-ettb im nt
thereon,
for tile Legislature for tin- class composed of Jack
to him.
ROBKR I W
PI I,’in
son. Monroe, Troy ami Prospect.
Pi i; nuiua;.

lu tin- city, Aug. Utli, l.uella
late Hichard, and Abby Sherman

Spices.

f/iuiibines

iili tbi- order there-

subscriber hereby gives jiublic
rjAHK
X. concerned, t hat -lie has Inm duly

Ware,

Wooden Ware. Feather-.

/*.•«*.

Linen Glace Starch Polish !

AT II KR ION W

VLAlilU b; t).

and Glass

*

The Hesi in i ;sae.

ance.

August 18, IN7.

fie

11 i;i:r

Brilliant White

1 Ordered, That the said Administratrix
give notice to
all per.-on- interested by causing a copy of t his ordei
to be published three weeks successively in the Re
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tlu v may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of September next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and -Imw cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allow ed.
PHILO HKRSKY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

Waldohoro, .*s; Westport, 2; Whitetield; WiP-r Order
ca-set, It; Monhegan Island, 1.

mart be pa itt for.

ALL

OF A I. I.

Jl

;

Obituary not ices,b jyond t

Crockery, China

CON FECTIONERY

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
August, A. 1 >., 1877.
1,1 A HI LliK V, Administratrix of the estate of
Robert C. Hilkcy, late of Searsport, in .-aid
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her
iirst and final account of Administration for allow

Bristol, lb, Dumariseottu,
Boothbay, 1", Bremen,
b, Dresden, (>, F.dgecomb, ■!; .1* llerson, 7: New
Castle, f*, Nobjeboro, 7; Somerville,
Southport,
( o.VlMl

FURNITURE, CASKETS AC,

MV give helow a list ,,f seme other goods
that can always he bought at our
Store at LOW l’HK'KS.

Bed and Table Casters.

may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
Probate1 OHice in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of September next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why tin
same should not be granted.
i’ll I BO HKRSKY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Field, Register.

The Democrats of Lincoln Count y are requested
send delegates to attend a County Convention, to
held at Luion Hall, New Castle, on Tuesday,
At •;r>r 2sth In-iani, 1-77, at 1" o'clock a. in., for
the purpose of nominating candidates for State Sen
ator. Cleric of Courts, County Commissioner, IJegiD
ot Deeds, aud< ountv I reusurer, to he supported
at the next state election.
Also to select a county
Committee, who-* term of service will commence
dan. 1 -t, 187n. ’flu- basis ol' representation will be
as followEach town and plantation will he entitled to one delegate, and an additional delegate ior
every twenty-live Democratic vote-, or majority trac
tlon thereof, east for Hon. John (
Talbot, the Deni
ocratic candidate for Dovernor in l-.ii. I nderthis
call and basis, Aina will be entitled to 1 delegates;

('oinpkdo Assortment

our

DESi'IUITUiN.

OF

m \MT.\(

they

Hogs 8,400;

FLOOK-KOOM !

all Kinds.

<>i

r.VKKV

EXTRACTS

«•>»],;>. «>.,i f,,r
the second Tuesday of

w

Six

Glass Presen e Jars,
J{
CW. «»<!

Krif-ist

petition,

or

OF

Citron, Sage, Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &c.

be published three weeks successively in t he
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that

Convention,

( Ol NT\

copy of said

w hole ol Two Large
Floors, having nearly

iH-eupy the

now

Pepper-sauce. Ketchup, Horseradish,

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordereil, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested byon, to

in Belfast.

seen

EIGHT THOUSAND SQUARE FEET

same.

causing a

or

AS

Pr-'ne*.

.1 FI.I.IKS or

\\ heretore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey the whole of
the real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the Widow's dower thereon, a- will sati-i v his debts anil incidental charges, and
charges of
Administration, at public sale or at private sale,without turther notice.
KKIAS SKA\ 1A

be

K V I 1(

Ever

Fruits, Dried and Green.

of Probate tor tin- County

on

STOCK

FURNITURE!

,y

fanned floods

r.-peelfully

to

1>I.M*»*

IN

Groceries,

ii".'

deceased,
represents that the good’-,
chatties and credits ot said deceased are not sullicient
to answer hi- just debts and charges of Admini-tra
tion, by the sum of twelve hundred dollars. That
the sale of any portion of the real estate of said de
ceased would greatly depreciate the residue of the

NOTICES.

Lincoln Co, Democratic

y

WHOLESALE DEALER

\NI«

NOTICES.

it

.V/>

In addition to

OIIJAR MANUFACTURER

SKA\

per lb.

in

scott, late of Palermo; Sarah A. Carlton over minor
heirs of Daniel 1). Carlton, late ot Belfast; Marlboro
Packard over minor heirs of Isaac Carver, late oi
Searsport.

Ao

*i

LARGEST STORE!

Buildings,

F. B. SWIFT

KY, Administrator of the r.-tate ol
IjALIAS
(J Nathaniel Seavey, late of Troy, in -aid County,

At a Probate Court InM
the County of Waldo,
August, A. i). ls?7.

not, call

At Critchett & Francis.

F. WELLS’. Full
Line Choice
Judge

whether

one,

or

and examine the

We

TIES

■MMMMHnaHnaHaHHHnwaaMi-jMNMaMB

states

Probate

SCOTCH

VERY CHEAP AT

1

that two men were
Indianapolis paper
detained in that city several days, who wen- on
their way to other points with li'ioiiei to redeem
their homes from Sheriff's sales,
hi both eases
the time for redemption expired while the parties
were detained by the strike, and their homes have
been fol lei led
An

1 2c

Swine—No.Store Pigs

price-

-hi

BOY’S

t t:

sale, those from the West and Maine being taken direct to the Abattoir to be slaughtered.
Northern
Sle ep and l.ambs -old dull at prices ranging from

W est

c.

1877.

MV 11

To tin- Honorable
of Waldo.

purehase

C. W. HANEY

Belfast, April go,

ALSO DEALER IN

PROBATE

to

4

GAUZE VESTS
B.

wishing

ing elsewhere.

CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO!

MARKET.

e w

Mould like to have every

purchase goods of

to

LADIES’

;.5a 1.00

05
25
$1.00

wishing

two o’clock in the afternoon

CLOSING OUT!

$4.50a5.00
$:<.00a:<.50
$1.40

halo Shorts per et.
da 7 Lime
Safi Butter Salt
1 Plaster

BOSTON
t

at

Total
To whom taxed.
Value. Value.
Tax.
Waldo Granite Co. No. of
Acres .3,
$700
Waldo Granite Co. No. of
Wharf 1,
7:3 $77.3
$8.29
John Moore. No. of Acres 8,
:;2
.22
Wm. 8. Peabody. No. of
Acres 7 1-2,
.40
.4u
.4:;
JOHN !•'. LIHliY, Treasurer of Prospect.
Augu.-t 14, Is.'7.—3w>

Monday, August 20.
—\\ e quote fancy creameries at $24a.bc
lli; choice New York and Vermont at 22a2bc;
to good do at P.»u2lc; choice Western
dairy
packed at 2!u21c, Western mill butter ranges fr nil
14a 18c per lb.
Chek-k—We quote at lOald l-2c for line
factory,
0 1 2a 10c for good do, and 7a8 1-2c
per lb for coma on
to fair.
Fanis—Fresh lots »>t northern and eastern will
command 14ahie per do/.
Hi anThe market is linn at $2 ."5a2 -b per bt h
tor mediums; $:i 12 I 2ab ;ib for
pea beans. Yellow
*
e« are quiet at $2 b0a2 tin
per bush.
\ io,i t aut.Ks—New Potatoes are selling at $1
a
1 s; per bbl. Sweet potatoes are selling at $:t uoa". bn
per bbl for yellow, and $2 bo per bbl for red. (>ni<ms
art -filing at $2 00a2 2b per hhl.
Aim*li
New York apples are selling at $4a4 bu
per bbl.
II At AND STIJAW-We (plot e at $20 00a21 no per
t "it for prime coarse hay; $18 00 for medium
do, ami
$17 (hi per ton for line. Straw at $17u0alS 00 per ton.
ID
j.er
tair

\

Saturday
younyinen. livmyiu
(•ray. Stephen Hall. Frank Small and two brothers
forenoon li

l’s77,

to

Lamb
Hard Wood
14a15Soft
0
12

W'hai.k. 'There
i a dory on Bradley’s wharf w ith a huge
bole smashed in it. side and thereby hangs
a tale.
Said dory belongs to the fishing
schooner franklin Sehenck of Hock port,
which on the .'id of August was standing
oil* Saukety Head, her crew being mostly
off fishing. One of the crew, fiber! Letter, being fishing in this don at some
Brighton Cattle Market.
distance from the v essel, saw not far off
a vvhale rushing madly for the dory.
Wednesday, August lb.
In
Arrivals <»( stock at market—Cattle .2804; Sheep
a moment be struck the
boat, stove in its and Lambs J24U; Swine 8400; number Western
side,knocked it upside down, of course, Cattle 2o-Js; Kastern Cattle 48l; Mitch Cows and
Northern Cattle 17b.
leaving Letter to navigate for himself.
Prices ot Iteef Cattle per 10" lbs, live
This he proceeded to do, for he soon tra quality $7 00a? bn; tirst quality $0 weight—Exbom* -7 1-2;
second
quality $<’> ouaf* .'57 1-2 ; third quality $b 2bab87
readied the inverted dory, and by the
1-2, poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, Jte s:i bo
help of the plug lanyard climbed upon the u4 7b.
W bile seated there on his waBrighton Hides 7 1 2u8e per 11*; Brighton l allow
bottom.
(»c per II*.
Country Hides 7u7 1 2c per lb; Country
tery throne, be looked ov er his kingdom, fallow
be per lb. i.ait skins llalOc per lb; sheared
and found his whale visitor tearing again Sheep Skins <iua7bc; t amo Skins 0f»a7bc each.
towards him! On lie came, and again in Working Oxen —Not much call for them, and more
market than the demand requires.
Trade for
crushing against the boat, knocked Letter them has been slow. We quote sales of 4 prs. girth
into the sett once more, where lie floun- »'* ft 8 in, live weignt 2f>oo Ins, $l2b per pair; 1 pr.
old $05; 2 prs., girth 0 ft, live weight 2500 lbs,
dered until he finally got hold of tin- years
$127 7*0 per pair.
Store Cattle—Not much call for Stores, most of
boat's rope, to which he clung till resthat are in a fair condition being
cued by his mates, wlm seeing tile encoun- the small Cattle
bought up to slaughter. We quote yearlings $ 1 la
This is all true, 1-0 two year olds $18a2s; three year olds $25a45 per
ter, hurried to his relief.
as Capt.
Nicholas Murphy will affirm, head.
Milch Cows—Extra $boa'Jb; ordinary at $2bab0.
and any one who doubts it can drop a Most of tlie Cows offered
in market for sale are of a
letter to Mr. Letter, who was on the spot common grade. Good Cows usually sell quick at fair
price-.
all the time.
[tiloucester Advertiser.
Sheep and Lamb*—Non* offered in market for

1 vvetm

polis.
Every detail of the preparations show

14 ('alt Skins

Kggs

HoaudllePuikKuoks
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

Some employe, of Cameron Lake, fiddler and llinkeri.ui ridge collieries desire
to return to work, but this would prerip
it ill t* grave troubles.
The Molly Maguires from Locust Cap
fought the strikers near .Mount Carmel;
two strikers were severely injured. Three
Mollies were thrown down the mountain
side and probably were killed.

Aug. IP.
Despatched thin
assert that Suleiman I’aslia lias

Tjersarora and Bebrov;^ wliieii
places the Russians occupied in the luce
of a formidable Turkish army. The Russian.' are re-enforcing and preparing for
an onslaught on the Turks.
The latter
have hurried up almost the last man, and
a general battle cannot, be delayed many
days. Shipka I’ass is still held by the
Russians and is blockaded at the southern
It will have to he probably
entrance.
evacuated unless the Russians attack and
defeat one of the three Turkish corps now
forming a semi-circle from Rasgrad to
l’lcvna.
Foreign diplomats have been
assured that the Port will not make any
exceptions in favor of any foreign power
in regard to passing the Dardanelles,
which will effect England if she sends
war vessels ostensibly to protect Christians. A Bucharest letter says that the
main hope of the Russians now is that of
a decisive victory at Tirnova, which, if
accomplished, the Czar will he ready for
peace at once. The new headquarters of
tlie Czar are at the junction of the two
roads leading to Plevna and Biela, both
c inneeting at
Sistoviu and a few miles
north of Tirnova. This position precludes
his being cut olf in ease of defeat. Shipka
Pass is still held by a portion of Gourka’s
troops, and llaiiz 1’asba is reported
marching against them with a large Turkish force. Gourka’s forces are in a critical position, with Suleiman’s arms south
and Hafiz’s north of him, and there is
danger of their capture. The Bashi-Bazouks constantly harrass tlie small Russian force guarding the remnants of Nico-

At-

extinguished.

I,uNi<i»N,

morning
I'ormeil a.jmiction witli Mehemet Ali, he

vengeance.

tempts were made to tire the .Mii'ieiai
Co's collieries Saturday night.
The bridge of the Northern Central
railroad was tired, but the Hatties were

:xr

39 Main

this kind will tind it for their advantage
to call.and examine his Stock before
buy-

he'

rted

of

F. WE L LS\
Prices that Can’t be Beat!

.
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e

Spring Stork
CAPS

\\ liicli lie otters for Sale at

—
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Having completed tile additions and improvements to their

Warerooms!
Furniture
FurnishingGoods
Street,

-.A_ T-

'•i.

\v

unman si.,

N D-

-A

11ST THE CITY

X the town of Prospect, in the County of Waldo,
Pennsylvania specials say the l.ooo idle
I 'or the year 1S7G.
The following list of taxes on
Tie* Sundav evening sermon,
by Hew Mr. Koss.
u..iv
workmen of Pennsylvania Coal Compam
real estate of non-resident owners in the town of
An excursion from Warren via. Rockland, on
on Kcligion and tin- Commune. was a
in
School
have
District
No. 2, for the year ls7G,
very able and steamer
been
to
at
cii apples.
resume
work
requested
Pioneer, arrived in this city Tuesday
strengthen the stomach and create an appetite Prospect,
in bills committed to Win. 11. tiinn, collector of said
tin1 old rates, and trust to the judgement for
interesting one.
w
town
on
noon.
the
ere
\\
To
13th
of
wholesome
food.
all
who
are
about
the
arren
|Tv-riit ambition of the Belfaster is to own
day May, 1S7G, has been returned
They
accompanied by
leaving
of the company for higher wages. They
file lovers of peaches pears, as wcil as of musk, cornet baud, w hich
by him to me, as remaining unpaid on the8tli day of
lie shore of th*- ba\ and buibl a cottage
their homes, we desire to say that the excellent
discoursed some good music
his
certificate of that date, and how
May,
1877,
by
declined, fearing a trap.
w atei ami ot her melons, can now luxuriate, if
lie -ad sea
a\
elb ets oi Dr. Seheuek's seasonable remedies. Sea
remain unpaid, and notice is Jhereby given that if
they about the streets. Pierce's Hall was opened for
were compelled to he idle bj the
said taxes and interest and charges are not paid in
They
have the stamps.
their reception.
Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Fills, are particularly to the
people who are unable to ijimte the text
Treasury of said town within eighteen months
burning of one of the company’s engine
Mi- Mli/abeth Craig, a
from the date of the
of said bills, so
di.-i *»urse at Church, -ax that the
i-i > il)batli
lady over SO years of age.
Jackson
On the Pith, while Alvah Hall was
houses a fortnight ago, and would have evident when taken by those who are injuriously much of the real estate commitment
taxed, as w ill be sufficient to
in
this
eit\.
lull
the
lloor
on
living
hit Splelldidlx
upon
Tuesday employed on the farm of Emerson Paris. in dig
returned to work il asked in the usual affected by a change of water and diet No per pay the amount due therefor, including interest and j
and broke bur thigh
son should leave home without
taking a supply charges, w ill without further notice, be sold at pubgiug a hole in which to sink a large rock, the rock way. but they refuse to sign am binding
met i.nr
lic auction at the -tore of Messrs. Mudgett et
apparent misfortunes are blessingLibby,
For sale by all DrugIn the Lackawan.i region ot these safeguards along
Loving couples may huh be seen, with mutually rolled in upon him. crushing him shockingly. One agreement.
in said town, on the 2<>th day of November, A. D.
n-e
flius. tin peanut
a' (u-ui
i-

"

:Q-

o

C. W. HANEY

intended especially for the benefit of
debilitated persons, whether at home or abroad,
is I)r. Sehouck’s Sea Weed Tonic.
Containing the
juices of many medicinal herbs, this preparation
does not create an
appetite for the intoxicating
cup. The nourishing and the life-supporting properties of many valuable natural productions eon
taiind in it and well known to medical men have
a most st
lengthening inlltieuee. V single bottle
ot the Tonic will demonstrate its valuable
quali
ti<‘>.
For debility arising from sickness, over exertion or from any cause whatever, a wine glass
Fill of Sea Weed Tonic taken after meals will

Mining Troubles.

GLOVES! Look! Look!! Look!!!

'-

o

INC purchased the Latent Bight to mi nil
laeture and si ll the above Churn in Waldo,
Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties, we take
pleasure in ollerim* it tuDuirymen, in full confidence
that it has no rival and is filHuNLY LF.KFFC'l
( HI BN NOW IN I "I.
sIMLSON X INI LB BILL,
tiff
Searsport, Maine.

nA\

H I I A )UEN S

<

Critchett & Francis.

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.

Marked Down!

New.

Something

tu
All AN • ATAKKII KKAIKhY, cum
Box.
tarrh or Cold in tin* Head. ,'.i rents |"
A-It In -s
Agents wanted in all par's of tin- count r\.
for circular J. J. I'KAVLY. Washington, Nlui.,1*
W. o. LOOK & MIN, AH., Brlftt-t.

UAW

Corn! Corn!!
Bushels

6,500

Corn!

Yellow

Prime

French Kid Boots
At

At

Just received and for sale Low

at

l.un*

Whurl

A. M. CARTER.

Hard Pine Lmnltrr Idr Sale!
\ t AUiiOOf HAUL' 1*1 N I. I.l MBLU,including
xV. Plank, Timber and Board-, <d all dinu-n-ion-,
just landed from schr Honda, and for -ale.
iiltuore
I iitpiirc of D. W. I >Y KIJ, or « apt K A
4w>*
1877.
Belfast, Aug.

Men’s Fine Calf Button Boot,
$4.00.

FormerlPrice $4.75.

Men’s Fine Calf
$3.00.

Strap Shoes,

SOMETH! MU MEW ?

Former Price $3.50.

75 Prs. Men s & Women’s Shoes,

GEO. G. WELLS'
LT E W

Slightlv IMuiuevd

For One-half the usual PriceAt Critchet&Francis.

Is the place where von will tind ov«-r\thine for K\
CL'RSIONS and IMCNh S, «-on-isting of

Mount Desert.
Steamer MAY QUEEN,
('apt. /'. A. OIL MORE,
Makes dost connections with
steamer May Field at Castine lor South West and
Bar Harbors, leaving Belfast Saturdays alt* A. M.
Betiirning, leave Bar Harbor Monday at .» A. M.
Fare

s?’2.‘>0 for round trip to Bar Harbor.

So. West Harbor.

’2.00

W. B.

Uv7

F O W L. E

Store!

Variety

SWAN, Agent-

Boston Baked Beans, Smoked Dried
Beef, Canned Ham, Tongue

Pickled Tongnes.Bologuc

Bansage,Sardines

Olives, tickled Limes,
Tamarinnds, F.vnporated Apples.

Bread
Bond’s Boston
IT,
IN’

S

& Beef,

KVKISY STY

brands,JARS PICKLES
Pile 6c Humor Cure. PICKLES-all
Fresh for 10 Cents.

(ho- Pottle warranted a perfect Cl' RE for all kinds
of PILES. Tiro to tour Pottles in the worst cases
ok LEE ROSY, SC POET LA, SALT li HE EAT,
i: n ee Ann sal kidxeys, dyspepsia, data UHH, and all diseases of the SKIS’ and III.ODD.
Internal and Kxternul use.
Entirely Vegetable.
Money returned in ail cases of failure; none lor IS
Send for
years. $1 :i Bottle. Sold everywhere.

Pamphlet.

H. D. FOWLE &

Desirable

and
CO., Montreal
3meow43

Propety

White Corn Flour.
A

A

Boston.

Northport Avenue, ten min
The
utes walk from the post otliee.
house is two years old, two stories
high, bow window on soufh side andofpiazza in front.
the bay is unThe location commanding a view

surpassed
or

on

The lot attached is suitable for

a

garden

building purposes. Price $1500. Call on
Mits. s. It. COTTKKLIj, on the premises.
Belfast, Aug. 15, 187?.—tf 7

Travelling Agent Wanted.

smart, intelliget man, one not afraid of work,
To the right perto do canvassing in Maine.
good employment will be given. Any one desir
to
write,
stating qualifications, ex
apply, may
ing
perience, &c., ami naming references. Address,
Box
Belfast.
No personal inter
“Advertiser,”
<;,
view can be had until the employer has become satis,

A
son,

tied that the
ments.

applicant

is likely to meet the

Belfast, Aug. 15, 1877.

7tf

Good Trade in

Coffees and Teas!

for Sale.

ALL KIMIS FISH TACKLK, IlllllkS, LINKS, Me,

subscriber offers for sale her
rpHK
1 house and 1 acre of land situated

Large Assortment of

Groceries, Wooden & Papor Ware,
Fruits and Confectionery.

require

-AT

Geo. G. Well's New Variety Store,
No. 13 High St.,

Freedom

T11F

BELFAST, ME.

Academy.

Fall Term will commence Moutlay.
and coutinue eleven weeks.

Aug

Mr. M. H. Ferguson, Principal.
Terms—Common English,
$3.50
4.00
Higher
5.00
Languages,
Book keeping, Extra.
No scholars taken for less than half of a term.
Particular attention given to those desiring to tit
themselves for teaching.
Board and rooms lor self-boarders furnished at
reasonable rates. For circulars, or other particulars,
address WM. S. FULLER, .Secretaryf Freedom, Me%
4w5
Freedom, Aug. 1, 1877.

At

Bar.

tho

Concerning Newspapers.

Smoked or blue eve-glasses are popular this seaat the seaside. Nearly even* person one meets
on the beach and even little children sport a pair
of these glasses.
The hotel keepers don’t need
them—things look blue enough without them.

FOR

son

Who speaks for this

man

Throne,

The Chicago Inter-Ocean boasts that in
less than five years from the date of its
foundation, it lost 8302,705 in running
expenses, without counting any loss by j
deterioration on machinery and fixtures,
Tin* figures are without doubt not placed
too high, and the statement is more stir- i
prising that it has been run at a profit j
for the past live* months. Chicago was
well stocked with good papers before the
Intor-Ocoan was started, and the wonder
is that even with the favor of the Administration and the Republican party behind
it, it lias lived, even without thriving.
Like almost every newspaper ever started in this country, it bankrupted the company which originated it, and is now in
other hands. .Several of our exchanges
have commented on newspaper failures
and successes of late, but we wish to say,
with all proper deference to their'.judgement, that none of them to our thinking
have gone to the bottom of the matter.
They talk mostly of the greatly increased
expenses of publishing a daily paper since
the war, which is all true enough, but
that difficulty in the way of establishing a
newspaper is by no means insurmountable. The real obstacle which generally
speaking the new journal can get neither
over nor around is that the field is already
occupied,—and it is surprising how little
polities has to do with the success of
Possession is nine points
newspapers.
of the law,” and this is true in newspaper publishing far beyond any other kind
of business.
The reading of a certain newspaper is
a matter of habit, and is no more easily
changed than any other habit, good or
bad. And advertising Hows on regularly
in its accustomed channels, lienee it
follows as a matter of course that with the
exercise of ordinary common-sense, and
perhaps a little extra enterprise judiciously applied with the help of experience,
the established newspaper full} holds its
own; while the newcomer gets only the
drippings and leavings of the feast. It
may be laid down as a general rule that a
new journal is an extra tax on a community, and the fact that so many of t.iese
enterprises fail docs not prove that they

?” From the great white

Veiled in its roseate clouds the voice came forth ;
it stood a parted soul alone,
And rolling east and west, to south and north.
The mighty accents summoned quick and dead:
■•Who speaks for thi- man. ore his doom be said H
I Wore

j

Shivering he listened, for his earthly life.
llad passed in dull unnoted calm away:

He brought no glory to its daily strife.
No wreath of tame, or genius' liery ray :
Weak. lone, ungifted, quiet and obscufe,
Horn in the shadow, dying 'mid the poor.
Lo. from the solemn concourse, hushed and dim.
The widow's prayer, the orphan's blessing rose
st rugglcr told of trouble shared by him.
The lonclv of cheered hours and softened woes
And like a chorus spoke the crushed and sad.
••lie gave us all he could, and what he had;’’

:

:

And little words of loving kindness said.
And tender thoughts and help in time of need,
Sprang up. like loaves by soft Spring showers fed.
In some waste comer, sown by chance-flung seed:
In grateful wonder heard the modest soul.
Such tiilles gathered to so blest a whole.

by circumstance' strong fetters bound.
Hie store so little, and the hand so frail.
Do but the best ye can for all around :
Let sympathy la* true, nor courage fail :
Winning among your neighbors poor and weak
Some witness at your trial hour t«* speak.
[ All the Year Hound.

<> ye.

Give

Best.

Me

moment, unfettered hv care.
Only
Hushed as the temple devoted to prayer.
When Heaven is painting the West,
Flooding the sky thro its portals ajar.
Looping the curtain of night with a star—
Dive me rest.
oik*

Spirit of power, forever you’ll reign.
Tyrant, enslaving the heart and the brain,
With ev’ry endeavor oppressed.
Sick of the lessons tli it nature lias taught
Weary with burdens of infinite thought—
Dive

me

rest.

me a potion letbean, a draught.
Sparkling with tranquil repose never quaffed
Hy mortals at pleasure's behest.
Dive me a peace tin* world cannot give—

Drar.t

Respite

from action
Dive me rest.

:

to act

is to live—

Ceaseless the toil of the spirit distraught.
Hourdless the realm of invisible thought.

Where imagery lingers caressed.
Waves of oblivion over me roll.
Welcome forgetfulness bring to my soul—
Dive

me

rest.

[Julia (’lark.
Sleep.

may

up from the deeps of the solemn sea
Cometh sweet Sleep to me
from
the silent deeps,
iji
When* no one waits and weeps
Cometh, as one who dreailieth.
With slowly waving hands ;
And the sound of her raiment scemetk
Like waves on the level sands.
There is rest for all mankind.
\s her slow wings stir the wind :
With lullaby the drowsy waters creep
To kiss the feet of Sleep.
<
in Blackwood's Magazine for July.

Beautiful

|.i

n.

Jewels of

Thought

and Devotion.

innocent, the

excess

a

We

often prophets to others because
historians.

are

Cur ancestors
en

lies before

have travelled the iron

:

First

before the public—all of which
alcohol by the old process.

NEWLY

are

prepared

with

is

lie.

we are

the gold

affront some people than to oblige
better a mail deserves the worse
will
they
speak of him.

It is safer to
them, for the

To doubt is an injury: to suspect a friend is a
breach of friendship : jealousy is a seed sown but
in vicious minds: prom* to distrust, because apt
to deceive.
[Lord Lamlsdowiie.
be more learned than witty,
more reverent than plausible and more advised
than confident. Above all tilings integrity is their
portion and proper virtue. [Bacon.
t-..

Ii this life is unhappy, it is a burden tons, which
is difficult to bear: if it is in every res; *et
it is dreadful to be deprived of it; so tiny, in either
case the result is the same, lor we must exist in

happy

anxiety and apprehension.

[Bruyere.
The brave only know how to forgive: it is the
most refined ami generous pitch of virtue human

nature can arrive at.
Cowards have done good
and kind actions—cowards have fought, nay. sometimes even conquered: hut a coward never forIt is not in his nature : the power of doing
gave.
it I lows only from strength and
greatness of soul,
conscious of its own force and security, and abuve
the little temptations of resenting every fruitless
attempt to interrupt its happiness.

Tui: o. i.an or Death. \Yc are told that far
down through tin- ocean fair white shells are coil
staiitiv falling, like snowflakes in a breathless winter day. that strew with downy drifts tin*
prairie of
the sea.
So tin* rude wrecks and unsurrendered
dead must in tin* course of years receive a silent
burial, as one would hide a sleeper's form with
l'-ave> of lilies, and tlie winds pass them by undisturbed. This shower is made of microscopic shells,
they say. hut in reality the old miuaturesof name
h‘s> tribes that once held atoms of the life that fills
the creation : tin* old army of warriors who IV •ught
their sparkle of a day and died : now. through the
dense heaven of a sea. let gently down upon that
plain. No storms are there, no change of seasons,
and no murmur of the world. Along that prairie
they will lay the telegraphic nerves, and through
the<e downy drifts the quick intelligence will come
and go. Through that dim realm will pass the
iirother's all to brother round the world, and syl
Sables of love and hope will pulsate like a heart
within the rough Atlantic. [Kvorett.
How wonderfully true is it that we spend our
lives as a tale that is told!
• 'nine,
go back with me.
Who were the members of your lather's family ?
lb-sides your brothers and sisters, who dwelt there ?
\\ ho visited
Who came and went ? Who were
the neighbors
These things were vivid realities
to you when a child.
What are they now ? Alert*
marks. As a landscape artist plants in the foreground figure.- with limbs and features clear, but
:: the far oil'distance, when he could
paint a figure,
taking his brush and spots down a lucre dash—a
formless color mark : so to us arc the living things
of the neighborhood.
Some, to be sure, stand up
and remain!
But a million are forgotten where
one remains.
Who w.-nt with you to the village school ? ('all
the roll ! Who were the successive teachers—Hopes
of the ferule!
Who were tie- girls' Who the hoys' Thru.
when the uproarious school broke forth in tumult
at dismissal, if I had asked
you. you could have
call them up! Who sat
given every name.
by you on tie- right ? who oil the left ? Who were
in the first class
who in the second ? These were
important things then. Who was whipped? and
w ho was never once struck ?
These, to //on, were
then more important than the roar of European
the
of
revolution,
burning
Moscow, the battle of
Waterloo: but what do you remember of them ?
Some memories are more tenacious than others.
A few will reproduce much: more, some most,
but little if any !
How much can you recall from the church ? Who
went with you ?
Who sat about you ? Who were
the old men? Who were in' their prime ? And
who. like yourself, were young?
And if these li\
ing and throbbing realities are faded out. it will
b«* useless for me to ask you after tin* sermons.
They were gone before they were finished They
fell upon your dissolving ear as dukes of snow up
on water, and were gone in tlie
very act. of touch
ing.
How much do you recall from the green grave
yard ? What memories come thence, from that
populous city without a magistrate, without a law.
where all who (juarelled on earth, are now peace
able dust keeping excellent neighborhood! [Beech
er.

A good story of “the road
On the
way to Epsom on Derby Day a handsome
drag passes a costermonger’s donkey cart.
“Whip up, my friend,” said the genial
Duke who is driving, smiling at the
coster, “or you will be too late for the
Derby.” The coster, saluting with his
short whip, says: “How do you know 1
ain’t agoin’ to the Oaks?” The Oaks is
i nn at Epsom two
days after the Derby,
and is a more fashionable race.
The
wit of the rejoinder is us good as Thackeray’s reply to Montalambert at the Derby.
The Frenchman noticed on the course
several men dressed as sailors, but who
were not the genuine article.
“Ah,” said
Montalambert, •1 these, I suppose, are
some of what you call British tars?”
“No," said Thackeray promptly, “they
are only Epsom salts.’
[ From a London
Letter.

—

apologize.
"Ah! "says Air. Smith. “I've learned something
to-day. B«* kind to her and any woman will love
you !"
"Well." says she. I'm
self more in my life !”

j
!

I

never

enjoyed my-

equal. Barrels of ice water, prepared in this way,
may berdrink without the slightest injury; and happy is the man who finds in this a substitute for spirituous liquors. Its value to the Farmer, the Mechanic, and Laborer cannot be over-estimated. It
is so cheap as to be within the reach of all; so finely
flavored as to be enjoyed by lovers of the choicest
liquors.

DYSPEPSIA,
Flatulency, sluggish Digestion, want of Tone and
activity iii the Stomach and Bowels, Oppression
after Eating, are sure to be relieved by a single dose
taken after each meal. A great want exists for a

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT
free from serious objections, yet palatable, even inviting to the sensitive palate,’ which will create no
morbid appetite for itself, and operate as an assistant to digestion, as well as perform the functions of
JSucIi we confidently believe is to be
a stimulant.
found in

GINGER,

elegant combination of the True Jamaica Ginger
with the Choicest Aromatics. It is beyond all comparison the most healthy, invigorating tonic and
stimulant before the public. It is earnestly recommended to the weak and nervous, to those recovering from debilitating diseases, and to the aged, to
whom it imparts warmth and vigor.

an

maica Ginger if found to cqualit in tine flavor, purity
and prompt medicinal ellect.
Largest, Cheapest,
l ake no other until y ou have given it a
and Best.
trial. Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists,
Grocers, and Dealers in Medicines. Trice, 50 cents.
Dealers should purchase original packages of one
dozen to obtain the trial bottles for tree distribution.
WEEKS & TOTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.

When Whittier went into ecstasies over
the bare foot boy, remarks the Hawkeye
man, lie never stopped to think what a
wild old circus they had of it every night,
trying to make the boy wash his i'eet before he crawled into the nice clean bed
and drew war maps with his l.ecls all over
the snowy sheets.
Tlu; other morning a big black bear came into
the village of Kingsbury. After walking around
for a short time he went into the woods.
Somewhere in Wilbraham lives an honest mail.
Mr. Markham’s cow lately came home at night
with a bit of paper fastened to her horn contain
iug six cents and this note: “Enclosed find six
cents for one quart of milk taken this forenoon.”
New York gentleman went to a shoemaker’s
at Long Branch, to have a peg driven
down in his shoe. A pile of old boots, slippers
and shoes was knee deep around the cobbler.
“They don't throw away their old shoes as they
did,” said he. “No. sir." was the reply: “1 never
saw so much cobbling in Long Branch in all mv
life."
A

on

Saturday

Providence is to have two statues of Roger Williams. It was found that, by the will of Betsey
Williams, the city must, if it retain its deed of the
park property, put a monument of Roger Williams,
worth at least $500. in the old Williams burying
ground. This place is too pinched up for the*line
$25,000 monument, and it will be set up in the
park, and a smaller $500 monument will be placed
in the burying ground.

“Sliy as a girl 1” This is a pretty and
pertinent simile. This morning a bovy of
young girls were passing the office, eating peanuts and snapping the shells over
their heads, when a couple of boys in a
wagon came along, and one of the shy
It is said that there will he a magnificent wheat
maidens said: “Want a peanut, Billy?”
in Minnesota this year. It. is all ready for
“Ves,” answered the expectant William. crop
reaping, and will he the largest and finest crop
“Stand on
and I’ll
your head, then,
give
you one,” she cried back. And then all
the maidens lifted up their voices in a
voluminous scream, and William gave
the horse a lick that tilled it with consternation.
[Danbury News.

known in that State.

It is estimated at 30,
are so plenty in Kansas
be hardly worth marketing, and the peach
crop ill southwest Missouri is so large that the
farmers do not know what they are to do with it.
Some reports say that the peach crop is large in
quantity and poor in quality.
ever

000,000 bushels. Potatoes

as

to

Q-

:o:

UNDERSIGNED having formed

rpHE
1

nership

in business under the

name

co-part
and st.>le
a

Hazeltine & Go..
FAMILY GROCERIES !
Corn, Flour and Meal,
Pork, Beef,
Kerosene Oil,
Lard, Hams,
Tea, Coffee,
Tobacco,
and Spices,
and all goods usually kept in a tirst-class Grocery
Store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates
as can be had at any store in the city.
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair share
of patronage.
4fctr*Give us a call.
BEN HAZELTINE.
Belfast, Dec. 22, 1S76.—2Stf

N. E. KEEN.

and

DRUG STORE!
Pure

and Chemicals !

Drugs

Genuine Patent Medicines
Of all kinds.

large Stock and great variety of

A

FANCV

Shoulder Braces
In the market.

and Bottled,
Hair Oils,

Hair Brushes

Everything

kept

in fact

in

COLLINS' VOLTAIC PLASTER

A

Latest.

Everything FRESH and NEW.
Entire satisfaction gi veil in every instance. Give
call before you purchase.

us a

Boots

LATEST IMPROVED

Horse Powers.

Vegetable Ritters the best in

The only reliable Catarrh Remedy.
A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
and Family Receipts carefully com-

Prescription
pounded.

Corner of Main and

Estey & Co., Mason & Hamlin,
Mew England, Geo. Woods & Co.

of the above standard instruments will be
sold at prices that defy competition. Old instruments taken in exchange for new.
#*pEvery instrument is fully warranted for five
years.
Also, Special Agent for the

ANN'

and Domestic

A. W. CRAY’S SONS

Bogs anti Childrens' Shoes

DOZ.

Jj*J

'Si

I allies

drug

Skltzkk A 1*1;
stores.

uiknt.

Procurable at all

FOR AN ACRE!

Of the IBEET LAXII in AMERICA,
the <;ni-: \T UNION I'AUIFt' KAII.KOAD.

near

A FARM FOR $200
in easy

payments with low rates of interest.

S E C IT HE
Full inlorniation sent

Land

Agent,

IT

free, address

1 RT DOZ. Ladies Silk Handkerchiefs, only

See.

cure
For man

low

prices.

we

a

am now receiving large quantities of N ESTS,
and quantities of large vests, which I wish to
have made as speedily as possible.
4-00■» VEMT.M4KER4 can obtain work
at good prices at my store.
GEO. A. QUIMBY.
51tf
Belfast, June 20, 1877.

Buy Your

Boots & Shoes
Until you luive Called

on

For they are Selling the Best [
|
Goods ever offered, and at

Lowest

Prices!
RECEIVED.

A

LAUGH

LOT

A. WILBi R & CO., Slate W harves,
520 Commercial St., Boston, Sole Agents
for Merrill’s Celebrated Brownville Unfading Slate.
Strongest and best made; less repairs than others;
received the highest Centennial award, a medal and
diploma. Sold by the square or cargo at Bangor or
Boston. Also all other kinds of slate and rooting
materials. Address A. W. & Co., Boston, or II. A.
AIkrrill, Bangor, Me.

GOODS!

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine
A PPLES. It OS TO X It A AED HE A XS.
PEES If A PPLES. d-C.

Bank of Searsport, in the
notice, that James (7.
County of Suffolk, and
State ol' Massachusetts, on the 15th day of May, A.
D. 1873, by bis deed of that date, recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 102, Page 401, conveyed in mortgage to Wm. G. Nichols of said Sears
port, certain real estate situated in Searsport aforesaid, and bounded and described as follows, to wit :
Beginning at the southwest corner of land, and by
William Young’s, thence north twenty-two degrees
west to land owned by John Beals, near a large
hemlock tree; thence easterly to land owned by
John Gilmore; thence south twenty-two degrees
east by the Gilmore line ’till it strikes wall of It. C.
Gilkey; thence by his line tothe county road; thence
by said road to the first mentioned bounds, containing sixty-live acres, more or less, with buildings,
privileges and appurtenances. Hereby excepting
and reserving a ten foot lane leading to Capt Libbeus Curtis’, being same land conveyed to said Gilmore by said Wm. G. Nichols by warrantee deed
dated
15th, A. D. 1873, and recorded in said
Registry in Book 163, Page 14‘.>. And the said Wm.
G. Nichols, thereafterwards, to wit, on the sixteenth
day of September, A. D. 1874, assigned, transferred
and set over to the said Searsport Savings Bank,
the said mortgage, tin* unpaid notes and claim thereby secured, and all his right, title and interest in
and to said mortgage, said assignment of said mortgage being recorded iu Waldo Registry of Deeds, in
Book 107, Page 172. The conditions of said mortgage being broken, the sajd Searsport Savings Bank
doth hereby, by reason of such breach, claim to
foreclose said mortgage.
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
By Charles F.‘ Gordon, Treasurer.
3w0
Searsport, Aug. 2, 1877

Searsport Savings
County of Waldo, gives
TIIE
Gilmore of Chelsea, in the

no

ordinary

Fine

E. 11. CROCKER.
F. .1. MAR DEN.
:iw<»
1877.

Tobacco

}

>

Stock to

R. KITTRIDCE

Dry

A Iso

TAMARINDS put up in

Fresh

Sugar Ini

F.

B.

Wadlin Block,
Belfast, July 25,

SWIFT,

37 Main Street.

1877.

tf4

Violin, Bass Viol,

Guitar Strings!
Of Very Superior Quality,

At

HERVEY’S

Jewelry Store.

MEN'S

FineGoat Slippers
At

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS

Notice.

May

WILL
the

keep constantly

on

hand

Center

June

EXTRAS lor

SPRAGUE MOWER.
ALBION DRAKE,

25,1877.

Abbott

Lincolnville.

52

Family School

FOR

BOYS,

Little Blue, Farmington, Maine. Address,
4wG
A. II. ABBOTT. Principal.

To the Store formerly occupied by <J. \V. Burketi in
Ilavford Black, and invites :i!l of his forme' patrons
and friends to give him a call. Mv Prices will be as

Of
1 *oor.

as can be purchased elsewhere.
Thankful for past
favors and would still solicit patronage. Please call
and take a look at the old Place so well known.

1

am

Agent for the

also

HAMPTON TEA COMPANY.
And will continue to sell for Thirty
TFAS at former prices, being cargo

Days longer

prices,

viz

Japan Teas, 40 and 50ceuts; a good Japan Tea,
3 pounds for $1.00, or 35 cents single pound, only 3
pounds to one person; a very good Japan Tea, 4
tor $1.00, only 4 pounds to one person ; Knglish Breakfast Teas, 40, 50 ami 00 cents per pound,
only 1 pound at one sale; Best (Quality Oolong Ten,
for 35 cents, former price 40 and ;>o cents.
4tA“The above Teas all warranted good. Nu Teas
sold at wholesale.
tfis
Best

COMPANY,

pounds

30 Broad Street, Boston.

Non-Resident Taxes.
the town of Palermo, in the County of Waldo,
for the year 1870, the following list of taxes ou
real estate ol non-resident owners in tin- town of
Palermo for the year 1>70, in hills committed to S.
15. Jones, Collector of faxes of said town, on the
fifteenth day of June, 1870, has been returned b\
him to me as unpaid on the eleventh day of June,
1877, by his certiticate of that date, and now remains
unpaid, and notice is hereby given that if the sai l
taxes and interest and charges are not paid into the
treasury of said town within eighteen months Iron,
the day commitment of said bills, so much ol Unreal estate as will be sutlicieut to pay the amount
due thereof, including interests and charges, will,
without further notice, be sold at public auction at
the Treasurer’s otlice in said town on the fifteenth
day of December, 1877, at one o’clock in the after-

IN

R. KITTRIl)GE.

the Field !

Again in
Arnold

With

an

Harris,
Street,

entire New Stock of

noon.
Names of Ownev.

Deieripti-o.
J. Kitchen

No. Lot.

Wood,
place,.
Mrs. Cushman Jones, homestead,
1- urber Young, or unknown, Real
Estate,.
John

Lively

Value.

$ 1<>8
p.iu

Tax.*.'

l~y.

Meadow,.
James Soule, or unknown, part
homestead,
S.

Palermo, Aug. 13, 1877.

loo
100
150

:t.io
.5.10
4.05

pH)

.‘{.lo

75

2.33

loo
loo

Beiij. Campbell for homestead,
Josiah Reed for Isaac Lewis

20

:;.io
.2d

a 10
4.41
II. BRADSTREET,
Treasurer of Palermo.
3\v7

ss.—Supreme Judicial Court, April Term,

TjADLAR II. PILLSBURY vs. William Linscott
XU and George Linscott, Administrators of Sarah
Linscott, Trustee. And now on suggestion to the
Court Unit William Linscott, the principal Defendant, at the time of service of the writ, was not inhabitant of this State, ami bad no tenant, agent, or
attorney within the same, that his goods or estate
have been attached in this action, that he has had
no notice of said suit and
attachment, it is Ordered,
that notice of the pendency of this suit be given to
the said Defendant, by publishing an attested copy
of this Order, together with an abstract of the Plaintiff’s writ, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper printed at Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, the last publication to be not less
than fourteen days before the next term of this
Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of October,
1877, that said Defendant may then and there appear, and answer to said suit, if he shall see cause.
Attest:
W. L. FRYK, Clerk.
(Abstract of Pltf. Writ:)
Assumpsit on account annexed to Writ for Is
weeks board at $2.50 per week, $45.00. Date of Writ,
January 24, 1877. Returnable to April T. S. J. C.,
Waldo County, 1877. Ad Damnum $100.
Date of service on Trustee, January 29, 1877.
F. A. LREER, Atty. for Pill'., Belfast, Me.
A true Copy of the Order of Court with Abstract of
Attest:

.A.

W. G.

FRYK, Clerk.

CARD.

P. A. CROOKER, has sold his interest in
the drug business at Augusta, Me., and resumes his practice at Searsmont Village, where he
will be pleased to meet old friends and patients in
2
that part ot the country.

DR.

j
I

PS,

1)-

-A N

FurnishingGoods
Also,

a

elegant line of choice
well-Kiiowu makes of

line and

patterns,

and

CARPETINGS !
Consisting of

Brussells and

Tapestries, Extra
Super and Super. Also

OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS.
I have bought my goods for CASH at a very LOW
figure, and will be enabled to give my customers
better bargains than heretofore.
A saving of from TEN to FI KTEEN per cent can
be made by buying your good at the NEW STOKE.
I
nothing iii this paper, but what 1 can
fulfill at my store at

Belfast. Me.

47tf

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC GUANO.
A No. 1

FERTILIZER.
IT

IS

PROMPT. ACTIVE, & RELIABLE
Tkn years’ successful

use

lms shown it to be

OF TIIE VERY HIGHEST QUALITY.
PRICE
MODERATE.
Q UA LIT Y A- STA ADA HI)

('• kJ. I

HA S TKKD

We claim for it the Greatest Benefit to the Consumer from the smallest outlay.
For Sale in

Belfast by

HAZELTINE & CO.,
Wadlin
Block, Main Stroete

April 19,1877.

4 iti*

MAY

>

|EAMEU

QUEEN

apt. ERE!* \.(UI,Mo|:i
Will run until further notion a.- follow!.».•
hr""k" ille tor Bella-: on M- uda and I hursda.
r o’clock A. M.,Ca-tim 7 I.» .md I.-li-.-b.-i
i*
al-o Monda;. at 1
I* M
<*tine at
M
Mondays tin s tea no w i make a round trip, I*
o’clock A. M and in lt'a-t n
ing Brooksville at
I*. M., touching at Castine and l-desh'r- eacl; vv

Pipe.

Eeav. Bella-!. sani'-r. Wharf, for Bn ok-vdb
o p. M.
Mondav a!
\\ eiinesdav f ridav an 1
urdav at .* \ M
touching at < list'no- and I *h -b.
T ida-s the St-amer v ill nmke a round trip,
A. M.. returning do -itm da..
ing Beliast at
Passenger- c..i,m r w ith Bo-t; n points going \\
1
Monda> imi hm *da g ig East \\ edit
da> and Saturday
Steamer lea.es Sanford Wliarf' W* dm -dav
dav and and Satur»l:i> »t
A
M
ma
ho
n
lo A. M., or 1 lie arrival of Boat or E cur-ii n
tf-'.l
WM. li. SWAN. Ageir

all risks of s toppage of supply
bv lead is reiuoued.
For sale

•>

A. D. FRENCH.
hut'

Maine Centra!
Summer

Machinery.
or

At the

tt

Anti Friction

Railroad.

Arrangement.

and after Moud tv, d
w
ra
I. run as
B.-Ita-t
—*~'SC-:-'■ZrVz—
t.m., Book.;o, Thor;. !
s.oo, I'nity, s. I", arri\ ing a: Burnham at
a n
Eeav
Po Ifa.-t at
! horndi
p.m., Brook- 4.o;
!.{.». 1 nil v ».uo, arriv ing at Burnham at 7»
p n
Returning- l.eave liurnham at -. -j a. in., I
'.*
In.an
iv
I'horndike,
Brook.-,
ing at I.fa.-t at ! o
a m.
C. p.m., CuHv-.o I
Eeav. Burnham at
fie
dike. ii. j7. lirook-, o./.e, ari iv ing at Belfast 7 .do p
I'hese frains Connect at Burnham with Porti..
Boston and Bangor I rain-.
Belfast, dune 14, lsTT.
_t-.,

£

ingEggEEglMr.EggSyggi: lit
low
1.e;|'

M* tal. mad**

v

,JOURNAL OFFICF, BFLFASf.

••

PROVIDENCE LINE.
New Route to Neu York,
Fare S4. New York

a

Return $7.

DIRIGO

ONLY 42 MILES OF RAIL.

COLLEGE

BUSINESS

Steamboat Fxpress Train will leavt* Boston ami
AUGUSTA. MAINE.
Providence Railroad Station, da ih Sunday >\e. p*
School year ‘Oinnu IIC( Allgll-t
1-7 7. Si hola
e«j) at t» I*. M. Connect at F>\ Point wharf, 1 ’i
admit I' d a! an v timr up t.» .1 ul;. 1st, f--.lowing. 1 In
deuce, with the fOiitirrly' Yew ami Yl.ignitc I is strictly a bu-n.e-- -viio
tie- reputation, populad,
eein
te and inen a-ed patroueg. ot which ha- render.
it necessary to rcinov1.» new and more cotmnodi. wticcommodations. B« -t rooms in the '-tat.-. AH
English branch' taught in connection wi b bu-inand tin- well-known and popular
>' mi for circular
cnur.-e.
containing full particula: -.
Address
L». M. W A I I T. Principal.
»'W7i
Aligu-ta, M»
arriving in New York at 7 A. M. ThD is tin-only
line atfording a delightful 'ail III rough V.irr.igilintett Ifc.ay by daylight.
4m rami Promenade Com err every e» eM
19.
Iteeiev'* Celeliraieil
niug' l»y
"- ak
Vital weakness or
:
% in**ric«* •» IKaml of l*rm i«l«*nr**.
liau.ti ii I. ling, no it- r^y ur euurax'
tie r---.il
train*
leave
;*l i.ilO I*. T1.
i-'r4»»gl»t
'Xtt
iiuermeiliate
I-.lulling** tielw ecu mental over work. Indescretions or exces
1*r*»vill«*nc«» anil Yew York.
v
a: w a v
;'-m.
SPS, "r '"iin drain upon In
Freight trains leave at -‘..in P. M.
ed ie HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPA f HIC SPEC
I'ickets and State Rooms can In* seeur* d at Com
pany’s office, ’.’It Washington, corner State street, IFIC No. 28. It tout
and at Boston \ Providenee Railroad Station.
tern, dispels the gloom ami d' -pomtem:v, impa.'i
L W
RICHARDSON, Agent, Itnstou.
strength and energy, -stops tb>-drain and nju.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t. B.Sc P. R. R.
:.m;V-*
nates tin- cut ire man.
Been it-id twi ii ty years w
perfect success bv tho.i-ands Sold by d'-al*

j

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS.

s

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND.

NERVOUS

IF YOU WANT

Customers,

Boarders,
Agents,
Orders,
Servants

Lawyer

Musical

Place,

or

or

Case,

Teachers,

Popular Preachers,

Cooks,
Books;
To Hire

DEBILITY.

Price, $l.oo per siugb v ial, or
pm p.uk ig*
live vials and $'.'.no vial of powih
Sent bv
receipt Of price, \ddrHUMPHREYS'HOME-

Opening Day-

OPA THiCMEDICINF COMPANY.
iu‘.» l i El* >\ si, new n irk.
l>■’.**
For Sale in Belfast by \V. O. Poor &. Son
anil R. H. Moody.

To I «■ Bought.
>liver o. » .old.
Merchandise >old,
Hoods to Apprai**
To aum line.
House'or Aen -,
Butchers or Bakers.

Boat',

or

N otes,

Let,

Dress, Skirt

Basement,
First f loor,
Casement.
To Purchase

A

or

or

PATjSirSTS,

Fltunic-

Cure

lor Disi-a.-e,
handy Valise,
A Muslin Chemise,
< ’heese,
Teas,
Bees,
A

a

Pet

Bear,

Pea'.

Bloodhound or .spit/,
Free from Fits.
"To Hire a Hall,
A l ender of Bars,
A Driver of » ai -.
An Elegant Carriage,
An Opulent Marriage,

>r ar«-

I
N

<>

prom
make known
Store,

our

Plates;
To sell to gay creatures

llostelrv,
Dry < ioo.i-,
l pholst«-ry
Picnic*,
Excur-ion*,
l\ nick-Knack-,
Diver-ions,
Clothe* ready made

Diamonds,
Pearls,
Rings,
Curls,

(’mils, Coke and Wood,
Pictures,
Lectures,

Play, Concerl
Skates,

or

Ball,

Increase of Trade

wush for their features. All kinds of Food ;
NVorks on Theology,
buy any odd thing
Magic, Astrology,
any odd 1 hiny
Wealth or Felicity.
Worldwide Publicity,
Rats,

To

or sell
( ats,

Mats,
Flats,
Bats,
Pantaloons, Huts,
Resplendent <’ravats,
Mutton or Beet;
Financial Relief,
Stocks,
Clocks,
Locks,
Socks,
Portmanteau or Box,
Pig, Sheep or Ox,
< »r even a Beau,
'Then in a trice
Take the advice
Written below—

Flags,
Bugs,

Bag»,
Nags,

I>re.*s.Shirts

or

(’oliar*,

Almighty Dollars,

Houses to Kent,
Store, Te nement,
Cash to be Lent.
Crt'h to be Spent,

PL. PI. PDDY,
No. 76 State St.,

l ent,
Roman Cement,
Ho
Read the advice
Far beyond price
Written below—

Bay Excursions.
MAY QUEEN leaves
NN hai
lor a trip across the
M.
at ■-..'to, and Friday A M.,
P.
Bay every Monday
at 0 o'clock, returning the same day, thus atfording
W. B. SWA\, Agent.
a delightful sail.
51tf
Belfast, dune 20 1S77.

opposite Kilby

St.. Boston

Patents ill tin- I niti <1 Mu:
ini.;«a
<>t her lon-igii ouut ri
( q
ot tin- claim-ot any Patent fumi-inil :•
remittm.
A b-ig ulinn t
one dollar.
recordi d a! \\ .i li:i .'
An
ml.,1 Stat,
it/t nri/ iu //,,
y..
sil/n
fin it it irs fur n/it'ii nil/;/ 1*111 infs
itsn rtu inim/ f'r
in'
n
nt
i<ins.
/Hi/i'n/iitiiliti)
B. H U>m Solicitor of patents,
>< cun

Britain, I 'imiht and

>

<

>

o

n-.sriMuNi \i.-.
t -m
4-I regard Mr I'.ddy i- one of tinsuccessiiit practitioners with whom I havt ) a i < 111
rilA.v MASON,
cialiutercour.se.
('oiiiini-sioni r of Pat« nt-."
‘‘Inventors cannot employ a person mon tru !
or
mon
securing lor them an t,i
vvoithy
and favorable con-idi ration at the Patent »thc«
l\
tlit
i;
no. ot pat*
KDMI.N1>
I.. late
I'lU- uN, (>ctober I1,', 1 ; u
H.
Dear
vdr
B.
von procured t.
KDDY, l.-ny
‘>ince then m ha
me, in J,s-|o, my lirst patent.
acted tor anil advised me in hundreds ot cu-cs, ana
procured many patent -. r«-i"U« and e\t» n-ion-. 1
have occasionally employ'-d In bo.-t ageuen s In NVvv
York. Philadelphia and Wa-l.o.gton, but 1 ~iillgu<
you almost tin- whop i.f my business, in umr lim
ami ail vise ot tiers to ••mph
you.
Yours t nly,
i, l .t >l(t, I. DB A PI I
Boston, Jan'y 1, DiT- 1 yrgT.
,■

capaldeoi

■

Belfast

Scent,

ADVERTiSE IN THE JOURNAL.

f

■

Aught

offices,

promise

No. 78 Main St.,

M w

-V*

RETURNING,

Or

.‘{.lo

State of Maine.

Writ.
3w7

GA

HATS,

for Phineas Curtis

Lot No. 114.
Heirs*of Nehemiah Turner, part
Lot No. 140,
C. A. Rust for part Lots No. 119 &

Wauhi

Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing,

5.89

:;n

Place,
John Larry for Bryant Lot,
Alexander Bonney, part lot No.40,
Heirs ol Nehemiah Turner, part

CLOTHS!

$5.21

Belfast. Casliuc, Brooksvillc & islesboru.

)

Horse,
Mare,
Monkey

IT1 I'll many thanks lor past favors, begs ltavr
to inform his friends and tin- public generally
that lie has returned and re-opened the store

No. 78 Main

lleerOi.

or .m

depression

Ij O W 2

If any person who appreciates a really tine grade
of TOBACCO, for Smoking or Chewing, will send us
their address by Postal Card, we will send in return
ffn-e of expense) a sample of the nri/ best Tobacco
in the market, manufactured by the

4w,;

Day, Monday, May 28th,

This

TRY IT!!

MERCHANTS’ TOBACCO

Goods!

(

oven

<

•.

has removed his stock of

Free!

....

PRICES LOW!

—A N1»—

Foreclosure Notice.

Stockton, Aug. 7,

Mrs. Phineas

OF

1 N C L U D 1 N G

or any

ROOFING SLATE.

have

REMOVAL!

cents

‘XTTHKREAS, Joshua Freeze, :i pauper of the
town of Stockton, has left his home at the
▼ V
town farm, and all persons are hereby forbidden
harboring or trusting him on town account.
C. C. ROBERTS,
) Overseers

I

for

Lameness. IB E M E H IB E IB W E CLAIM IT
REMOVE TIKE EXLAHGE*
WILL
MEAT
WITHOUT
KLIMTEIIIACi.
Sold by dealers throughout the country, or sent to
any address oti receipt of price, $1. Send for a cir
cular giving proof of above statements. It. J. KENDALL, M. D., Prop., Enosburgh Falls, Yt.

Edging, only

B. F. WELLS.

At CB1TCHETT £■ FIIAKCJS.

U. P. R. R., OMAHA, NEB.

it is also

Belfast,

DOZ. HOSIERY, Gents 7, 10, 15c
and up. Also, Ladies and Misses at very

I.KW ISTO.^

WEEK

|

Babbitt,
ot tin* bi->t Typo Metal, ami lot -ale in ipianti
C1IIOICF
ties to suit Machinist.', Millmen and others

une

'learn will run as usual.
for past favors, would still solicit paA. F. KKitiS,
Bakerv, Cross Street.
June 0, 1877.
4utf

Meaim-i

PER

l'uesda ind I
the arrival of r
T.oo o’clock
l*ulimaii Train for Bo-ton over
Eastern Rail Road for Rockland, Ca-tim, Peer I
Sedgwick, Southwest and liar llarhoi -, Mi. I>.
Millbridge, doi,. sport and Maehiasp. r
Returning—Et-uct Macinasport e\-erv Mondav n
I’liursdav Mornings at 1
o’clock,
iiii.g aarriving in I’.inland inn uighi, >■• in
‘-ng w
I’ullman Train and earlv morning ram- lor ho: and the West.
Eor further particulars inquire of
I
».En. |„ |i.n, lien. Ticket Agt.
|
Railroad \\ hart
K. 1'( SUIN',, \
l-f an* M nager.

PIPES.

Bedfast, April 3, 1 **77.

For

Sundays excepted,

Thankful
tronage.

‘Jo

Tin-

TRIPS

wilkJeave Railroad Wharf,
day Evenings at il o'clock,

Babbitt Metal,

making white bread every after-

commence

Pauper Notice.

JUST

Chilblains, Frost-bite, Felon, liruise, Cut,

on

cents each.

1 AA
"rV/U

by

WEST.

«

By using this piping
by rust or poisoning

Bread ! Bread !!
undersigned begs leave to inform the citizens
of Belfast that
THF.
and after Monday, ,1
1 ltli,
I shall

cheap.

Handkerchiefs, I for

Linen

Hotel.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Booms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

MISSES

KENDALLS^PAVIN
CURE
.Spavin, Splint, Callous, Curb, Ring-bone, CANNED
Corns,
complete remedy

will

be very

TWO

perfectly pure ami healthy article lor

a

WATER

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
J. D. TUCKER, Proprietor.

noon,

JACKSON, Freedom, Me.

N O W.

DAVIS,

American

cents.

see

& FRANCIS,
Dollars CR1TCHETT
(Hayford Block,)

0\ly Five

to

i*

Richmond.

DESERT & MACHIAS

hie vied lei ue Co.
N \v York.

at Law! Rubber Coated

ol

KILBY. JHstkk,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Patent Vulcanized

WALLACE,

rompt attention.

noz. Gents Hemmed Linen Handkerchiefs, subject to slight imperfections,
quality, less by the dozen.

onn

Nehemiah Abbott.

rjAl11s

our

Do Not

formerly occupied by lion.

FOR MT

For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
and R. H. Moody.
1)2*

♦a-All business entrusted to him will receive

of all finds.

11th,
K

•« itv of Richmond 'also
N. IR
c-miect- with
Portland X Bo.-ton Steamers, wheh leavi p..rt:
at scveti o’clock P. M. Ihi'-engers | ick-c.-| tl'i -m;■:
I no less than bv Boat ami Rail.
far< 'll*’I S PA I I I-. Rs<
R\, Ac- IF for Bi-lla
Belfast, .lime 1 R I*;;.

Olfice and Depot,
For Sale by all Druggists.

at Law!

Attorney

SPECIAL.
from 1') cts. to the finest
Considered by every one

Address
price.
Humphrey s’ llmiiconn t

JOHNSON,

GEO. E.

JAS. W. CLARK.

a

Vest's!

Law,

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

Office

on or

Croquet Slippers

at

St., Belfast, Me.

(>m40*

E.

June

<

GOING

FAMILY CASES.
Case. Morocco, with above :5T» large ials am!
Manual of directions,.$10.00
0.00
Case Morocco, of 20 large ials and Book,
These remedies are sent 1»> the ease
single box or vial, to any part of the
country, free of charge, on receipt of

entrusted to him will receive

business

G.

Lmhes' Serge Button and Congress.
Gootl Line in Men's Lo/e Cut Shoes.

MACHINES

AND SOLD ItV

41 tf

JOHNS O X,

No. 10 Main

Ladies' French Kid Hoots, nil Grades.
Ladies' American Kid Boots, full Line.

Machines. 200() S&
Any of the above first-class machines will be sold
ALL and
that
for $28X0.
Wanted, few reliable agents.
Cl/ oiler customers.
Call
address,

FOR SAWING WOOD, AND
THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN.

BELFAST. ME.

GOODS Attorney

Cotton

M. A.

E

.A^t/torney

Every day of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST
Gl'ALITY. All we ask is to call and see us.

Sewing
10w51

BOARDMAN,

OFFICE AT

C

1877

Will 1-ave Bangor e\ery Monday, Wednesday ai
Friday mornings at 7».;tn o’clock ; touching at all ’h
usual Landings on the River and Bav, arriving
Portland at about L3o o’clock P M coiiu. ting v n,
t
I both the Fast* rn and Boston \ .Mane Ruhr-1 which leave PnR II \ \ I» a*
:: P M
ami ar nv
in B< >SH RN about '.'..‘iO P M
with the Miore I.im Railroad, w hi.-h |. \.
|; .•
M
at 10 o’clock P. M for \
'i >R R
Passciigirs li-ket«d through Fi Boston ami Now
York.
Returning L- *• Railroad Wharf, toot ol *•
Street, Portland, saint evening, at 10 o’clock, oi
arrival of Lxpr»-*- I rain over tie Bo-t-ui X M:i
Railroad, which leave- Boston at *i\ o’clock P. M
4#'Passengers can take anv ol tie- arlit r li
from Bo-ton >v er either of t lie abov
R.tilr- a

...

No. 10 Main Street, (overt’. U. Sargent's Store,)
«nH
BELFAST, MAINE.

RECEIVING

NEW

Nos.
Cent*.
Cure?.
25
1. Fevers, Congestion, Inflammations,
55
2. Worms, Worn Fever. W.u-m c.uif,
3. Crying-Colle, or dYet iiing ofl rifants,. 25
25
4. Iliarriitea, of Children or Adults,
r». Dysentery, Griping. Bilious Colic,
2..
t». Cholera-borbus, Vomiiing,
7. Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
25
:u lie,
8. Neuralgia, Toothneh-. E
25
0. Headaches, sick lh ndach- Vertigo,
5
10. Dyspepsia, Bilious stoniaeli,
1!. suppressed, <>r Painful 1
1Z. Whites. t«... t’-c'jGC. I eriiuts.25
v
13. Croup. Cough, Difficult Breathing.
m
14. Half If beam. Erysipela
Eruptions.
If». Itheiimat ism, Ulieumatir Bains,
f)U
in. Fever and igue. Chill Fever, Agues,
17. Files, blind or bleeding.5.
f>u
13. <0phfbalmy, and Sore or Weak lives,
r.e
Id. Catarrli, acute or chronic. lntluen/a,
ho
20. Whooping-Cough, violent coughs,
50
21. Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
5i>
22. Ear Discharges, impaired hearing,
So
23. Scrofula, enlarged glands. Swellings,
f»o
21. Generai Debility, J’hysieal Weakliest),
50
25. Dropsy and scanty Secretions,
fs.
20. Sea-.^iVkness, sickness from riding,
27. Kidney-Disease, Gravel,.50
2s. Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness, 1 no
50
20. sore ftoutli, Canker.
30. I'rinary W e» kness, w«g!iiig tim bed, 50
r»r
81. Fainfni Feriods, or with spHstn>.
1 oo
82 Disease of Heart, palpitation*, etc.
i -mi
88. Epilepsey, Spasms, St. Vilus’ hai.ee,
34. Diphtheria, ulcerated son throat.
35. Chronic Congestions and Eruptions, 5u

MAINE-

-_-

prompt attention.

High Sts.

ORGANS.

White, Singer

Exami-

A. GREER,
Attorney & Counsellor at Law.

JEL. BD MOODY,

J.

They are Jusl what
people wain saving t inie, money'
sickness and suffering.
HA cry single
rtption of
specific the well fried pi
ait eminent physician.

F

All

and after MONDAY

C.

the

Notary Public,

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

ARRANGEMENT.

City

Been in general use for twenty years.
Everywhere proved the most sil’i’.,

Residence. Church St

No. 23 Main Street,
April 4, 1877.

Shoes

&

<>n

<

HUMPHREYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS

i*. >t.

AND

Jas. W. Clark

lfedieine.

medicines known.

TVEIEIIXrS

Critchett & Francis.

CO.,

SUMMER

Boston at n.du o’clock !’. M.. in season to conuei
with the Slior-' Rim* Railroad for Vw ^ ork, whief.
leaves Bo don at lo o’clock P. M.

Nashua, N. H.

htj all J)rvyyi*t* and tinder* in

LINE.

F

Bangor. Portland, Portsmouth, .Salem, Lvnn
Lowell, Lawrence, llav rhill, Boston x New York
making lose connections with both the Luster
and Boston X Main- Railroads, and arriving

in

snim„i ( o\tnnt \i.ami h ik iim

COUNSELLOR at LAW

At

1877.

wash oil.

n iti;i>

CURES'

HOMER, M. D.

EM ERY

Fine Goat Ties

nor

THE MILD'POWER

F/Ers. B. F\ Wells.

Our Prices Can't be Beat !

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff.

ly28

Sold

N. 15.—Particular attention given to Snryery and
Female Diseases of long standing.
iMr'Ile may be found in liis oflice every Friday
and Saturday of each week.
Otlier days devoted
to Surgical operations and visiting patients residing
in the country, etc.
Iy34

Strictly Pure and to give entire satis-

DR. R. MOODY’S
the market.

which will neither rub

>

VBA XU not: TIM t: /. A I I /XU UAXGO <

undesirable

Belfast, Me.

BELFAST,

STOCK

to

on

from gray or any other
shade, to brown or black, at discretion.
It is easily applied, being in <»«r pre/nir<iti< ii, and
tjuickl.s and effectually produces a permanent color

change

X S 1 J

I

may be relied

the color of the beard

LOMBARD,

lice 3S Main Si.

in the State.

preparation

elegant

1*77.

DYE,

For the Whiskers.

d-

JOHN

Styles

LARGEST

FULL LINE OF

faction.

Beto Sfttatisenunts.

2RT

P.

Office honrs, 8 to 12 a. m., 1.:jo to f» i*. m.
nations and Consultations, l.:U) to 2.:»0

and the

$2.50
3.65
Mew York, baggage checked through 6.50
All freight must be accompanied by Bills of l.u
ing in duplicate. All freight bill.* must be paid
1j LANK, Agent.
delivery of goods.
Belfast, .1 une

This

Wm R. Roix,

Lowell,

preparation for it-

BUCKINGHAMS

Capt.

Fare to Boston,

Assayer of Massachusetts,

“I consider ir the hast

KATAHDIN.

Johnson,

S T L A M 1.

Hayford

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

State

intended purposes.'-

DENTIST.
Block,

A T-

SPICES!
Warranted

says of it

Hayes,

J. P.

Will leave Belfast for Boston every Monday, Wed
nesday, Thursday and Saturdav, at u o’clock I* M
Returning, will leave Boston even Monday, Tut
day, Thursday and Friday at o. tO o’clock 1*. M.

desirable.

w7STODDARD, DJX

G.

MILLINERY!

CAMBRIDGE.
Capt.

glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
making the hair grow thick and strong.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual,

44tf

WE ARK

JUST RECEIVED

Extra Fine Tlixed Card*, with name,
pj lO cts., post-paid. L. JONES & CO., Nassau,
New York.

C.

first-class !'rug Store

a

R. H. MOODY’S.

Beware anonyinus Circulars. Write for explanation.
Battle raging. Full Tarticulars free. Address Dan*I
F Beatty, %Va*liingrton. Hew Jeney.

.*> 11f

becomes white and clean.

use

42 tf

<>r

be found at

can

kino Magnificent $G50 Rosewood Tianoes
1‘iic Rosewood Upright Tianoes
r
ANUa *17
little used) cost $800 only $125, must
sold. Tailor Organs, 2 Stops $45,
flRRANV^
U HUH lip i.i stops $05, $12 Stops only $75.
Nearly
New 4 Set Reed 12 Stop, Sub Bass & Octave Coupler
Organs, cost over $:J50, only $55. Lowest l'ricercver
olfered sent on 15 days test trial. You ask why I oiler
so cheap?
I reply Hard Times. Result sales over
1,000,000 annually. War commenced by monopolists.

20, 1877.

its

properties it restores the capillary

;
| and

MAT 16th, 1677. DENTIST
Cowr
Ch»,rh
Srrih<i Sts., HE LEAST.

Sponges, &c., <!tc.

n |

June

scalp by

faded hair to its youthful color.

R. P. HALL &

Elm St.. BEf'KspoiEJ. ME.

FRED. W. POTE.
Belfast,

as

eruptions, itching and dandruff;

mamm a<

DENTIST,

Emery BH:,

;

or

all

its tonic

I>r. A. A.

CEO. F. EAMES. D.O.S..

chase.
I shall be at mv SALOON myself, and shall be
pleased to see my friends and the public at all times.

Combs,

and

iraii-mM mnamnwnini—i

of

lias removed his Stock of

Tooth Brushes,
Face Powder,

cures

Price .*15 cent*. Aol<l l»r all llriig^initi,
anil nvnt «»n receipt of *25 cent* for one,
or
$1,25 for *ix, or $2.25 for twelve,
carefully wrapped and warranted Ur
HEKKNtV POTT Fit, Proprietor*,Bonton, !NLa**.

specialty

the Route.

on

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.
wonderful and satisfactory

as

are

removes

By

or

.-

A full line of each constantly on hand.
Remembering the dull times, I shall endeavor to
make my prices such, that all mav be able to pur-

in Bulk

Pomades,

is warranted, on the reputation of Dr. Collins, its inventor, an old physician, to be the best plaster in the
world of medicine. The union of the two great medical agents, viz.
Electricity and Medical Gums and
Essences, fully justifies the’claims, and entitles this
remedy to rank foremost among all curative compounds for all external Aches and Tains.

a

R. G. DYER.

offer for sale the very derabl’e small farm on which 1
live. It is most pleasantly sit1, contains thirty acres, is under
cultivation and is well fenced
watered, and in all respects convenient. It has upon it first class buildings in thorough repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing
fruit trees. Call at office 2t, Main street, or on the
premises at the intersection of tube Bincolnville and
Little River roads in the south part of this city.
I. M. BOA RDM AN.
Belfast. April 12, 1877.
41tf

city.

Two Steamers

care.

It restores gray
It

; and the

ereby

OF

CONFECTIONER! !
shall make

j

!

Farm for Sale.

Cigars, Tobacco & Smokers Artcles

The best and most durable

Cures Pains and Aches.
equalizes the Circulation.
subdues Inflammatory Action.

relaxes Stiffened Cords.
cures Nervous Shocks.
is invaluable in Taralysis.
cures Inflammation of the Liver.
removes Nervous Tains.
cures Spinal Weakness.
is Grateful and Soothing.
cures Epilepsy and Fits.
is safe, Reliable, and Economical.
is prescribed by Thysieians.
is endorsed bv electricians.

LINE

BEST

to be found in the

TRUSSES !

Perfumery

Kidney Complaint.
strengthens the Muscles.
cures Rheumatism and Neuralgia.

at this office.

LOWELL.

for the Season of 1877.

; ever.

j
j
!

Belfast, April 21, 1S77.—4-itf

Styles.

Beers.

Spruce

THE

Also,

Knives,

cures

in all

RENEWER.

Just received the

Fancy (loads,

ruptures and Strains.
removes pain and Soreness.

ply

< )rder

Ice Creams, Cake, Lemonade, Pop

Mooxre’s

AN

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

season

_

FOR 25 CENTS.

O. F.
party of Poston ladies meandering
about Wiiliamstown, Mass., the other day
were overtaken by a cow.
“Girls,” said
Miss Culture of Peaeon street, “girls, the
antipathy we have for this animal makes
it imperaitve that we emulate certain
politicians, so I recommend that we get
on the fence.”
[N. V. Mail.

-O

ELECTRIC BATTERY

OMfinri^nMeT6i«saa^t?v-rarrrmr,w'i

Figs.

OYSTERS

MAINE.

«tf

NEW FIRM!

ELECTRICITY

It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It

Block,

And leased the store on Main street, formerly occupied by J. It. Wudlin, are now prepared to offer
a well selected stock of

FO.-i THE MILLION.

old, two stories high, and finished
throughout, is suitable for two small
families. The location, commanding a
view of the harbor and bay cannot be surpassed in
the city. In tin* summer season pts close proximity
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable.
The lot attached is suitable lor a city garden. Apyears

Of all kinds in their

Served to

Bay

on

AND

Arrangements

standard article is compounded with the

This

.Its effects

s acre

BOSTON

hair

greatest

offers for sale his

CO.

-for-

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

1

House for Sale.
subscriber

I

ICE WATER
sweetened, forms a mixture which, as a cooling,
healthy, and refreshing Summer Beverage, has no

vescknj'

A

BELFAST,

and

At Worchester they have arrested the
manufacturers of [latent milk, which was
made in this manner: A quantity of
milk was put into a large tank and a
larger quantity of water added. Soda,
salt and various other chemicals were
added in proportion, and the mixture, was
then stirred thoroughly. After being
stirred in this manner the simple turning
of a faucet was all the exertion required
to milk the cow, and the milk was canned
I
and placed in the cooler until morning.
Plungers were then inserted in the cans,
which being vigorously used, brought to
'4tts.
the surface a beautiful looking but deTh»N« Terrible HeiUlaclieM (-eueraleil
ceitful “cream.” The prepared milk was by obstructed secretions, and to which ladies are especially subject, can always be relieved, and their rethen delivered to customers.
currence prevented by the use of Takkant’s Kffkk-

1

Granite

recently occupied by

of land
THE
dwelling house and I
View Street. The house is three

Fruits, Foreign & Domestic,
Nuts, Raisins and

STORE,
70

Tfiddfetown Mpriug*, Vl.
l’arties who wish to purchase machines that have
proved to be superior to all others, will do well to
send for circular and descriptive price list, which will
be forwarded upon application, free.

When the German government sowed
that Cologne farm ten inches deep in tanbark. saturated it with kerosene, and
fired it. the olicials supposed it would
crisp the Colorado beetle: hut the second
day they were shocked to see him crawl
out of the fire, climb up on the fence, wipe
the headed perspiration from his brow,
and remark to the nearest official, “party
hot for comfort, stranger, hut it is the
boss weather for corn.”

FURNITURE

CRAMPS AND PAINS
whether produced by the indigestion, improper food,
change of water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden changes of temperature,
are immediately relieved by it.
One ounce added to
a gallon of

rATKXTKU, MANUFACTURED
sure

FITTED

Waldo

on

eligibly

would give notice that I have leased the SALOON
in FIKRCK’S BLOCK, and having refitted it
thoroughly, in an attractive manner, shall keep constantly on hand

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

WALL’S

and laud

Mrs. James A. lluss. The lot contains about 10 acres of land and a
fine privilege for water.
House !
located on high land with a commanding
view of the village and bay. For terms apply to
W. G. CROSBY. I
4w6
Belfast, Aug. 1, 1877.

BERRIES

CHOLERA MORBUS,

SANFORD’S JAMAICA

house
rpHE
jL Avenue

I

A. E. MATHEWS’

Cramps, Fains, Diarrhoea, and Dysentery are instant- ;
ly relieved by it. It will render an attack of Cholera 1
Morbus impossible, if taken when the symptoms of
1
this dangerous complaint first manifest themselves.

Bath.

exaggerate the habits or exceptions of society.
There is nothing more interesting than what is
natural here. Take a timid yonng woman's first
battle with the breakers—a light-built, frailish.
chilly creature. Sin* is tempted, after much per
suasion. To put on a bathing suit, and slyly and
ashamed walks out of the sand as startled as
Godiva. licr little feet look accusations t<» her
Her belit
downcast eyes upon such immodesty.
tied stature, shorn of skirts, and in coarse woolens
that reveal every deficiency of plumpness and all
scrawny places, depresses her confidence yet more.
The breath of the air searches out her shining skin,
as if the little eupids riding on tie- spray laid claim
to her so unsexed.
She scarce dared look at those
bold, gazing dames who sit on the dry sands under
it,,.
The
parasols and seek to penetrate her /
mischievous boys, chasing each other with naked
around
look
as
and
formidable
her.
legs
(lodging
Arabs hunting slaves for the harem. Then there is
a man. a real man. with a pot belly and big. blue
veined feet and a lazy, impudent, prying stare.
O. Lord." she says, "let us go back
It's awful
1 didn’t think it was like this! Don't let us go!"
But there is no retreat. The cold water touches
her feet and lays its cold clutches about her instep
and deriving audacity enters the trousers, and then
riotously the fringe of surf leaps and chills her to
the knee.
Her breath seems to leave her.
She
1 can't stand
lays hand on the rope and gasps:
it !" At this a rough, well meaning man throws a
handful of salt water over her jacket, which goes
to the skin.
“Get out o' your pains!" lie cries.
With aflutter of the heart and a nervous spasm,
she runs up on the sands and looks at the sea with
Then there are little coaxings,
terror and relief.
and she ventures in again on condition that nobody
her.
and
once consents to duck to the
approaches
neck. Led on by encouragement, she tries the
nearest breaker and pitched headlong, hut sustain
ed by the hands of a friend, arises dripping from it
as nervous as ever.
“That thing (the bn-aker) is
terrible ! I believe one more would kill me with
the heart disease!"
The second breaker barely lets the sentence end.
and the new sense of those hundreds of pounds
of brine, precipitated so informally and roaringly
upon her. is espoused in awe and fear upon a conn
teiiance cool and coquettish, with shades of mean
ingand sagacity, when ashore. Nothing now pro
vmts her escape but the male friend, who holds
her lirm with the nerve and delicacy of ;i doctor.
••Courage." he says. “You are doing bravely
Don't you howl! If you go frightened you will
never appreciate tin* sea.
It’s coming
there !"
Kaiscd in those confident arms to let tin* body of
the wave pass beneath, sin* feels only its lmovaney
—and a new sense develops —of admiration for
mail's strength. As terror subsides this conlidenee
ml tile bather grows.
Her own coiiiidenee in her
appearance and performance brings back tin* liapjo
to
instructions
vanity. Yielding
implicit ly, a seus«
of purity even of bathing attire, revives, and a
steady glow replaces her blushes. JD*r arms are
around Air. Smith's neck. She Boats, face upwards,
on his
|jand. They tumble together and don’t

us.

Judges ought

Maiden’s

TO

This

[■•Gath's" Long Branch Letter to the Graphic ]
And now it i:> the bathing hour. Seaside writers

Theories are very thin and unsubstantial: cxpe
rieuce only is tangible.
our owl

«in-

to

A

always criminal.

An excuse is worse and more terrible than
for ail excuse is a lie guarded.

wmr

of less then half a million in fi\e years, in
the face of the Tribune, it is not unnatural that it should allude to the fact with
pride. [Worcester Gazette.

in their own chambers haunted
Bv thoughts that like unwelcome guests intrude.
Aim! sit down uninvited and unwanted.
And make a nightmare of tile solitude
ever so

eonuueieu

support newspapers. Nevertheless,
if the Inter-oeean has really reached a
point where it sees a profit and with a loss

they who are

pleasure be

ueen

centre and has an enormous capac-

news

ity

Tis they who walk the highways unsuspected.
Yet with grim tear forever at their side,
Who clasps the corpse of some sin undetected.
A corpse no grave or coffin-lid can hide.

Let

nave

GrO

erality and enterprise. It means simply
that a community is unwilling or unable
SAMPLES FREE.
to indulge in the luxury of an additional
O
\ REWARD will be paid lor a bottle of
journal, rhicago is a great business and y*V >1 I" / any other Extract or Essence of Ja-

Not they who know tin* awful gibbet s anguish,
Not they who. while sad years go by them, in
The sunless cells of lonely prisons languish.
Do sutler fullest penalty for sin.

Tis

hoi

elegant preparation is prepared from the
Turn Jamaica Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French
brandy, and is vastly superior to every other Extract or Essence of Ginger

New
Saloon!
Bargains

Great

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER.

For Sale.

Savings

Bank.

liKMOVKD to tlietr new Banking Boon
in Custom House .square, arc prepared to n
ceive deposits, placing the same on inti r. -t on tin
lirst days of .June, July. August and Mptember, am:
Interest
December, .lanuary, F ebruary and March
being computed on same, the lirst Mondays of Juki
and December.
Deposits received daily,'except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from U to P.' A. M.,and to 4 P. M
Saturdays Bank closes at 1J, noon.
ASA F AUNCK, Pre-f
John li. Qi t.Mnv, freas.
tf
Belfast June Sth 1N74.

HAYI.

*aIT=‘U* Sanford

li

Notice of ForecSosurc.
E undersigned who
rpilReceiver
of the

has been duly appointed
Bucksport Savings Bank, of
Bucksport, Maine, hereby gives public notice that
Chpa T. Spinney and William o. Spinney of Stock
(on, in the County of Waldo, on the ldth day of
May, 187«i, by liis deed of that date, duly recorded,
mortgaged to said Bank, (the mortgage running to
its Treasurer) a certain parcel of real estate, with
the buildings thereon in said Stockton, hounded:
Beginning on the west side of the County road lead
ing from Stockton to Prospect Ferry and a field
formerly belonging to E. II. French and bounded by

extending about "(Meet west from the road
Into land of E. H. French, being about do feet wide,
and same conveyed to said Clara by Levi Staples by
deed recorded in Waldo Registy, Vol. 171, Page ml
The condition of said mortgage having been and
still being broken, the undersigned in behalf of said
Bank, and in bis said capacity, claims to foreclose
the same and gives this notice for the purpose.
THEO. C. WOODMAN,
Receiver Bucksport Savings Bank.
Uwti
Bucksport, Aug. 1, 1S77.
road and

full description* of Southern ltu**ln.TurL<\v,
tim-vf, A■»«;! Minur. The lloly Lund, err.
tin,' lin.rravinga. This i- the nnl't
with
History published oi Uie couutries involved in the

It contains

rylit,
..-

rated

complete

Russian--Turkish War

This grand new work is the result of Recent nn.l ExtenTravel in nil the countiies feinted
It is u /
and
timely biM>k —the on i.f utte on the mi <*-< t -and the fust
ert selling one ever published. X>n. Age'i.t seld t*t» oopie
[he lint <hu/; unotiur, Ids ,ij in. u-..another, 54 I s iii

sive

-•.

mil’ t'>'r?i</nji.
A-.'rnts. dhn t ini-s ttiis th. very itk st chain-e
to make monev oin thr hut three i/enrs. Now is voiir
tain-. S. nd t..r ••nr KxCh Terms to Au -nts, and a full ■!•
fci-riptimi of thi- .'outwork and judge for ourselves. Address
A. 1>. w <i.: III.NO TON .V Co., Publishers, Hartford, C’uuu-

E.

CLARK, JR.,

& CO.,

Merchants,
I OH THK SALK OH
Commission

Beans, Potatoes &c„
Butter, Eggs,
Commercial St.I Boston,
PI

Mass.

Patronage of.Shippers and F'armers solicited. Satisfactory references given. Price Currant and Marking
Plates sent on application.
4vvd

